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ABSTRACT

Optimal control of fermentation processes is necessary for better behaviour of the

process in order to achieve maximum production of product and biomass. The problem

for optimal control is a very complex nonlinear, dynamic problem requiring long time for

calculation Application of decomposition-coordinating methods for the solution of this

type of problems simplifies the solution if it is implemented in a parallel way in a cluster of

computers. Parallel computing can reduce tremendously the time of calculation through

process of distribution and parallelization of the computation algorithm. These processes

can be achieved in different ways using the characteristics of the problem for optimal

control.

Problem for optimal control of a fed-batch, batch and continuous fermentation processes

for production of biomass and product are formulated. The problems are based on a

criterion for maximum production of biomass at the end of the fermentation process for

the fed-batch process, maximum production of metabolite at the end of the fermentation

for the batch fermentation process and minimum time for achieving steady state

fermentor behavior for the continuous process and on unstructured mass balance

biological models incorporating in the kinetic coefficients, the physiochemical variables

considered as control inputs. An augmented functional of Lagrange is applied and its

decomposition in time domain is used with a new coordinating vector. Parallel computing

in a Matlab cluster is used to solve the above optimal control problems. The calculations

and tasks allocation to the cluster workers are based on a shared memory architecture.

Real-time control implementation of calculation algorithms using a cluster of computers

allows quick and simpler solutions to the optimal control problems.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Awareness ofthe problem

Fermentation processes are widely used In SA for production of food, beverages,

medicines, chemicals, A Fermentation process is classified according to the mode that

has been chosen for process operation either as batch, fed-batch or continuous (Agrawal

et a/', 1989). It Is clear that the pursuit to maximize the productivity whilst minimizing the

production costs Is not the only reason for the control engineers Interest in fed-batch

fermentation processes. Existing control systems for the fermentation processes In the

scientific laboratories and Industry are based only on the principles of classic control

(Flaus et aJ. 1989). The process behavior is not optimized according to existing

environmental conditions and the acting disturbances (Ilkova and Tzonkov, 2004).

The non-stationary process dynamics, slow response, non-linearity, sudden unexplained

changes and irreqularities make these processes more interesting for researchers. The

developed project is based on the latest control technology using PC with Matlab

software technology. Another challenge is to integrate the whole system i.e. Data

ecqusitlon(DAQ) and real time control system with the design methods for modeling,

parameter estimation and optimal control determination, in order to build a fully

automatic, adaptive and robust control system (Neil and Harvey, 1990). The problem that

will be considered and solved is concerned with the process behavior optimization based

on the existing dependencies between the chemical (environmental) process variables

like temperature pH, Dissolved oxygen (DO) and the biological variables (concentration

of biomass substrate and product) (Zhang and Lennox, 2003). This problem is

characterized with many variables, nonlinear equations, big dimensions which lead to

very complex calculations. The time for calculation of the optimal control can be very long

and in this way the real-time calculation is not possible.

Distributed and parallel computing Is one of the new achievements in computer software

and hardware. It can reduce tremendously the time of calculation through distribution and

parallelization of the computation algorithm. These processes can be achieved in

different ways using the characteristics of the problem for optimal control. Solution of the

optimal control through mathematical decomposition Is one of the best ways for

parallellzatlon of the solution because It is done in such a way that the solution of the

1



problem is a sum from the solution of the sub-problem, this means that the optimality is

preserved.

Following the above, the thesis will investigate the new computational distributed and

parallel technology capabilities to solve the problem for optimal control of fermentation

processes on the basis of the decomposition methods.

1.2 Statement of the problem

The problem for control of fermentation process is very important these days because of

population increase and industrial developments. The fermentation process has proven

to have positive effects in many fields of domestic life and industry, but the different types

of fermentation processes that are batch, fed-batch and continuous still need deeper

understanding and improvement. Furthermore these processes have not been studied

fully yet as an object of control. It is not clear:

• Which kind of models are convenient, for optimal control calculation

• Which are dependencies between input and outputs,

• Which process variables are the most significant and in which way they affect the
quality of the process or its products,

• What the optimal combination of settings for these significant variables is,
according to the goals posed on the process quality and the product quantity.

• There is a lack of methods for measuring of important variables, for modeling and
parameter estimation and for optimization and control calculation.

• The existing methods for solution of the optimal control problems require complex
and time consuming calculations.

It is necessary for better control of the process to overcome the above difficulties by

developing adaptive multi-layer strategy of control in which the problem for optimal

control will be designed and implemented in integrity with others for control!er design and

its implementation in order to achieve maximum production of yeast at the end of

fermentation processes.

Then the research project problem can be slated in the following way.

To develop methods, algorithms and programme for parallel solution of the problem for

optimal control such that the process of calculation is characterized with reduced

complexity and minimum time.

The research problem can be divided in the following sub problems:

2



1.3 Design based problems

1.3.1 Sub-problem 1: Mathematical modeling

The design and implementation of the connection between chemical and biological

variables in the existing process kinetic model for three types of fermentation processes

batch, fed-batch and continuous. Unstructured model describing the behavior of the

biological variables identifying the dependencies between physiochemical and biological

variables will be introduced:

Inputs to be considered as control signals

• Base/acid flow rate

• On/off heating energy

• Flow rate of oxygen

• Flow rate of substrate

• Temperature

• pH

• 002 concentration.

State variables

• Concentration of biomass

• Concentration of substrate

• Concentration of product

• Volume of the reactor.

1.3.2 Sub-problem 2: Development of decomposition methods

Development of methods and algorithm for solution of the optimal control problems

based on decomposition of the initial problem.

1.3.3 Sub-problem 3: Software development for calculation of the problem on one

computer.

Development of Matlab programs for optimal control calculation using sequential mode of

calculation.

1.3.4 Sub-problem 4: Simulation

Simulation of the process with the developed programme of optimal control to verify the

methods and software.

3



1.3.5 Sub-problem 5: Software development for calculation of the problem on a

cluster of computers

Development of Matlab programs for optimal control calculation using distributed mode of

calculation.

1.3.6 Optimization of the process of parallel computation

Experiments with the developed programs and a benchmark program to investigate the

influence of the cluster architecture, number of workers, amount of communication

messages between the workers on the time of calculation. Different scenarios will be

designed and implemented.

1.4 Research Aim and objectives

1.4.1 Research Aim

The research is focused on developing a decomposition method to solve the problem for

optimal control of the fermentation processes for production of biomass and product. The

problem is based on two types of criteria -maximum produelion of biomass and product

at the end of the fermentation process and maximum production of biomass and product

at the end of the unknown optimization period. The mass balance model of the process is

used. Methods, algorithm and programme have to be developed for calculation of the

optimal trajectories of the chemical and biological variables in Matlab. An algorithm and

software for parallel and sequential implementation of the method in Matlab cluster has

to be developed.

1.4.2 Objectives

• To develop a unique mathematical model of the fermentation processes by
incorporating of physiochemical variables into the kinetic modes. This is
achieved by performing a study of various existing models and by studying the
complex dependencies between the process variables.

• To develop decomposition methods for optimal control calculation of the three
considered types of femnentation processes. This is achieved by performing a
study of the existing methods for optimal control on the basis of a functional of
Lagrange.

• To develop algorithms and programs in Matlab for sequential calculation of the
optimal control.

• To develop algorithms and programs in Matlab for distributed-parallel calculation
of the optimal trajectories.

4



1.5 Hypothesis

The hypothesis is connected with the possibilities for application of the methods and

technologies of the modern control to the fenmentation processes. It can be formulated

as:

•

•

•

•

The connection between the chemical and biological variables is possibly to be
created using special representation of the kinetic model parameters.

The created models can describe very well the process behavior and the optimal
control problem formulated and solved on their basis will optimize both chemical
and biological process variables.

The parallel computation of the optimal control problems will reduce the time for
computation.

The time for calculation in the cluster can be reduced by proper problem
decomposition and 0 reduced communication between workers and with
possibilities to achieve shorter time for optimal control problem formulation and
solution.

1.6 Delimitation of Research

• The research study is conducted at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology
in Department of Electrical Engineering.

• The research will be concentrating on all three types of fermentation namely
batch, fed-batch and continuous.

• The considered physiochemical variables are temperature, DO, pH and rpm. Only
temperature is used in the developed process models.

• Optimal control problem are solved using two-level computational structures and
theory of the variational calculus.

• Maximum number of used workers is 32.

1.7 Motivation ofthe research

Better results from the fenmentation process will be received if the control system

succeeds to optimize the environmental conditions for the cells. It is therefore quite

important to investigate how the chemical state causes changes in biological state. In

order to achieve the full biological potential, the chemical or environment conditions must

be maintained optimally. The chemical variables control the enzyme activity of the

biological variables and consequently control the biological behavior. Therefore, they are

considered as control inputs. This means that if the optimal conditions for the chemical

variables are reached according to a given optimization criterion, then the optimal

conditions for the biological ones will be also reached. The idea is not new but there has

never been any practical industrial application of this method. The ability to control
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fermentation processes accurately by following desired trajectories is believed to be a

key factor In maintaining the product consistency and this believe can be proved by the

undertaken research project

The optimal control problems of fermentation processes have to be solved as these

processes are subjected to some disturbances. Taking into account the current

development of computer architecture, it appears very useful to obtain optimal control

law by iterative methods which are well adapted to parallel computation.

1.8 Assumption

The assumptions are made according to different parts of the project research work, as

follows:

• Process under study --> it is working according to prescribed technology.

• Model of the processes --> the kinetic models of batch, fed-batch and continuous
can be used as a basis for description of the connections between the chemicai
and biological variables.

• Optimal control problem solution --> The Lagrange's functional methodology can
successfully be used to solve nonlinear problems for optimal control

• Parallel calculation --> the time for communication between the workers is less
than the time for solution of the task by the workers.

• Cluster memory distribution --> allows fast distribution of tasks between the
workers.

1.9 Description ofthe fermentation processes

Fermentation is the biotechnological practice that results in the creation of alcohol or

organic acids on the basis of growth of bacteria, moulds or fungi on special nutritional

media (Ahmed et al., 1982). It is the process that takes place in tanks called bioreactors

or fermentors. Fermentation processes are complex, dynamic autocatalytic processes in

which transformation, caused by biological catalysts called enzymes is taking place

Enzymes are proteins of high molecular mass that act as biological catalysts. They are

substrate specific, versatile, and very effective biological catalysts resulting in much

higher reaction rates as compared to chemically catalyzed reactions under ambient

temperature. Enzymes are classified according to the reaction they catalyze. Enzymes

decrease the activation energy (E) of the reaction catalyzed by binding the substrate and

forming an enzyme-substrate (ES) complex. Molecular aspects of enzymes-substrate

interaction are not yet fully understood, but yet the enzymes require optimal conditions

for pH, temperature, ionic strength, etc for their maximum activity. (Michael and Fikret,
6



1992). This dependence will be used in the thesis to develop mathematical models of the

processes for the purpose of optimization of the control and state trajectories.

The technology of the fermentation is as follows:

The nutrients are added and the cells are inoculated into the fermentation vessel,

environmental conditions such as pH, temperature, 002 , etc are kept convenient. The

cells start multiplying forming mass cells called biomass, and other substances called

secondary metabolites, or products. The research is based on three different types of

fermentation:

1.9.1 Fed-batch fermentation

The input to the process is ccntinuously added from the initial stage through the end of

the process, but the process output is not removed until the process is finished.

The fed-batch processes start with the cells being grown under the batch movement for

some time, usually until close to the end of the exponential growth phase. At this point

solution of substrate (nutrients) is fed into the reactor, without the removal of culture

fluids. This feed should be balanced enough to keep the growth of the microorganisms at

a desired specific growth rate and reducing simultaneously the production of by-products.

During the gro\'lIth phase nutrients are added (Flow rate - F) when needed and acid and

base is added to control the level of pH. If the cells are grown in an aerobic condition,

using appropriate meters the oxygen flow rate can be measured. Also the rate into which

the oxygen is supplied can be controlled. Temperature is one of the variables that need

to be controlled precisely. Many variables can influence the operation of the fermentation

process. The ones listed above are just the few that can be measured on-line.

1.9.2 Batch fermentation

The input (feed-nutrients) to the process is added before the initial stage of the process

and the product (process output) is not removed until the process is complete. The main

disadvantage of the batch process is that it is characterized by high down time between

batches, comprising the charge and discharge of the fermentor vessel, the cleaning,

sterilization and the re-start of the whole process.

1.9.3 Continuous fermentation

The input to the process is continuously added and the process output is continuously

removed making it more economic compared to the other two type mentioned above.

7



1.10 Control system layers

The optimal control problem in the thesis will be solved in Matlab as part of the optimal

control strategy for the process. In future the Matlab cluster could be connected to the

PC and used for faster solution of the optimization problem. The problem for calculation

of the optimal control is considered as a part of a real time optimal and adaptive control

strategy which could be implemented for every fermentor, Figure 1.1.

Adaptation layer

i ~

I optimizationt optimal control

.
~ t

Direct control

i ~
Plant

Figure 1.1: Three layers of control system

The problem solved on each layer is as follows:

• Adaptation - model identification, ( model parameters estimation)

• Optimization - optimization based on the model parameters from adaptation layer
and design of the direct controller parameters. The study will consider and solve
optimal control problems.

• Direct control - realization and implementation of the closed loop linear and non
linear control according to optimal trajectories of the process variables obtained
from the optimization layer.

1.11 Parallel optimal control calculation

Computational necessities have been one of the main concems for the optimal control of

large-scale interconnected systems. The advent of parallel computers fostered a

considerable amount of effort to solve these problems by using parallel algorithms to

speed up computation time. The approach that is used in the thesis is based on the idea

of decomposition and coordination, where a large optimal control problem is

decomposed into a number of sub-problems, and appropriate coordinating variables are

introduced This forms a two-level structure, where the low level consists of many smaller

optimal control sub-problems and the high level is a parameter optimization probiem.
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With the coordinating variable given, low level sub-problems are decoupled and solved in

parallel. In the thesis coupling variables and Lagrange multiptiers are selected as

coordinating variables. The global optimality is then ensured by iteratively updating

coordinating variables at the high level. Successful methods for solving long-horizon

problems have been developed along the line of time decomposition, where the original

problem is decomposed along the time axis (Chang et al, 1989) and (Tang et al 1991)

and are further discussed in chapter three of the thesis.

1.12 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 describes the need of the study discussed in the thesis and highlights

comparison between the different types of fermentation processes i.e. batch, fed-batch

and continuous processes for the production of yeast. The aim and the objectives of the

dissertation are stated and explained.

Chapter 2 describes fermentation process. firstly a brief introduction in microorganism's

types, fermentation process phases. and fermentation technology based on three

different types of fermentation as the research in the thesis is focusing on them. Models

that describe the system in all possible situations with a high accuracy are developed

based on the mass balance principle of fermentation processes for three fermentation

processes mentioned above.

Chapter 3 describes the importance of fermentation process control technology. It also

highlights some important adaptive optimization techniques as they are used as

optimization methods needed in order to successfully obtain the optimal operating

policies of the processes.

Chapter 4 describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of a batch

fermentation process. Decomposition method for solving discrete time formulation of the

problems based on varational calculus using an augmented Lagrange functional and its

decomposition in time domain is developed. The algorithm of the method that is used to

solve the optimal control problem is described.

Chapter 5 describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of fed-batch

fermentation process. Decomposition method is firstly developed for batch processes to

solve the above problems on the basis of an augmented Lagrange functional and new

coordinating vector for its time domain decomposition is applied and is developed. The

algorithm of the method for solving the optimal control problem is developed.
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Chapter 6 describes the problem for minimum time control of continuous fermentation.

Decomposition method for solving discrete time formulation of the problems based on

varational calculus using an augmented Lagrange functional and its decomposition in

time domain is developed. The algorithm of the method that is used to solve the optimal

control problem is described.

Chapter 7 is firstly elaborating the reason why there is a need in applying parallel

computing in chemical processes. It also explains the concept of parallel computing and

gives a brief history of parallel Matlab environment. Mallab Parallel Computing Toolbox

and Matlab Distributed Computing Server and its concepts are introduced.

Chapter 8 describes the programme of optimization in Matlab Distributed Computing

Engine and Parallel Computing Toolbox. The Results from calculations with the Matlab

sequential program and the parallel calculations also are described. The results from the

sequential and parallel computing are compared.

Chapter 9 presents the conclusion stressing the developments in the dissertation as well

as the future work on the topic and the possible application of the developed work

1.13 Conclusion

This chapter explains the necessity of the research. Aim and the objectives of the thesis

are stated and explained. The selected development and simulation software used is

discussed. Three different types of fermentation processes i.e. batch. fed-batch and

continuous are highlighted. Description of modeling approaches as applicable to the

thesis is discussed in chapter two. Also the derivation of the developed fermentation

models using mass balance equations and rate laws is discussed and presented in

chapter two.
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CHAPTER TWO
DESCRIPTION AND PROCESS MODELING OF FERMENTATION

PROCESSES

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes growth stages of the processes in nutrient solution with

microorganism's cultivation under physiological conditions, Three different types of

fermentation processes i.e. batch, fed-batch and continuous are discussed and

compared according to their characteristics, The description of modeling approaches as

applicable to the thesis and the comparison between different types is highlighted. The

derivation of the developed fermentation models using mass balance equations and rate

laws is discussed and presented.

In this chapter section 2.1 recapitulates the content of the chapter. Section 2.2 describes

fermentation process, firstly a brief introduction in microorganism's types, fermentation

process phases, and fermentation technology based on three different types of

fermentation as the research in the thesis is focusing on them. Modeling of fermentation

processes has always been somewhat challenge. However, it is neither necessary nor

desirable to construct comprehensive mechanistic process models that can describe the

system in all possible situations with a high accuracy as presented in section 2.3. In

section 2.4 three modeling approaches are highlighted. In section 2.5 describes kinetic

models of fermentation processes. In section 2.6 mass balance principle of fermentation

processes is presented. Lastly conclusion is given in section 2.7.

2.2 Fermentation process

2.2.1 Microorganism types

Fermentation is the oldest of all biotechnological processes. The term is resulting from

the Latin verb fevere, to boil-the outer shell of fruit extracts or malted grain acted upon

by yeast, during the production of alcohol. Microbiologists consider fermentation as 'any

process for production of product by means of mass culture of micro-organisms' and

Biochemists consider fermentation as 'an energy generating process in which organic

compounds act both as electron donors and acceptors( Pumphrey and Julien, 1996).

Fermentation process plays a key role in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and food

industries. Several species belonging to the follOWing category of micro-organisms are

used in fermentation processes namely
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• Prokaryotic

Comprise unicellular organisms able of self duplication or of directing

their own replication. They do not possess a true nucleus or a nuclear

membrane.

• Eukaryotic

They have nuclear enclosed within a distinct nuclear membrane.

Classification of microorganisms (Pumphrey and Julien. 1996) is shown below on

Figure2.1.

I Protists i
1

I Prokaryotes I Eukaryotes I Viral I
I I

I I 1

Bacteria Cyanobacteria Yeasts Algae Protozoa Slime Moulds

Figure 2.1: General Classification of microorganisms

The non-cellular protists do not undertake self-reproduction; instead they direct their

reproduction within another cell tenm the host. Cyan bacteria are classified another group

of microorganisms, although they are often considered to be included with ether bacteria.

Fungi are divided into lower fungi, slime moulds and higher fungi which comprise yeasts.

Yeasts are free-living, single cells which they closely resemble fungi. Protozoa are living,

organisms which although not generally engaged for biotechnology processes have been

included for comprehensiveness. Viruses can be regarded as intracellular parasites.

Growth of organisms involve multifaceted energy based processes. The rate of growth of

micro-organisms is needy upon more than a few culture conditions, which should supply

for the energy required for various chemical reactions. The speed of production of micro

organisms and hence the fusion of a range of chemical compounds under artificial

culture, requires organism specific chemical compound as the reproduction medium. The

kinds and relative concentrations of ingredients of the medium, temperature. pH.

dissolved oxygen, flow rate, volume etc pressure microbial growth.
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2.2.2 Fermentation process phases

After the inoculation of a nutrient solution with microorganisms and cultivation under

physiological conditions, four phases of growth can be observed,

• Lag phase

Physiochemical equilibrium between microorganisms and the environment inoculation

with very little growth,

• Log phase

At the end of the lag phase cells have modified to the new environment of growth,

Growth of the cell mass is now described quantitatively as a repetition of cell number per

unit time for bacteria and yeasts, Plotting the number of cells, biomass against time on a

semi logarithmic graph, a straight line will results, Although the cells adjust the medium

through uptake of substrate and emission of metabolic products, the growth of cells

remain steady at this phase and is independent on substrate concentration as long as

surplus substrate is there.

• Stationary phase

As soon poisonous substances have been created, growth slows down. The biomass

increases steadily, although the composition of cells may alter. Various metabolite

created in this phase are often of biological interests.

• Death phase

In this stage the energy reserves of the cells are worn out A straight line may be

obtained when a semi logarithmic plot is made of survivors versus time, indicating that

the cells are dying at an exponential rate. The length of time between the stationary

phase and death phase depend on the microorganism and the process used.

Fermentation is episodic at the end of the leg phase or before death phase begins All

four growth phases are observed on Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Growth curve of a bacterial culture

In industry fermentation is a process that takes place in tanks called bioreactors or

fermentors. A typical industrial fermentation and typical process measurements that are

available are shown on Figure 2.3.

Process Inout

Batch. continuous

and fed-batch

Fermentor

On-line measured

Process Outputs

Uti-line measured

Figure 2.3: Typical industrial fermentation

It is important to distinguish between those process variables measurements that can be

made off-line and on-line. Process inputs are substrate flow-rate, Heat on or off, etc. On

line environmental control are, temperature, pH, etc), and off-line environmental control

are, biomass concentration, product concentration and substrate concentration. Off-line

measurements are made by process operators taking a sample of broth and awaiting

results from laboratory before making corrections to the process inputs. The fermentation

process can be operated in either batch, fed-batch or continuous fermentors.

2.2.3 Comparison of fermentation processes

Fed-batch bioreactors have a number of well known advantages over batch or

continuous fermentors (Banga et al., 2002). For example, fed-batch can be the best (or

even only) alternative due to its effectiveness in overcoming undesired effects like

substrate inhibition and catabolite repression. Besides, it provides better control of

deviations in the organism's growth pattern and production of high cell densities can be

possible due to extension of process time, which is useful for the production of
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substances associated with growth. An illustrative example of the importance of the fed

batch culture is the large' scale production of monoclonal antibodies, with product

revenues in USA of several billions of USD (Bibila and Robison, 1994).

2.3 Modeling offermentation processes

Fermentation processes are dynamic, non-linear and non stationary, in nature, thus

leading to many difficulties in modeling. Modeling of biological processes has always

been somewhat challenge. However, it is neither necessary nor desirable to construct

comprehensive mechanistic process models that can describe the system in all possible

situations with a high accuracy (Galvanauskas et al., 1998). In order to optimize a real

biotechnical production process, the model must be regarded as a vehicle to reach more

easily to the final aim. The model must describe those aspects of the process that

significantly affect the process performance. Modeling must be leaning at the

optimization task to be solved and must not uncritically sample all the information

available about the microbial system used. From the theoretical point of view, the model

describes the possible paths of the process through state-space representation. The

system is non-linear and time varying, state equation are written as

xU) = a(x(t),u(t),t) (2.1 )

Where x(t) is the state vector andu(t) is the control vector. The easiest modeling

concept presumes ideal mixing, which is rarely, if ever achieved. The asepticity necessity

create measurements from the fermentor non-trivial. Cellular process, mass transfer and

control aspects make the modeling appears more devastating, and thus it should

cautiously be considered, what actually needs to be modeled given exact problem.

Different techniques have been developed in recent years for different modeling needs.

Some focus on the reactor, some on reaction kinetics (Eungdamrong and Iyengar, 2004).

and some on system biology: metabolomics, proteomics (Goesman et al., 2003; Klein et

al., 2002; Lemerle et al., 2005). Lack of specific sensors makes certain variables

unreachable by on-line measurements. The difficulties experienced by control engineers

when studying these types of processes, result from the fact that the process model is

based on nonlinear algebraic relations and differential equations. These difficulties make

the biotechnological process an excellent field for application of advanced control

(Dahhou et al., 1991a).
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2.4 Modeling Approaches

To be able to control an industrial process it is required to know the relationship between

the unprocessed material, process settings and end-product results (Jorgensen and

Naes, 2004). Measured input parameters can be mathematically modeled to end product

attributes, without any prior knowledge or hypothesis of their contribution to those end

product attributes. The use of predictive modeling methodologies can be used to build

predictive models for target responses (Estrada-Flores et al., 2006). There are three

modeling approaches that were studied in the manufacturing of dairy products (Peter

Roupas, 2008) namely

• White box models
• Black box models
• Grey box models

2.4.1 White box models

White box modeling approaches are described as mechanistic, first principle,

hypothetico-deductive, phenomenological, or state-space modeling. These approaches

are based on the knowledge and fundamental theoretical principles of the process or

factor being modeled and universal equations can be applied to build the model. Such

models are applicable over any range of conditions or which model assumptions hold.

Values of the input data are independent of measured and the accuracy of the model and

the validity of its assumptions and underlying theory, are tested against the real-world

measurements of the modeled process (Estrada-Flores et aI., 2006).

2.4.2 Black-box models

Black box modeling approaches are empirical, inductive or input/output modeling and are

useful when the mechanisms underlying a systems behavior are unknown or poorly

understood, or where known mechanisms are too complex to be modeled efficiently from

first principle. Examples of this approach include multiple regression models or Artificial

Neural networks (ANN) models that require no theoretical basis. Black box models are

developed from actual world information (Estrada-Flores et al., 2006) and have been

proven to be particularly helpful where serious parameters are identified and measured

on-line (O'Callaghan and Cunningham, 2005).
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2.4.3 Grey-box model

A grey box, or hybrid modeling approach combines the use of first principle based white

box models and database black box models, and is particularly useful when there is a

lack of fundamental theory to describe the system, or process being modeled, when

there is a limited experimental data for validation, or when there is a need to decrease

the complexity of the model. This model approach has been used to create mathematical

models to predict the shelf life of chilled products or the thermal behavior of imperfectly

mixed fluids or to create Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and dynamic differential

equations for control-related applications (Estrada-Flores et al., 2006). It has an

advantage over white box in that it provides a way around missing information in a

complex system and performance from a control point of view (O'Callaqhan and

Cunningham, 2005). It has been reported that such grey-box solution have not perform

the separate white and black models in terms of predictive precision for explicit

applications (Jones and Brown, 2007). The grey box modeling gives opportunities to

illustrate in a better way the performance of the fermentation processes.

The capability to predict the perfomrance of fermentation systems enhances the

possibility of optimizing their performance. Mathematical expressions of model systems

symbolize a tool for this and the most modern advances in computer hardware and

software have made the approach more helpful than previous basic attempts. The

current information of biochemical microbial pathways and the experience in optimization

of chemical fermentors combined with very powerful and easily reached computers,

loaded with easy to use software and mathematical routines, are changing the way

processes are being developed and operated. This possibility is investigated in the thesis

by development of mathematical models and decomposition methods for calculation of

optimal control of all three types of the fermentation processes using parallel computation

in a cluster of computers.

2.5 Kinetic models

Kinetic modeling expresses the verbally or mathematically expressed correlation

between rates and reactanUproduct concentrations, that when inserted into the mass

balances, permits a prediction of the degree of conversion of substrates and the yield of

individual product at other operating conditions( Nielsen and Villadsen, 1992). Kinetic

model is nomrally a black box model and can be shown diagrammatically by the structure

on Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2A: Kinetic mode! structure

Where set) is substrate concentration, pet) is a product concentration, x(t) is a biomass

concentration and !J(t) is the growth rate of microorganisms. If the rate expressions are

correctly set up, it may be possible to express the course of an entire fermentation

experiment based on the initial values for the components of state vector, e.g.,

concentration of substrate. The basis of modeling is to express functional relationship

between the forward reaction rates of the reactions considered in the model and the

concentration of the substrates, metabolic products and biomass:

f.li = fi(s,p,x) (2.2)

Where Jh is the forward reaction rate. A good understanding of the kinetics in terms of

mathematical modeling is an important step in developing a successful control strategy. It

is often possible to accurately represent the growth of microorganism, which is an

unusually complex phenomenon by relatively simple empirical models. One of the most

important factors influencing the growth of Sachoromyces cerevisiae is the effect of

specific inhibitors. During ethanol fermentation, in general both product and substrate

inhibitions can be considered as significant. An extensive literature review on alcohol

tolerance of the microorganisms has been presented by (Casey and Ingledew, 1986).

(D'Amore and Stewart, 1987), (Jones, 1989), (Pamment, 1989) and (Warren et ai, 1992)

have also presented a review of literature on ethanol inhibition. Ethanol inhibition has

been modeled in general by its effect on two parameters:

• The specific growth rate of the microorganisms
• The specific product formation rate

Both models can be well thought-out as important in the case of batch fermentations

since these models can predict ethanol production in the lack of growth of the

microorganism

Kinetic models are investigationally derived mathematical formulas that fit the measured

data reasonably well. The easiest kinetic modeling practice is the application of an

unstructured kinetic model. The kinetics can be linear or nonlinear, single-phase or
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multiple phase (Eungdamrong and Iyengar, 2004), (Mitchel et aI., 2004). Linear kinetic

models take account of constant rate and first order kinetics. Nonlinear kinetic models

comprise exponential, logistics, second order other defined functions (Eungdamrong and

Iyengar, 2004), (Maurer and Rittmann, 2004) and (Mitchel et al., 2004).

The mainly accepted defined kinetic model function has certainly been the Monod model,

which contains two parameters that define the relation of growth and substrate utilization.

The Monod model was the foremost unstructured mechanistic model. It can be

considered as the mainly basic model to describe the growth of a given microorganism in

the absence of any specific inhibition effects. This model is based on the hypothesis that

the growth is restricted by a single substrate concentration and is given by:

J.1 max Sf1=
K, + S

(2.3)

Where JG is the Monod constant, j-lmex is the maximum specific growth rate and s is the

substrate concentration [g/~. The importance of JG is that when substrate concentration

is numerically equal to JG growth rate is exactly half of the maximum growth rate. In

many systems the product inhibits the rate of growth. The equation that is used to

represent the product inhibition on the growth rate is {Dochan et aI., 1990

rg = (l_~)n(f1maxxs)
p K,+s

(2.4)

Where rg is the cell qrowth rate, x is the cell concentration, p' is the product

concentration at which all metabolism cease and n is the empirical constant for

Saccharomyces cerevicerae. The investigations on the thesis are based on the kinetic

model (2.4). Maximum specific grovvth rate is expressed as function of ethanol

concentration. In other words the overall effect of ethanol inhibition on growth rate can be

accounted by adjusting growth rate in above. Contois and Moser (Kiviharju et al., 2007)

presented modifications to the Monod model. Contois theory was base on increase

inhibition by biomass itself, which has later been doubted (Nielsen and Villadsen, 1994).

Other different formulas were presented by Teisser and Blackman (Kiviharju et al.. 2007).

The logistics expression has also been successfully used in the gro'A'lh estimations. The

Monod model has also been extended to substrate and product inhibition (Nielsen and

Viliadsen, 1994). These, however have more parameters and require more computing
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power to fit appropriately. Kinetic models have been applied to the lag and death phases

and in particle interactions (Mitchel et al., 2004). Temperature and PH can change the

activities of many enzymes and influence the growth kinetics (Maurer and Rittmann,

2004), (Mitchel et al.. 2004) and (Nielsen and Villadsen, 1994). The above mentioned

models are all empirical expressions, it is futile to debate which one is the best, simply

choose the one that best fits the system. Some of the kinetic models are given below:

Tessier model

(1 ( )- ' IK' )J1=J1max - e

Where s is the concentration of substrate

Moser model

Where n is the empirical constant for Saccharomyces cerevicerae

Contois model

JL rna\": S
J1=

K,x + S

Blackman model

J1 ={.u max2~;s ,,; 2K,

).tmax S ~ ZIG

2.6 Mass balance principle of fermentation processes

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

In modern approaches to fermentation control, a reasonably accurate mathematical

model of the reaction and reactor environment is required. Using process models,

progress beyond environmental control of bioreactors into the realm of direct biological

control can be achieved. Development of fermentation models is aided by information

from measurements taken during the process operation. Models are mathematical

relationship between variables. For biological processes, specifying the model structure

can be very difficult because of the complexity of cellular processes and the large

number of environmental factors which affect the cell culture.
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Process models vary in form but have the unifying feature, that they predict outputs from

set of inputs. Another important factor affecting reactor performance is the mode of

operation such as batch, fed-batch and continuous. Choice of operating strategy has an

effect on substrate conversion, product concentration, susceptibility for contamination

and process reliability. The dynamic behavior of the growth of one population of

microorganisms on a single limiting substrate in a stirred tank reactor is most often

expressed by equations (Dochan and Bastin, 1990) which are obtained from straight

forward mass balances:
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Mathematically (2.9) can be written by the following equation

dM(t)

dt
AIt(t)-Mo(t)+RG(t)-Rc(t),lvf(O) =Af¢where t is the time (2.10)

M = mass of component in the vessel

M. = mass flow rate of component entering the vessel

M, =mass flow rate of component leaving the vessel

RG = mass rate of generation of component by reaction

Rc = mass rate of consumption by reaction

M, = Initial mass of the component in the vessel

The mass balance equation can be written for a separate component, or for the whole

process. This equation is used to develop the unstructured models of the different types

of fermentation processes. Three equations form the corresponding model of the

fermentation processes. They describe the mass balances for the biomass. substrate

and the product. Equations are derived under the following assumptions

• Stirred tank reactor
• The process is assumed to be in complete mixed conditions: this implies

that the composition of the medium is homogeneous in the reactor.
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• The biomass growth and the substrate consumption are propositional to
the biomass concentration and are described below for every type of
fermentation process.

2.6.1 Models for Batch fennentation process

Batch processes operate in a closed system; substrate is added at the beginning of the

process and product is removed only at the end of the process. It is assumed that the

reactor has no leaks and evaporation meaning the volume of the vessel V is constant.

• Derivation of the biomass equation

Assuming well mixed batch fermenter for cell culture or biomass concentration x and

applying mass balance equation (2.10), it can be written

The reactor has no input and output which means that

At = M: = 0 (2.11)

Mass of ce!Js in the reactor is equal to the product of the concentration of the biomass

and volume.

M=xV

Mass rate of cell growth RG is equal to r,V

(2.12)

(2.13)

Where r, is equal to f1X, r» is the volumetric rate of growth, fl is the specific grolA'!h rate

of the microorganisms, which can be expressed by Monod kinetic law in (2.3).

If cell death takes place in the reactor, the mass rate of consumption of biomass is given

by

Rc=rdV (2.14)

Where ra =ksx is the death of microorganisms and ks is the death constant. Then

following equation (2.10) where

M=xV

d(xV) = In-V -kdxV. x(O) = x»,roo .
at
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Taking derivatives of equation (2.16)

xd(V) Vd(x)
-'----'-+-- = xV(j1-lCd),x(O)=x.

dt dt (2.17)

Since the volume of the reactor is constant, dV =0 and the mass balance equation for
dt

the biomass is

d~? =x(j1-lCd), x(O) = x»

• Derivation of the mass balance equation for the limiting substrate

(2.18)

The reactor has no input and output which means that mass flow rate entering the

reactor is equal to the mass flow rate leaving the reactor and equal to zero, which is

given by equation (2.11). The mass of substrate in the reactor is

M=sV

Where s is the substrate concentration and V the volume of the Reactor

(219)

No substrate generation in the reactor RG = O. The substrate is consumed by the

microorganisms in the reactor

Rc = r.V (2.20)

Where r, is the rate of consumption, which depends on the specific growth rate, the

yield coefficient E" and the coefficient of maintenance of microorganisms m. and

biomass concentration x

Then

Rc = _( ~ +m,)xv
1.1"

(2.21)

(2.22)

Applying equation (2.10) the substrate mass balance equation describes only substrate

consumption
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d(sV) =_(L+m,)xV
dt YlS

Taking derivatives of equation (2.23)

(2.23)

d(s) (f.lm"S )---:it = - E,,(K. + s) + m, x, s(O)=s"
(2.24)

• Derivation of mass balance equation for the product concentration

The reactor has no input and output which means that mass flow rate entering the

reactor is equal to the mass flow rate leaving the reactor and equal to zero, which is

given by equation (2.11).

The mass of product in the reactor is

M=pV

No product consumption in the reactor

R c = 0

Generation of the product in the reactor is

(2.25)

(2.26)

Where rp is equal to qp><. rp is the volumetric rate of product formation, qp is the specific

rate of product formation.

Applying equation (2.10) for the product mass balance equation

d(pV)

dt
qpXV

(2.27)

The specific rate of product formation can be expressed as the sum of the maintenance

coefficient rn, and the yield coefficient for the production of product by biomass Ypx

Then the product equation is

dip) (JPxf.lma,s )--= +mp x,
dt (K +s)

p(O) = P"
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On the basis of the above derivation. the mass balance model of the batch fermentation

process is

x(O) = x,
(2.30)

. _ (J!maxS )s - - + m, x, s(O) = s .
Yrs(K, +s) •

. (YpXJ! max S )p= +mp x, p(O)=p¢
(K, +s)

2.6.2 Models for Fed-batch fermentation process

(231)

(2.32)

The fed-batch process is characterized with substrate input, no output and changeable

volume V because of the input flow. The volume is limited by the vessel volume of the

reactor and this means that the input flow can be used with limitations.

• Derivation of the biomass mass balance equation

The output does not exist and Mo= O. the input exists and is given by the flow rate Fi. The

mass of the biomass coming into the reactor is given by

(2.33)

Where Xi is the concentration of biomass into the inflow. The mass of biomass in the

reactor is

M=xV (2.34)

The consumption of biomass in the reactor is given by the death of microorganisms

(2.35)

The generation of microorganisms is given by

R G = r, V = ux)' (2.36)

Substitution of the above equations (2.33), (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36) into the general

mass balance equation (2.10) gives
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On the basis of the above derivation, the mass balance model of the batch fermentation

process is

· (f.i max s
x=

(Ks+s)
x(O) = x,

(2.30)

· (f.i max s
)S=_ +m, x, s(O)=s"

Yrs(Ks +s)

· (4)Xfl max S )
p= +mp x, p(O)=p"

(Ks+s)

2.6.2 Models for Fed-batch fermentation process

(2.31)

(2.32)

The fed-batch process is characterized with substrate input, no output and changeable

volume V because of the input flow. The volume is limited by the vessel volume of the

reactor and this means that the input flow can be used with limitations.

• Derivation of the biomass mass balance equation

The output does not exist and Mo= 0, the input exists and is given by the flow rate Fi. The

mass of the biomass coming into the reactor is given by

(2.33)

Where Xi is the concentration of biomass into the inflow. The mass of biomass in the

reactor is

11£ =xV (2.34)

The consumption of biomass in the reactor is given by the death of microorganisms

The generation of microorganisms is given by

RG ; reV ; flxV

(2.35)

(2.36)

Substitution of the above equations (2.33), (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36) into the general

mass balance equation (2.10) gives
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d(xV)
---'------'-= F.-'Ci + JIXV - lux V, x(0) = x.

dt

By differentiation, equation (2.37) becomes

xd(V) Vd(x)
-----'-+-- =Fx,+xV(j1-kd), X(O)=X.

dt dt

The derivative of the volume is equal to the input flow rate

dV =F
dt

Dividing the obtained equation by the volume V it is obtained that

d(x) FXi F
-- = -+x(j1-kJ--)

dt V V

But dilution rate D = F
V

Then equation (2.38) becomes

d(x)& '= Dx, +X(j1-kd - D), x(O) =x ..

• Derivation of the limiting substrate mass balance equation

(2.37)

(2.38)

(239)

(2.40)

(2.41)

The fermenter has no output and the output mass flow rate is given by the equation

The substrate is not generated in the fermenter and RG= O. The substrate consumption is

given by

The mass of the substrate in the fermenter

Ai=sV

The rate of mass infiow into the fermentor is
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A£= FSi

Where s, is the concentration of the input substrate

(2.44)

Applying the general mass balance equation (2.10), the mass balance equation for

limiting substrate is.

d(sV)

dt
FSi_(L+ rn,)xv, s(O) = s ..

Yrs (245)

After differentiation equation (2.45) becomes

sd(V) Vd(s) _ Fs- (I.l' ) V (0)---+--- ' -,ms x S -5
dt dt Yrs ' ..

Dividing by the volume V then the mass balance equation for limiting substrate is

des) = D(Si-S)-( ~ +rns)x, s(O)=s..
dt l.rs (2.46)

» Derivation of mass balance equation for product

The input mass rate is given

M. = FPi (247)

Where Pi is the concentration of the input product and the fermenter has no output Mo =

O.

The rate of mass of the product generation is

The mass of the product in the fermenter is

Af=pV

After substitution in the general mass balance equation and after

transfomnations the obtained mass balance equation for the product is

dIp) _
----;jf =-D(p - pi) + }'PXj.1X, prO) =p ..
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On the basis of the above derivation, the mass balance model of the fed-batch

fermentation process is

d(x) = [ JI='S ]kJ-D) x, x(O)=x"
dt (K,+s)

dW (JI_S J--= D(st-s)- +m, x. s(O)=s"
dt Y\S(IG+s)'

dIp) ( JIrna,S J--=-D(p-pi)+ Ypx x ], p(O)=p"
dt (IG+s)

dV = F V(O) =V.
dt' •

(2.51 )

(2.52)

(253)

(2.54)

Normally it is accepted that the input concentration of the biomass and the product are

zero, Pi = 0, Xi = 0 and the input concentration of the substrate is bigger than the

concentration of substrate in the fermenter Si > S.

2.6.3 Models for Continuous fermentation process

In oontinuous process model nutrients are added continuously and also product is

continuously removed. The rate of fed flow is assumed to be equal to the rate of the out

flow such that there will be no change in volume. Models are derived using both dynamic

and steady state conditions.

2.6.3.1 Dynamic-state balances are:

• Derivation of the equation for biomass mass balance

The rate of biomass inflow to the fermenter is

Aft = FXt

The rate of the output mass is

Aio= Fx

(2.55)

(2.56)

Where the output concentration of the biomass is equal to the biomass concentration in

the fermentor The generation of biomass concentration in the fermenter is given by

equation (2.36). The consumption of biomass is given by the death of microorganisms
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presented by equation (2.35). The mass into the fermenter is given by equation (2.34).

After substitution in the general mass balance equation (2.10) the following is obtained

d(xV)
--'------'- = FXi - Fx + !£<,V - ksxl/'

dt

After differentiation

(2.57)

xd(V) Vd(x)

dt dt
FXi-Fx+!£<,V-kIXV, x(O)=x.

Since the volume of the fermenter is constant dV = 0 and the dilution rate is D = F. Itm V
is obtained

d(x)
--=Dx+x(J.l-kd-D), x(O)=x.

dt ' •

• Derivation ofthe mass balance equation for the substrate

(2.58)

The mass of the substrate in the fermenter is given by equation (2.43). The rate of the

input mass of the substrate is given by equation (2.44). The output rate of mass of

substrate is

Mo=Fs (2.59)

The generation of substrate is zero RG=O. The consumption of substrate is given by

equation (2.42). After substitution in the general mass balance equation (2.10) and

differentiation this is obtained

sd(V) , Vd(s) _ FSi - Fs - (flrt ) , ) V---r--- TIns x ,
dt dt Yes (2.60)

dV =0
dt

then

des) = D(Si-S)-( ~ +m,)x,s(O)=S.
dt hs

Derivation of the mass balance equation for product
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The mass rate of the input product is given by equation (2.47). The mass of the product

in the fermenter is given by equation (2.49) and the consumption of the product in the

fermenter is zero Rc = 0. The mass rate of the output product is

Mo=Fp

The generation of the product in the fermenter is

After substitution in the general mass balance equation it is obtained

d(pV) =FPi-Fp+ qpXV
dt

After some algebraic manipulation the following is obtained

d(p) =Dip. _ p) + (Jpxll + mp)x, p(O) =p.
dt

The model for continuous fermentation process is

d(x) = DXi+( Il=d kd-D)X, x(O) =X
dt (K,+s) •

des) (Ilmax s )--= D(Si-S)- 7 +m, x, s(O)=s.
dt Y\S(IG + s)

d(p) =D(Pi-P)+(YPX J-lmad +mp)x, p(O)=p.
dt (Ko+s)

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2.66)

(267)

(2.68)

Normally no concentrations of biomass and product in the input flow, Xi = 0 and Pi = 0 in

the above equations.

2.6.3.2 Steady -state equations description

The steady state equations are obtained after considering steady-state mode of

operation in which the derivatives of the biomass, substrate and product variables are

zero. Then the equations are

[
J-l=xS ks -D]X = 0

(IG+s)
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(
Jl ma, s )D(Si-S)- +ms x=O

Y.cs(K, + s)

Dp + (lPX Jl mID< S + mp)x = 0
(Ks+s)

(270)

(2.71)

Z.6.4 Physiochemical variables incorporation into the biological variables equation

In industry

• The processes fed-batch and continuous are controlled by input flow rate
(F) and keeping constant T, pH, 002 at some previously determined
values.

• Batch processes keeping T. pH, 002 etc at some previously determined
values.

This is far from reality because of disturbances influence and microorganisms

requirements. The complex relationship between physiochemical and biological variables

and sudden unexplained changes in the process are reflected in the values of the

equation kinetic parameters IJmax, Ks, Yxs and Ypx which can be considered as functions

of the physiochemical variables. Then the physiochemical variables can be considered

as control inputs for the process. The optimal value of these variables will determine the

optimal value of the biomass and product concentration. The production of yeast and

alcohol is dependent in a strong way on the temperature. This is why the thesis

developments are based on considerations that the process kinetics coefficients depend

on the temperature in the following way:

(2.72)

(2.73)

(2.74)

(2.75)

Input variables for the above models are the temperature T and the input flow rate F ,

output variables are the biological variables x. s, p, where p is the product of ethano!

giving inhibitory effect on the cell qrowth. The coefficients values of a, --+a3, b,--+b3, c, --+

C3 and d, --+ d3 are not known and also they cannot be determined theoretically. As a

result of the latter, these coefficients are determined on the basis of experimental data

and application of the least mean square (LSM) approach for the parameter estimation.
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For inhibition of the cell growth by the ethanol production, the Monod equation can be

written as:

(2.76)

Once the values of Jimax, K" Yxs and Ypx have been determined, the model is used to

estimate cell biomass, substrate and product concentration as a function of time. The

main problem with the fermentation process is that model parameters are difficult to be

calculated because they change with time.

2.6.5 Discrete models of the fermentation processes

For the purposes of optimal control calculation and computer application a discrete

version of the mass balance equation is derived on the basis of consideration of the first

derivative as follows

ill z(k + I) - z(k)
=

dt ill
(2.77)

Where z is representing x, s, p and V and L'.t is the sampling period. Discrete models are

obtained after substituting equation (2.77) in the mass balance equations.

• For batch fermentation process

x(k + I) - x(k)

ill [
1_ P(k) ] " [ X(k )S(k) ] _ k x(k) x(O)=x

Pmax p* K,+s(k) d' ¢
(278)

s(k+I)-s(k) =_Pmax [1_P(k)]"[X(k)S(k)]_m x(k) s(O)=s
ill Y.rs p* K, +s(k) s ¢

p(k + 1)- p(k) = y: .[1- p(k)]n [ X(k)S(k)]. (0) =0
ill /lm" P.\ p * K, + s(k) P

The above equations can be written in the following way:
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x(k+ 1) = x(k) + MPmax[l- p(k)J"[ x(k)s(k) ] -Mkdx(k),x(O) = x. (281 )
p* K, +s(k)

s(k + 1) = s(k) M~m" [1- p(k)nx(k)s(k) ] - ~tm,x(k),s(O) = s (2.82)
ho p* K, +s(k) •

p(k +1) = p(k) + Mp Y [1- p(k)J,[ x(k)s(k) ] p(O) = 0 (2.83)
maxPX p* Ks+s(k) ,

• For fed-batch fermentation process

x(k+1)-x(k) [1_ p(k)ln[ x(k)s(k) l-k x(k)- F(k)x(k) x(O)=x (2.84)
M Jim" p* _ K, +s(k)_ d V(k)' (>

s(k+ 1)-s(k) _P~"[1- p(k)]n[ x(k)s(k) ]-m.\{k) + F(k) lSi -s(k)],s(O) =s
M he> p* K, +s(k) V(k) • (2.85)

p(k +1)- p(k) = .L[l- p(k)]n[ x(k)s(k) ] -M F(k)p(k) (0) =0 (2.86)'
M Jioux PX p* K, +s(k) V(k)'P

V(k + 1)- V(k) F(k) V(O) = V V(K) = V (2.87)'
Lit - , ¢J' max

The above equations can be written in the following way:

[
p(k)]n[ X(k)S(k)] F(k)x(k)

x(k+1) = x(k) +NPmax 1-- -Nkdx(k)-M ,x(O)=x.
p* K, +s(k) V(k)

s(k + 1) =s(k) N~m" [1- P(k)]n[ ~k)s(k) ] -f'>t1rn(k) +N ~(k) lSi -s(k)],s(O) =s
hs p* K, +s(k) V(k) •

(k +1) = (k)+NH Y [l_ p (k) ]n[ x(k)s(k) ]_MF(k)P(k) (0)=0
P P. rmax PX P* K, +s(k) V(k)'P
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V(k +1)= V(k) + MF(k),v(O) =V.,V(K) = Vmax

D(k) = F(k)
V(k)

• For continuous fermentation process

(2.91)

(2.92)

x(k+1)-x(k) = [l_ p(k)ln[X(k)S(k)]_k x(k)-D(k)x(k).x(O)=x (2.93)
M f.lm.x p* _ K,+s(k) d . . •

s(k+1)-s(k)

M
- f.l~ax [1- p(k)1

n[
x(k)s(k) ]-m,X(k)+ D(k)[s, -s(k)],s(O) = s (2.94)

1.\:5" p* K, +s(k) ¢

p(k+1)-p(k) 1': .[l_ p(k)]n[X(k)S(k)]_f1tD(k) (k) (.0)=0
M f.lmax rx p* K,+s(k) P .p

The above equations can be written in the following way:

(295)

x(k+ 1)= x(k) + Mf.lmax[1- p(k)1'1 x(k)s(k) 1-Mkdx(k) - MD(k)x(k),x(O) =x. (2.96)
p* K,+s(k)_

s(k+1)=s(k) Mf.lmax [1- pC:)nx(k)s(k) ] - Mmx(k) + MD(k)[s, - s(k)],s(O) =s. (297)
Y.is p K, +s(k)

.

p(k+ 1) = p(k) + Mf.lmaxYpx[l- p(k)J[ x(k)s(k) ] -MD(k)p(k),p(O) = 0 (298)
p* K, +s(k)

D(k) = F(k) (299)
V(k)

I
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The discrete time models are used for formulation and the solution of the problems for

optimal control of the fermentation processes. The models (2.81-2.83), (2.88-2.92) and

(2.96-2.99) are used to solve the problem for optimal control of fed-batch, batch and

continuos fermentation process.

2.7 Conclusion

Simple models of growth kinetics have evolve little over the past years, and methodical

analysis of growth profiles in fermentation systems have not been undertaken. The fact

that all fermentation variables cannot be identified is causing the process to be very

complicated to model. This can be accredited to the investigational difficulties faced in

growth kinetic studies. Further, to be useful in fermentor models, such equations should

describe how growth is affected by variations in key environmental parameters such as

temperature but current models do this in a very simple fashion and are based on limited

experimental data. Experimental work is necessary to describe how growth and death

depend on these factors over wide ranges, and how temporal variations in these factors

affect the physiological state of the microorganism.

Mathematical models for batch, fed-batch and continuous fermentation processes are

developed using the mass balance equations and rate laws. The influence of the

environmental for the process temperature over the process of qrowth and death is

proposed to be considered by representation of the kinetic ooefficient as function of the

temperature. The developed mass balance equations are used further in chapter 4. 5

and 6 for determination of the process optimal control. Overview of the existing

approaches for fermentation process control is provided in chapter 3 which describes the

importance of computer control, optimization and decomposition of bioprocess optimal

control.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONTROL, OPTIMIZATION AND DECOMPOSITION OF BIOPROCESS

OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the importance of fermentation process, precisely looking at

principal features, advantages and limitations of a computer control which has been used

to solve fermentation problems. Also the optimal and hierarchical control techniques

which are particularly effective and efficient in the solution of some fermentation

problems and which can be implemented using a computer. A review on the different

techniques which have been applied on the optimization of fermentation processes,

which are becoming rather popular. A review on the decomposition method that will be

used on solving optimal control problem of the processes.

In section 3.2 describes the importance of fermentation process control. Section 3.3 and

section 3.4 presents batch, fed-batch and continuous control technology. Section 3.5

describes some important adaptive optimization techniques as they are used as

optimization methods needed in order to successfully obtain the optimal operating

policies of the processes. Section 3.6 explains decomposition methods for fermentation

process optimal control and last in section 3.7 conclusion

3.2 Importance ofthe fermentation process control

Bioprocesses are becoming more important and with an increasing role in the areas of

health care, food, chemicals, agriculture, energy production etc. An increasing number of

biological manufacturing routes are promising to compete with traditional chemical

engineering production processes; this requires the implementation of modern control

concepts (Leigh and Thoma, 1986). Various phases of the development of bioprocesses

and their importance has been discussed in details by (Scragg, 1988), (Springham,

1991) and (Humphery, 1990).Successful production of important products from

bioprocesses requires the implementation of modern control strategies so that the

various stages of the process are efficiently operated at their optimal conditions. The

automatic control of bioprocesses is of considerable interest to both research and

industry since it may result in many process improvements, including an increase in

amount of product produced per unit of biomass, and sustaining consistent levels of

increased productivity. Other benefits contain optimizing use of raw materials and

improving product quality, which could significantly decrease downstream processing
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costs (Bishop and Lobert, 1990). Implementation of advanced control strategy may also

help in establishing economically viable process. It may compliment the endless efforts of

technical experts to reduce the unit costs of production in order to survive in a highly

competitive global market. Engineer concerned with implementation of computer based

modern control strategies to bioreactors faces a more difficult task than those involved in

other chemical processing units (Reuss, 1986). Bioprocesses are highly complex, non

linear, poorly defined and time dependent systems. There are factors that indicate the

complexity of bioreactors i.e.

• There are 2000 or more complex set of different biochemical reactions,
representing enzymes kinetics inside a micro-organisms.

• The operating conditions in a bioreactor may change due to day-day variations in
feed composition.

• Microorganism may adapt to the environment through mutations

There are important characteristics that hinder realistic approach for implementation of

advanced control strategies (Wang and Stephanopoulous, 1984), (Semones and Lim,

1987) and (Shi et al., 1989) in bioreactor

• Lack of on-line sensors for measurement of important state variables such as
biomass, substrate and product concentration.

• Absence of good mathematical models from engineering point of view which
would take into account the numerous factors which influence the gro,;vth of
microorganism.

• Strong non-linear dynamic behavior with poorly defined or identified time varying
parameters

These distinctiveness have had the regrettable result of leaving the biochemical

engineering field behind other Engineering fields in implementation of advanced

computer control schemes, and in exploiting the on-line optimization techniques

(Villadsen, 1989; Williams, 1990). They obstruct the introduction of new bioprocesses for

production of mass chemicals. In the present circumstances the fuel ethanol process can

be considered a good example which has to contend with gasoline production from crude

oil. Its importance was discussed in detail in ( Maiorella. 1985; Springham, 1991; Warren,

1992). Ethanol is considered as a desirable fuel since carbon dioxide emissions to the

environment are not an additional load to the greenhouse effect. The production of

ethanol from biomass generates a whole new aqri-industry based on high starch or sugar

based crops. These positive features have created both small-scale and large scale
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ethanol processes in North America and Brazil (Murtagh, 1986; Springham, 1991;

Laluce, 1991).

On-line optimal control known that is adaptive optimization requires high-quality on line

information about the process operating state, which in turn depends upon logical

instrumentation for on-line monitoring, methodical interpretation of the measured signals

and estimation of important variables. There are three essential steps for adaptive

optimization algorithm.

• On-line monitoring of key state parameters of the system in order to present
feedback to the algorithm.

• Estimation of the optimum operating point for the given performance index or
trajectory of the optimized variable.

• Adjustment of the manipulated variables to drive the system to the optimum within
a reasonable time, when compared to the time constant of the process. In
continuous processes all above steps must be executed at every sampling or
control interval in order to account for ali possible changes in the process
conditions which may influence the optimum in either positive or negative ways.

The ability for optimal control of the fermentation processes (maximize or minimize

product yield) is of great commercial importance in the biotechnology industry. The use

of computers for the control of bioprocesses has increased significantly in the last ten to

fifteen years. The advent of microprocessors and the decrease in cost of computers have

had a significant effect in the area of real-time computer applications to fermentation

processes. One aspect in which the capabilities of the computer can be truly realized is

in implementation of adaptive control and optimization strategies (Rolf and Lim, 1985).

In general, the development and implementation of a suitable control strategy for the

bioreactor depends on its mode of operation i.e. batch, fed-batch and continuous

because each one has different operational problems. Research endeavor has been

invested towards optimization of fed-batch and batch fermentation processes, since the

majority of biotechnological processes are presently operated in either cf these

processes (Weigand, 1978) and (Engasser, 1988). Only a few on-line optimization and

adaptive control of continuous bioreactors have been reported in literature. On an

industrial scale, continuous units are limited due to technological problems associated

with contamination, mutations and other complexities associated with design and

operation of continuous fermenters. However the future will see a greater use of

continuous fermentation processes to produce high quantities of chemicals or fuels from

renewable resources. The advantages of continuous process: reduce cost, provide better
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operational control, improved yields is due to steady operating conditions (Guidoboni,

1984) and (Shama, 1988). The output can be expected to get better with implementation

of adaptive optimization strategies which offer possibility of continuously operating at

best conditions. Since raw material costs are high, even a small yield can results in

considerable savings (Montague et al., 1989).The area of on-line optimization of

continuous fermenter is with growing interests in control engineers.

A number of extensive reviews have been published covering different aspects of the

area of computer control of fermentation processes (Dorby and Jost, 1977), (Weigand.

1978), (Aiba. 1979), (Rolf and Lim, 1982) (Clarke et al., 1985) (Johson, 1987), (Gerson et

al., 1988) and (Montague et al., 1989). Their emphasis was on the application of

computer as a process tool in the fermentation industry. They considered implementation

of advanced control schemes and on-line optimization technique as the future challenge

in the fermentation process control. They also consider the goal of optimal operation as

the future direction in computer control of fermentation processes. Control philosophy

has been influenced by modern biological genetics. (Sarkar and Modak, 2004) developed

an optimization technique based on Genetic Algorithm (GE) to determine optimal

substrate feeding policy for fed-batch bioreactors with a multi control variables.

Currently in industry the idea of designing a control system that does not rely on

mathematical descriptions of the process is receiving increasing attention owing to

remarkable progress in intelligent technology. The techniques used for the improvement

of soft sensors, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been a accepted approach recently.

The advantage of ANN is that it does not need any previous knowledge about the model

of the process. Software sensors have been developed using ANN such as in (James et

al., 2002). Control techniques have been developed to control fermentation processes in

the literature of (Dairaku et al, 1983) and other researches. However, in many cases

there are difficulties in constructing an exact mathematical model due to the time-varying

nature and non-linear characteristic of fermentation process. It is more appropriate to use

fuzzy control to monitor and improve the control operations by synthesizing the

knowledge of the experienced operator and advances in computer technology. Fuzzy

control has been helpful for bioprocess control during past years (Honda and Kobayashi,

2004). In the work of (Karakuza et al., 2005) they used fuzzy control system for industrial

scale barker's yeast production process using soft-sensors, where the controller

determines molasses( as substrate) and air feeding rates to maintain the specific growth
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rate of the yeast cells and dissolved oxygen concentration at desired set points. The

problems for optimal control of the fermentation process are with different formulation

and specifics because of the process technology. That is why the review of the existing

literature is separately below.

3.3 Batch and fed-batch control

Most of the published work on optimization of batch fermenters is concerned with finding

an optimal profile of some important operating variables such as temperature, pH,etc,

which can influence the process operation( Weigand, 1978),( Reinikainen et aI., 1986

and( Winkler, 1988). In general optimization of fed-batch processes is concerned with the

manipulation of the feed rate of a limiting substrate, which requires on-line estimation of

critical state variables of the fermenter. An example is fed-batch of baker's yeast using

computer (Williams et aI., 1984), (Dekkers and Voetter, 1985), (Wu et aI., 1985) and

(Pomerleau and Perrier, 1990. 1992). Here the sugar feed rate has been manipulated to

control the residual sugar concentration in the medium in order to obtain the maximum

substrate conversion. The adaptive optimization algorithm for this fed-batch bioreactor

determines the sugar feed rate, based on the on-line estimation of substrate and ethanol

concentration medium, which in turn depends on state estimation. A similar principle was

used in the control of fed-batch penicillin production (Montague et al., 1986), where the

timing and rate of nutrient addition was manipulated in order to obtain the maximum

penicillin production. Most favorable approach for the fed-batch fermentation of most

organisms is to feed the qrowth limiting substrate at the same rate with demand for the

substrate. Four different ways have been used in attempts to balance feed rate with

demand:

• Open loop control schemes in which feed is added according to history data

• Indirect monitoring of feed rate based on non feed source parameter such as pH,
off gas analysis, DO(dissolve oxygen) or concentration of organic products..

• Indirect control schemes based on mass balanced equations

• Direct control schemes based on direct, on-line measurements of substrates. The
figure below describes schematically the concept
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Parameters Mathematical

Model

Readings

Figure 3.1: Adaptive closed-loop controls

(Ahmad et aI., 2008) used optimal control of a nonlinear fed-batch fermentation process

based on model prediction approach and on a detailed unstructured model for penicillin

production. Moreover avoiding high computational cost, the nonlinear model was

substituted with neuro-fuzzy piecewise linear models obtained from method called locally

linear model tree. The optimization problem was obtained using Sequential Quadratic

Programming (SQP) type method and the algorithm was implemented in Matlab.

3.4 Continuous bioprocess control

Adaptive control and on-line optimization of continuous processes have not been studied

due to its limited popularity in the fermentation industry. However some attempts have

been made to study optimal control of the following few bioprocesses.

• Baker's yeast in the Continuous Stirred Tank Bicreactor, CSTBR (Rolf
and Lim, 1984, 1985a), (Semones and Lim. 1989) and (Chang and
Lim1989, 1990).

• Waste-water treatment in an anaerobic bio-film fluidized sand-bed
bioreactor( Ryhiner et al., 1992)

• Conversion of fumaric acid to aspartic acid in a packeted-bed
immobilized-cell reactor.

• Ethanol production in a CSTR (Karim and Traugh, 1987), (Vigie et al..
1990) and (Queinnec et al., 1991).

3.5 Some important Adaptive Optimization Techniques

3.5.1 Steady-5tate optimization

This approach can be explained by considering a simple Continuous Stirred Tank

Bioreactor, CSTBR, where biomass productivity needs to be maximized using the dilution

rate 0 as the manipulated variable. In this optimization strategy, a step change in dilution

rate from 01 to 02 is introduced at each control interval. The corresponding change in
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steady-state productivity from DX1 to DX2 is evaluated based on offline/ on-line

information and the steady-state process gain is estimated as shown below.

[
d(DX )]"Wdy _state = D2X2 - DIXI (3.1)

dD D2-Dl

The manipulated variable is then adjusted based on this observed steady-state process

gain and repeated until the process gain approaches zero, i.e. No further improvement

in productivity can be observed. However in the case of a process with an ever-changing

environment this manual procedure has to be repeated. This is the time consuming

process since each time one has to wait for the system to attain steady-state before

adjusting the manipulated variable. This approach will be useful for any time-invariant

process with a low time constant for which no reliable mathematical model is available.

However this method is not suitable for bioprocess with high time-constants and with

continuous environment disturbances (Rolf and Lim, 1982; Hamer and Richenberq,

1988). -'

3.5.2 Dynamic Optimization

This optimization allows the computation of the optimal operating point. i.e. the best time

varying feed rates which ensure the maximum of a predefined performance index

(productivity, or an economical index derived from the operation profile and the final

concentrations). It is also called optimal control. However more thoroughly speaking is

called open-loop optimal control in order to avoid confusion between it and the closed

loop (feedback) optimal control. Most fed-batch fermentation models have high nonlinear

dynamics and constraints are also frequently present on both state and the control

variables (Banga et al, 2002). Efficient and dynamic optimization techniques are in need

in order to successfully obtain the optimal operating point of the system. The optimization

problem consists in determining the optimal feeding profile during a fixed time horizon so

that a performance index is maximized or minimized subjected to some constraints. In

addition, the convergence of the optimization algorithm is dependend on the correctness

of the initial guess of the control variable that is iused in the Hamiltonian principle

functional.

Gradient-free methods. also called direct search methods. are possible computational

methods for these kind of problems and they can possibly attain the global optimum.

Numerous direct search methods have been reported. such as iterative dynamic
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programming (Luus., 1993) and random optimization (Rhinehart, 1990). However, a large

amount of the direct search methods are very time consuming and inefficient because

they usually require a large number of iterations to search for global optimum.

Gradient based methods, Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) are useful for

constrained optimization. This method is constructed by solving a quadratic programming

sub-problem at each iteration. An estimate is made of the hessian of the Lagrangian

function using a quasi-Newton updating technique. This is then used to create Quadratic

Programming (QP) sub-problem whose solution is used to form a search direction for a

line search procedure. However this kind of computational technique has to deal with

problems of numerical valuation of derivatives and feasibility issues. Partial derivatives of

the objective function as well as partial derivatives of the constraints are not easy to be

obtained in nonlinear systems. The gradients have to be calculated by predetermined

difference estimation in the SQP method. This procedure systematically perturbs each

variable in order to calcuiate the partial derivatives of the objective function and the

constraints with respect to the control. If the systematic partial derivatives are provided

directly, the problem will be solved more precisely and professionally. In (Hough et aI.,

1971), (Pollok, 1979) and (Tenney, 1989) some research on professional fundamental

view of the brewing process have been done whilst on (Sonnleiner and Kappeli, 1986)

they consider the main physiological phenomena at cell level. (Gee and Ramirez, 1994)

did reaserch considering mathematical studies. (Andres., 1996) decided to employ ihe

same wort and yeast as industry and the same procedures to control only temperature.

Temperature has important influence and several series of experiments have been done

to obtain a mathematical description of the process. The objective was to acceralate the

industrial fermentation, reaching the required ethanol level with less time. Dynamic

programming was first chosen as the optimization method because of the algorithm

formulation. To apply this method fermentation variables (temperature and time intervals)

were discretized. The expectation was that dynamic programming could be carried with

sufficient speed but when it was applied, important difficulties of long calculations and big

memory demands appeared. Looking for speed, to accomplish first exploration, a

distributed computation system was devised, using a local network of six computers and

a decomposition method of oiscntization grid as six horizon bands.

As corroborated by several scientist (Cuthrell and Sieger, 1989), (Chen and Hwang.

1990) and (Luus, 1990) that there is difficulties of dynamic programming application and
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some alternatives have been proposed. This is the present issue, that is motivating

iterative formulation of dynamic programming (Bojkov and Luus, 1994a, 1994b) and

(Dadebo and Mcauley, 1995). After the use of dynamic programming, then the use of

genetic algorithm was implemented (Goldberg, 1989) and (Davis, 1994). According to the

Genetic Algorithm (GA) the numeric description of the temperature profiles (temperature

values at the corner points of the sections were taken as chromosomes. (Michalewicz,

1994) developed a GA implementation by means of Matlab using directly the integer

values of chromosomes instead of binary based procedure. (Tebbani et aI., 2007) solved

open-loop optimization problem of fed-batch bioreactor based on a non-linear objective

function, namely the production or biomass growth at the final time, under nonlinear

constraints on the state trajectory. This optimization problem is a singular problem, since

the control variables appear linearly in both the performance index and system dynamics.

Determining open-loop optimal feeding law can be carried out by applying Hamiltonian

maximum Principle (Bryson and Ho,1975) and transforming the optimization problem into

a two point boundary value problem (TPBVP). ( Banga, 2005) and( Vassiliadis, 1994)

develop another approach that transforms the initial problem into a Nonlinear

Optimization Problem ( NLP) and solving it using local search methods namely control

vector parameterization and the complete parameterization. This is a direct approach of

optimization that transforms the original dynamic optimization problem into a nonlinear

(NLP) problem. For both these techniques, the state and control variables can be

discretized and parameterized and a new NLP finite dimensional problem is derived and

solved.

Control Vector Parameterization (CVP) approach, the control variable is approximated by

interpolation functions usually polynomials and state variables are computed by

integrating system dynamics. Gradients based local methods are the best option for

solving NLP's provided that these problems are unimodal and smooth. Sequential

Quadratic Linearization (SQL) methods are usually recognized as the state of art in this

domain and number of authors has successfully solved bioreactor optimization problems

using SQL within CVP network. In Complete Parameterization (CP) approach, the state

and control variables are both approximated by predefined functions and the continuity of

the trajectory is satisfied with the addition of constraints. The optimization was built

around a hybrid method combining these two techniques: state and control variables are

both optimized, but with an integration of the trajectory along different time steps. To

guarantee a globally optimal solution, direct methods (induding CVP) should use Global
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Optimization methods (GO). Essentially, GO can be classified as deterministic and

stochastic strategies (Torn et al., 1999) and (Guus et aI., 1995). (Esposito and Floudas,

2000) have presented a deterministic global optimization approach which can solve

nonlinear optimal control problem. (Singer et al., 2001), (Papamichail and Adgiman,

2002) are making good progress in deterministic global optimization of dynamic systems,

yet several barriers regarding requirements and computational effort are still present.

However, in practice the engineer can be satisfied if these methods provide a very good

solution in modest computational time. Evolutionary computation (Bio-inspired methods)

that were developed in late 1960 and early 1970 are:

• Genetic Algorithm(GE)( Holland, 1975),( Goldberg, 1989)and(
Michalewicz, 1996)

• Evolutionary programming( Fogel et aI.,1966) and (Fogel, 1998)

• Evolution strategies( Schwefel, 1995),( Beyer, 1996),( Beyer 2002)

Genetic Algorithms are so far the most popular types of methods but as many authors

have reported during recent years they are usually not the most efficient and robust

algorithms for GO. This complicates the selection of methods for a given type of problem.

For the case of GO of nonlinear dynamic processes different recent experiments indicate

that certain simple stochachatstic methods present the best performance. (Simutis and

Lubbert, 1997), (Luus and Hennessy, 1999) and (Rodriguez-Acosta et al., 1999) have

used other types of stochastic algorithm inclUding different random search algorithms

and reached similar conclusions. GE algorithm and related evolutionary approaches that

were suggested for solving general optimal control problems by (Michalewiz et al., 1992;

Seywald et al., 1995; Yamashita, 1997) have also been used for optimization of feb

batch optimization. ( Lee, 1999) have performed comparison on different types of

methods but more work still needs to be done in order to come output with some

meaningful conclusion. A uniform set of benchmark problems should be used

(performance index versus computational time). To asses the performance of diverse

solution techniques in a fair way case studies have been used as benchmark problems,

as follows

• Fed-batch Reactor for Ethanol production: This case study considered

the dynamic optimization of fed-batch involving production of ethanol by

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Chen and Hwang, 1990; Luus, 1993; Banga

et aI., 2002; Jayaraman, 2001). The free terminal time optimal control
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problem was to maximize the yield of ethanol using the feed rate as

control variable.

• Fed-batch reactor for penicillin production: This problem considered the

dynamic optimization of fed-batch reactor for the production of penicillin.

(Banga et al., 2002) used CVP scheme and stochastic optimization and

(Luus et al., 1993) used Iterative dynamic programming. The optimal

control problem was to maximize the total amount of penicillin produced

(performance index) using the feed rate of substrate as the control

variable.

• Park-Ramirez fed-batch Bioreactor: this problem was dealing with optimal

production of secreted protein in the fed-batch reactor and originally

formulated by (Park and Ramirez, 1988). The objective was to maximize

the secreted protein by a yeast strain in a fed-batch culture. The dynamic

model accounted for host-cell growth, gene expression and the secretion

of expressed polypeptides.

• Lee-Ramirez Fed-batch bioreactor: this problem was initially offered by

(Lee and Ramirez, 1994) and deals with the optimal fed-batch control of

induced foreign protein production by recombinant bacteria. The nutrients

and inducer feeding rates to the fermentor were control variables. The

primary aim was to maximize the profitability of the process.

• The above problem was studied by (Tholudur and Ramirez, 1996) using

neural networks parameter function models and by (Carrasco and Banga

1997) using an adaptive stochastic algorithm to obtain better results. The

authors indicated that the original performance index exhibited a very low

sensitivity with respect to the controls and (Tholudur and Ramirez, 1997)

presented a modified parameter function set for this problem in order to

increase sensitivity to the controls.

3.6 Decomposition methods for fermentation process optimal control

Engineering problems are usually large, non-convex, non-differentiable and highly

coupled. The existing tools in engineering design deal with the highly-coupled nature of

decomposed problem by means of estimations. This results in errors, making the

coordination cumbersome, this lead to incorrect solutions and a large number of iterations
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may be required. Lagrangian theory allows decomposition of the original problem into

completely decoupled sub-problems. In order to deal with non-convexity, the Lagrangian

can be augmented (i.e. augmented Lagragian theory) to convexify the original problem

(Fadel et aI., 2005). These methods are useful because they converge to the correct

solution of the original problem.

Research have been done on the Lagragian duality in the large-scale systems for past

years. (Everett, 1963) pioneered the use of this theory for decomposition. In his research

products of the Lagrange multipliers and the constraints are added to the objective

functional and an unconstrained problem is then optimized. Meaning the new

unconstrained problem is completely separated and each sub-system can be solved

independently. (Lasdon and Schoeffler, 1965) extended the theory to deal with multi

level structures. They used Lagrange multipliers as variables of dual problem related to

the original problem, and in this case are as important as the original problem variables

since finding a solution to the dual can lead to primal solution. (Kronsjo, 1969) proposed

dual two level two specially structured large-scale convex nonlinear programs.

(Schoeffler, 1971) transformed the underlying constrained optimization problem into a

two-level problem by fixing certain coordinating variables, and achieved a solution

through passing values back and fourth between upper coordinating level and a sub

problems decomposition of the original problem. A decomposition-coordinating algorithm

based on augmented Lagragian formulation was used by (Chancelier and Renaud,

1994). (Di Pilla and Lucidi, 2001) emphasize an exact augmented Lagragian, including a

penalty term on the whole subset of the first-order necessary conditions corresponding

equalities.
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3.7 Conclusion

It is clear that although any fermentation process will have its own optimal control

problems, there are certain themes in terms of control system consideration and design.

A significant conclusion is that, in order to achieve improved control, the processes must

become more computerized. Greater computer application leading to improved control

and optimization.

These research efforts show that the use of augmented Lagrangian technique may

provide satisfactory convergence properties. Based on the above research, augmented

Lagragian will be used as the decomposition method to solve the optimal control problem

for the fermentation processes. It can be seen that the optimization methods based on

the multilevel techniques are applied to solve several fermentation problems using a

computer cluster. The knowledge from chapter three is used in chapter four, chapter five

and chapter six for development of decomposition methods for solving optimal control

problem of batch, fed-batch and continuous process.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEVELOPMENT OF A DECOMPOSITION METHOD FOR OPTIMAL

CONTROL CALCULATION FOR BATCH FERMENTATION PROCESS

4.1 Introduction

Control of batch fermentation processes is usually complex due to various reasons

(Bastin and Dochain, 1990), (Mikler et al., 1995), (Shen et al., 1995) and (Staniskis,

1993), Complex process of microbial synthesis is proceeding in the fermenter. Several

internal and external factors influence this process such as the concentrations of

substrate and product, pH, temperature of the medium etc, Variations in the physical

properties along the batch process may alter the dynamics of the process control loops.

Changes in the quality of the raw material may also be a source of variance. The batch

fermentation processes are described by nonlinear equations with time varying

parameters (Bastin and Dochain, 1990), (Mikler et al., 1995) and (Staniskis, 1993). The

problem for optimal control of the batch process is characterized by a non-quadratic

criterion, a nonlinear dynamic modei with slowly varying parameters, linear control and

by implied by physical limitations constraints placed upon process variables. These

problems have been solved by techniques based on (Mikler et aI., 1995), (Staniskis.

1993) and (Breusegen and Bastin, 1990).

Section 4.2 describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of a batch

fermentation process. Decomposition method for solving discrete time formulation of the

problems based on varational calculus using an augmented Lagrange functional and its

decomposition in time domain is developed in section 4.3. The method is developed for a

general description of the batch fermentation processes by means of unstructured

models with slowly varying parameters. The method is characterized by a new

coordinating vector which permits an augmented Lagrange functional to be used for

solving nonconvex optimal control problem, and for preserving the full decomposition in

the domain of the dual problem. Section 4.4 describes the algorithm of the method that is

used to solve the optimal control problem.

4.2 Formulation of the problem for optimal control of a batch fermentation process

The aim of the optimal control of the batch fermentation process is to find trajectory of the

temperature: T(k),k =ts.K -1 to produce maximum end concentration of the product at

the end of operation period.
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J=p(K)~max

for the model equations: (2.81), (2.82), (2.83) and (2.72)-(2.75) written in the form

v(k + 1) = IvCk), v(O) = VrlJ' k = 0, K - 1

where v = x, S, p, and satisfies the constraints

X m," (k) s x(k) s Xma< (k), k = O,K

Srni" (k) s s(k) s Sma< (k), k = O,K

e.: (k) s p(k) s p=, (k), k = 0, K

Tm," (k) s T(k) s Tmax (k), k = 0,K-1

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(4.2)

The problem (2.81)-(2.83), (2.72)-(2.75) and (4.1)-(4.2) is solved on the basis of

variational calculus using an augmented Lagrange's functional.

4.3 Augmented Lagrange functional formulation for batch fermentation process

The considered problem for optimal control has the following characteristics:

Criterion only at the final point of the optimization horizon
Nonlinear model with three state variables i.e. for batch: biomass
concentration (s), substrate concentration (s) and product concentration
(p) one control variable i.e. temperature (n
Long optimization horizon

These characteristics determine which methodology to be selected for solution of the

optimal control problem, The theory of variational calculus gives possibilities to handle

problem with high dimension and nonlinearities by using the Lagrange functional. The

affine control however in the case of non-quadratic criterion determines that the

derivative of the Lagrange functional, according to this control does not depend on it.

This creates problems with the solution of the two-point boundary value problem. In order

to overcome the linear dependability of the Lagragian on the control variable an

augmented functional of Lagrange is considered. The augmented Lagrange's functional

is assumed here in the form:

K~ 1 •
L= p(K)+ 2: 2:{A,,(k)[-v(k+l)+ f,(k)]+'7,U,,[-v(k+l)+ f,(k)]- }

k=O v-cx.s.p ...

(4,3)

where Av •v = x, S, p, is the vector of the conjugate variables, flv' v = x, S, P is the

vector of the penalty coefficients. The augmented functional has to be maximized
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according to state and control variables and minimized according to conjugate variables

on the basis of the theory of duality, under process constraints presented in (4.2)

4.3.1 Necessary conditions for optimality for batch fermentation process

Solution of the problem for optimal control is based on the necessary conditions for

optimality of the functional of Lagrange (4.3). The equations of these conditions are used

to build the algorithm for calculation of the optimal state and control variables. This

algorithm is used for parallel calculation in a cluster of computers.

Necessary conditions for optimality according to the biomass

~=A (k)[l+MfI [l_ P(k)]"[ s(k) ]-Mk]-
8x(k) .r f"'max P * X, + s(k) d

- f-lx (k)[x(k +1)- f,(k)][l + Mf-lm.x[l- p(k)]n[ s(k) ] - Mkd ] +
P* X,+s(k)

+?,,(k)[- M~m", [l_
p(:)]n[

"s(k) ]-tIDn]-
J", P K,+s(k)

8L
8x(X)

o (4.4)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to the substrate
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iJL = A. (k)[M [1- P(k)]"[X(k)(K, + s(k» - X(k)S(k)]]_
os(k) x JI=x P * [K, + s(k)]'

- JI .r (k)[x(k + I) -r. (k)l[i'l.tJl max [I - P(k)]" [[ x(k)K, r]] +
P* K,+s(k)-

+ A., (k)[I- i'l.tJlmox [I _P(k)]"[ X(k)K,,]]_
Y", P * [K, + s(k)]-

- JI,(k)[s(k + 1)- f,(k)l[l- i'l.tJlmox [1- P(k)]"[ x(k)K" 11
Y", P * [K, + s(k)]- __

+ A. (k)rLifY 'Jl [1- p(k)]n[ x(k)lG ]]_
p n max p* [K,+s(k)]2

L

- Jlp (k)[p(k +1)- I p (k)][LitYpxJlmax[l-p(k)]n[[ x(k)K, r]] =°= e, (k),k = O,K -1
p* K, +s(k)-

8r ° (4,5)os(K)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to the product

~8r =A
x(k)[LitJlmox[l-

P(k)]"-l n[__1 ][ X(k)S(k)]]
op(k) p* p* K, +s(k)

_ Jlx(k)[x(k +1)_ Ix(k)][LitJlma,[I- p(k)]n-l n[__1 ][ X(k)S(k)]] +
p* p* K, +s(k)

+ A (k)[ LifJlmax [1- p(k)l
n-1

n[__1 ][ x(k)s(k) ]]_
s Y", p * _ p * K, + s(k)

_ JI, (k)[s(k +1) _r. (k)][- LitJlmax [1- P(:)],,_l n[-~][ x(k)s(k) ]] +
Y':5 P P K, +s(k)

+ A (k)[Lit [1- p(k)]n-l n[__1 ][ X(k)S(k)]]_
p Jlmax * * K + (k)p p, S

- Jlp(k)[p(k + 1) - Ip(k){LitJlmax[l- p;:)rn[- : *I;~k2Ss~?)]] +
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=O=e (k) k=OK-Ip' ,

8r
8p(K)

1 (4.6)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to temperature

~ []" [],,[-X(k)S(k) 8K']8r = A (k) illOflm" 1- p(k) x(k)s(k) + ill 1- p(k) 8T _
8T(k) x 8T p* K, +s(k) flmax p* [K, +s(k)f

[ l oK ]]
." n -x(k)s(k)-'

_'I (k)[x(k+I)-f(k)] ill8 flm"[I_ P(k)] x(k)s(k) +Mfl [I_P(k)] aT +
r-» x 8T P * K, + s(k) max P * [K, + s(k)]'

[

8flmax Y 8Y\S
~ .'" - flmax aT [ P(k)]" x(k)s(k)

+A,(k) -ill , 1--
Y-.", p* K,+s(k)

_ illfl.max [1- P(k)]"[- X(k)S(k)W!]]_
Y", p* [K, +s(k»)"

{

8flmax Y 8Y",
_ (k)[s(k+I)-J:(k) -ill M o",-flmaxfiF[Ij(k)]" x(k)s(k)

p, s y 2", p* K, +s(k)

_illPmax [1j(k)]"[-X(k)S(k)~]]+A (k)[ill[8Ypx fl .+y, 8flmaxIl_ P(k)]" x(k)s(k) +
1';", p* [K,+s(k)f P 8T max PX er p* K, +s(k)
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r [ _ p(k)]n[-X(k)S(k)~] _
+ /';J} PXPmax 1 [ ]'

p* K, +s(k) ~

- P (k)[p(k +1) -f (kl/';Jf oYpx P . +Y . oPmax ][1- p(k)]n x(k)s(k) + (4.7)'
p p L Let max ex et p* K, +s(k)

[ ]

"[ _ x(k)s(k) oK, jp(k) aT
+/';JYPXPmax 1-- [ l' =0=er(k),k=0,K-1

p* K, +s(k) ~

Where the partial derivatives of the kinetic parameters according to the temperature are:

..... .....K
CPmax =G, + 2a.T(k).~ =b, + 2b](k).

aT - , . aT ~ J • k =0, K -1

artS _ 2 oYpx- - c, + c,T(k), -- = d, + 2d.T(k),
aT ~ , aT - ,

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to the conjugate variables

(4.8)

oL
aAc(k)

oL
oA, (k)

-x(k+ 1) + fJk) = 0 = e,.,(k),k = O,K-1

-s(k +1)+ fJk) = 0 = e,,,(k),k = O,K-1

-p(k+ 1)+ fp(k) = 0 = eAp(k),k = O,K-1

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

4.3.2 Coordinating vector for the batch fermentation process

The optimal trajectories of the variables can be calculated as a solution of the obtained

set of nonlinear equations (4.4)-(4.11). It can be seen that the number of equations and

variables is big. The solution could be found easier if the problem is decomposed.

Decomposition in time domain could reduce complexity of the system equations

(Tamura, 1975) and (Singandlitly, 1982).

The solutions in time domain will consists of K+1 separate solutions, everyone at

separate time moment k. The decomposition in time domain could be obtained on the

basis of the coordinating procedure in two level computing structure( given in Figure 4.1)
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using the conjugate variables A as coordinating ones(Tamura, 1975), but this method is

applicable for normal functional of Lagrange, The used augmented functional could not

be fully decomposed because of the quadratic terms and variables x(k + l),s(k +

1) and p(k + 1) in them, They playa role of interconnections in time domain (Lin, 1992),

This type of functional can be fully decomposed if the considered above variables are

selected also as a part of the coordinating vector. To overcome the difficulties with full

decomposition of the augmented functional of Lagrange, it is proposed to consider

Ci{k)=v(k+l),v=x,s,p, k=O,K-l (4,12)

as coordinating variables, Then the values of the coordinating variables are set from the

second level of the two level calculating structure:

1,(k)=;V(k),v=x,s,p, k=O,K

Ci{k) = Ci1 (k), v = x,s,p, k = O,K

(4,13)

(4,14)

where j is the index of the coordinating process iterations, When the values of the

coordinating variables from equations (4,13) - (4,14) are substituted into the Lagrange's

functional, its full decomposition according to the discrete time moments k is obtained,

The functional is decomposed into K+1 sub-functionals La(k) and each of them

determines the optimal control and state at the given moment k. The above algorithm will

be implemented in Matlab software environment in two ways:

• Sequentially in one computer
• Parallel, using the cluster of computers

The decomposition in time domain is based on a two level calculation structure as shown

in Figure 4,1
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Sub-problem
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Sub-problem
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Sub-problem

k= K-l

Sub-problem

k= K

Fig 4.1 Two level calculation structure for batch fermentation process

4.3.3 First level sub-problems for batch fermentation process

The solutions of the first level sub-problems represent solution of the set of equations

(4.4) - (4.8) in which the coordinating variables are substituted. These equations are

solved for every separate moment of time in a parallel way. The structure of the

equations (4.4) - (4.8) does not allow to use analytical solution that is why numerical

solution is used. Gradient method is used in the form:

VJ,i+! (k) = V},i (k) , a e },i (k) v = x s P T k = 0 K -1
'I'V ,."", , (4.15)

where a; > oare the steps of the gradient procedures, ev(k)are the gradients according

to the equations (4.4) - (4.8) and i is the iteration index of the procedures. The first level

sub-problems are determined under the set from the second level coordinating variables

according to the necessary conditions for optimality of the sub-functionals La(k) and also

(4.4)-(4.8) can be simplified further by using necessary conditions for optimality

according to the conjugate variables presented by using (4.9)-(4.11) in the form:

For the biomass
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~=e J,i(k)=[1+MJi .[1_ p(k)]n s(k) Mk ]r2 J(k)_11 e J(k)]+
8x(k) .r max p* K, +s(k) d Lx r:» 1,

+[ M,um~ [1- p(k)]n s(k) Mm]r2 J(k) _ II e J(k)]+ (4.16)
Y,:s p* K,+s(k) L, r:s J,

[ [
p(k)]n s(k) ][ J J 1+ MYPX,umax 1--, 2p (k)-,upeJ (k) k=O,K-1
P~ K, +s(k) p

For the substrate

oL =eJ'i(k)=[!:J.t,umax[1~p(k)]n [ x(k)lG r][2,(k)-,uxe; (k)]+
os(k) , p* K, +s(k) " ·x

+[1 M,umrrx [1_ p(k)]n x(k)lG ][2 J(k)_ e. Jk)]+ (4.17)
Yes p* [K, +s(k)]" ,u, H (

, [ [p(k)]n x(k)lG ][' J k) J k)lk - 0
-r- MYPX,umax 1-7 [K, +s(k)y /"P ( -,upeJ p ( -,K-1

For the product

~=e J'i(k)=[M [1_ P(k)]"-ln[.=!.] X(k)S(k)][2\k)_ e , J(,k)]
op(k) p ,umax p * p * K, + s(k) .r ,ux '·x

[
_ M,umax [1- p(k)]n-l n[.=!.] x(k)s(k) ][2 J(k) _ e J(k)]+

} T * * K (k)' ,u, l.,
X$ P p, +s

+ [1 + MY . [1- p(k)]n-l n[.=!.] x(k)s(k) ]r2J(k) -,u e, J(k)lk = 0K -1
n,umrrx p* p* K, +s(k) L p p '.p ,

(4.18)
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For the temperature

oL
-oT-(k-) = er(k) =

[

oK ]= MoPm" [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) + M [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k)iif *
oT p * K, + s(k) Pmax p * [K, + s(k)12

* [Ax (k) - u, (k)eh (k)]+

[

oPmax Y _ oYYS n

et xs P max er [ P(k)] x(k)s(k)+ - M 1--- _-'-C---'---'- +
Y'xs p* K,+s(k)

M [ ],,[X(k)S(k) oK, ]+ Pmax 1- p(k) oT [A (k) _P (k)e. (k)]+
YI:5 p* [K, +s(k)]' s '4,

+[M OPm" y + oYpx [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k)
er rx Pm" et p* K, +s(k)

[
Ck)]" [X(k)S(k) oK, ]

-Mp=Jpx 1-L.. [ or [Ap(k)-pp(k)e" (k)Lk=o.K-1
p* K, +s(k) - p

(4.19)

These equations can be simplified further for the purpose of calculations. Some

expressions in them are repeated, that is why common notations are used to represent

them:

M [1- P(k)]" s(k) rp._(k)
P=x p* Ks+s(k) .

Mp,:" [1- P(k)]"-I n x(k)s(k) rp (k)
p p* K, +s(k) P
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MI [1- P(k)]" x(k)Ks = (k)
!""X P* [K,+s(k)]2 rp,

M[l- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) = rpl (k)
P* K, +s(k)

!J.t [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) = (k) k =0K-1
flm~ P* [K, +S(k)]l rp2' ,

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

Using notations from (4.20) - (4.24) equations from (4.16)-(4.19) can be written in the

form:

For the biomass

oL =e,J.i(k) = r1+rp/)(k)-MkdI,1.,J (k)-fl (k)e, J(k)]+
8x(k)· L. ., ,·x

+[ rpx:::~k) MmJ[,1./ (k) - fl, (k)e./ (k)]+

+ v," (k)Ypx ~/ (k) -llp(k)ex/ (k)lk = -O,-K---1

For the substrate

o:~) = e/' (k) = v," (k)[,1./ (k) -Ilx(k)e;./ (k)]+

+[1 rp,;:!~k)J[,1./ (k) - fl,(k)e;./ (k)]+

+ Ypxrp, (k)[,1./ (k) - fl p(k)e)/ (k)lk = .,.--O,""CCKc--_--cl

For the product

o:~) =e/' (k) = [-rpp(k)Pc/ (k) - J1h/ (k)]+

+[rp;~~) 1[,1./(k)-Il,e;/ (k)]+

+ [1- rpp (k)1,1./ (k) - fl p(k)e"/ (k)lk = O,K -1
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For the temperature

oL i.i(k
oT(k) =er ) =

{

oPmax Y 3Y,'S ]3 oK· -~- xs - Jlilla, -~-
=[m (k) Jlma' +m7(k)~'][;" )(k)-p (k)e i(k)]+ [-m (k) oT oT +

'rI oT L oT x x J.x."-1 y2",

The calculation of the gradients is done with the old values of the state and control

variables vi." v =X,S, p, T. The calculation with the gradient procedure will continue

until the necessary conditions for optimality towards state and control variables are

fulfilled. This means that the values of the gradients are approximately equal to zero:

Ile,.(k)II:s;C",Cv >O,v=x,s,p,T, k=O,K-l (4.29)

The new calculated values have to be checked for belonging to the area of constraints

srnill :s; s(k) :s; Sillax' k = 0, K

Prnill :s; p(k) :s; PillaX' k = 0, K

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

Simple way to do and correct the obtained new values is to project them over the

constraints domain according to the relation:

v).i (k) =

v.; if vJ.'(k) < v .mm e mm

V i ) (k) if v . < vJ.i (k):S; v, mm - max

V lif viJ(k) > V
max max

wherev s- x.scp, k=O,K, v=T, k=O,K-l
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The obtained values of the trajectories of the state and control variables are function of

the coordinating variables. They are optimal for the given values of the ooordinating

variables. If the coordinating trajectories are optimal ones, then the obtained state and

control variables also will be the optimal according to the theory of the duality in optimal

control and Lagrange methods.

4.3.4 The coordinating sub-problem for batch fermentation process

The coordinating variables are obtained from the necessary conditions for optimality of

the augmented Lagrange functional according to them. For the conjugate variables these

are equations (4.9)-(4.11). The necessary conditions for optimality according to the new

introduced interconnections in time domain are:

oL
oO,(k)

oL
00, (k)

where

-A,(k) -,u, [- 5, (k) + !,(k)] = -A, (k) - ,u,e} .s(k) = eo, (k) = 0,

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

-5
V(k)+

f(k)=e1v(k),v=x,s,P.

according to equations (4.9)-(4.11). The necessary conditions for optimality (4.9)-(4.11)

and (4.35)-(4.37) can be combined in a gradient procedure. Equations (4.35)-(4.37) give

the values of the gradients for the conjugate variables multiplied by the penalty co-

efficient. u.: v =x, s,p

It appears that:

oL =-A k _ oL k=O.K-I
oov(k) v(),uv 0 Av(k)' .

Gradient procedure can be built for both type of coordinating variables, as follows:

For conjugate variables:
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where

eJ).v(k) = -0/ (k)+ F v(k),v =x,s,p, k = O,K-1, (440)

(441)

where Cl"J.,. and a"-vare the steps of the procedures for calculation of the conjugate

variables and the interconnection in time, respectively. As the calculations are based on

gradient iterative procedure, they will stop when the gradient is going to zero, or

practically achieving some conditions for optimality, given by

k=OK,

(4.42)

where E1jv, I:J.v are a very small positive numbers. For every step of the gradient

procedure for the coordinating process the full iteration cycle of the sub problems of the

first level is done. The calculations of the coordinating variables are done with the values

of state and control variables of the first level sub problems and the calculations of the

first level sub problems are done with the values of the calculated on the previous

iteration coordinating variables. The iterative process of coordination and the optimal

solution of the whole problem for optimal control is obtained when the optimal solution of

the coordinating sub problem is reached, this means conditions (442) are fulfilled and if

these conditions are not reached the error is computed.

The new penalty coefficient is calculated from the conditions.

if j = lOT e j +1 < ej , then /-lj+1 = /-lj

4.4 Algorithm of the Augmented Lagrange for batch fermentation process

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

The calculations in the two-level structure can be grouped and represented in the

following algorithm:
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1. On the coordinating level the initial values of the coordinating and gradient

procedures, variables and parameters, initial trajectories of the state, control and

coordinating variables are set as follows:

• Maximal number of step of the coordinating process - M2.
• Maximal number of steps for state and control variables gradient

procedure- Mi.
• Steps ofthe gradient procedures

For coordinating conjugate variables -aA,.' v = x,s, p .

For coordinating interconnection in time aJ,.,v = x,s,p

For state variables and control variable a,., v = x, s, p, T
• Values for error and termination of the calculations for coordinating

procedures. £;.,.,£",., v = x.si p and for gradient procedures on first level.

£,.,v = x,s,p,T

• Initial trajectories of the conjugate variables. .,1\ (k), v =x.s, p.k =O,K -1
• Initial values of the state variables, x(O), s(O), p(O).
• Number of steps in the optimization horizon - K and value of the sampling

period M.
• Initial trajectories of the control variables TUCk), k = 0, K - 1
• The initial trajectories of the control variables are substituted in the model

equations (2.81)-(2.83) and (2.72)-(2.75) and the state trajectories are
calculated.

• The initial trajectories of the interconnections in time domain are

calculated from o,.(k) = v(k+ l),k = 0,K-1

• Initial trajectories of the coordinating variables and initial state and control
trajectories are sent to the first level.

• Coefficients of the model a, --+a3, b,--+b3, c- --+ C3, and d, --+ d3, !<ct, m, n
and p'

2. On the first level the following calculations are done:

• Derivatives of equations (4.8) are calculated.
• The kinetic coefficients ,um,,' K" Y\cs ,Ypx from equations (2.72)-(2.75) are

calculated.

• The expressions rp,(k),rp,(k),rpp(k),rp,(k),rp2(k),k=0,K -1 are

calculated from equations (4.20)-(4.24).

• The gradients e" (k),k = O,K -1, v = x.scp.T are calculated from

equations (4.25)-(4.28).
• The errors for the end of the gradient procedures are calculated according

to equation (4.29). If the error is less than e.: the calculations of the first

level stop and the current values of the state and control variables are the
optimal ones. If the errcr conditions are not satisfied the new values of the
state and contra! values are calculated.

• The new values of state and control variables are calculated from
equation (4.15).
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• The obtained state and control variables are projected over the constraint
domain according to equation (4.34). The obtained trajectories are sent to
the second level.

3. On the second level the following calculations are done:

•

•

•

•

The gradienteh(k),k=O,K-l,v=x,s,pare calculated from equations

(4.9)-(4.11).
The conditions for the end of the calculations are checked according to
Equation (4.42). If the conditions are fulfilled the optimal solution of the
coordinating and of the whole problem are obtained. If the conditions are
not satisfied the new values of the coordinating variables are calculated.
New values of the conjugate variables are calculated according to
equation (4.39)-(4.40).
The new values of the interconnections are calculated from equation
(4.41). These trajectories are sent to the first level sub problems where
the calculations from p.2a till 3b are repeated and so on. The schematic
diagram of the algorithm is given on Fig 4.2.

4.6 Description of the Matlab sequential program for optimal control of batch

fermentation process

The complex relationship between physiochemical and biological variables and sudden

unexplained changes in the process are reflected in the values of the equation kinetic

parameters equations (2.72)-(2.75) which can be considered as functions of the

physiochemical variables. Then the physiochemical variables can be considered as

control inputs for the process. The optimal value of these variables will determine the

optimal value of the biomass and product concentration. The production of yeast and

alcohol is dependent in a strong way on the temperature. This is Why the thesis

developments are based on considerations that the process kinetics coefficients depend

on the temperature. Table 4.2 defines process kinetic values that are calculated from

Matlab by using polyfit function from a certain given values of the equation kinetic

parameters equations
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1

Set initial values

2° ,(k),JI.,x(O),s(O),p(O),m,n,

K, p' ,kd,tlt

Set upTO(k_)__

k=O,K-l

Calculation of initial state trajectories

Ai(k) =AO(k),5i (k) =51(k)

vi,' (k) =VO (k), v =x,s, p,T

I Calculation of derivatives, Equations (4,8) I
1

Calculation of kinetic coefficients,
Equations (2.72)- (2.75)

Calculation of expressions:

Calculation eJ J v(k) from equations (4.25)-(4,28),

Caiculation Ilei"v(k)11 from equations (4.43),
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1 2

Yes

No

V},i (k) = Vj,i (k)

V=x,s,p"T

Vj,i (k) = Vi,i (k)

v j" (k) = vj,i (k) + aj,iv(k)

v=x,s,p,T

Projection on constraint domain Equation (4,35)

Calculation of Equations (4,9)-(4,11)

e j
1v (k), }'v = Ax,A"A p

Calculation of Ile i .!J.v(k)11 equation (4.43)

Calculation

No
j = j+!

}~i+l, (k),<5 j+! v (k)

Equation (4.40)-(4.42)

No
v(k) = Vi) (k)

v = X,s, p.T

~T()P
Yes

Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the algorithm for calculation of batch fermentation process state
and control trajectories.
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4.5 Description and calculation results from the sequential program of the
algorithm of the method in Matlab for batch fermentation process

The algorithm presented in section 4.4 is implemented in Matlab in a sequential

way(Appendix A). The table below represents the relationship between mathematical

notation and program notation of the Matlab program.

Name Notation in the text Notation in Matlab
State variable
Biomass
Substrate x x
Product

s s

Ip p

Control variable
Temperature T T

Steps of the ax ax
gradjent
procedures as as
For state
variables ap ap

aAx alx

aAs als

a,p alp

«s, adx
I

asp ads

I
asp adp

Conjugate 2 x
Ix

variable

)",
Is

2 p
Ip

Interconnections Ox
dx

in time domain

s, ds

Op
dp

Coefficients 81,82,83 a1.a2.a3

Table 4.1: Correspondence between mathematical and programs notations for
batch fermentation process
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b-, b2 , b3 b1, b2,b3

C1. C2, C3 c1,c2,c3

d-, dz, cb d1, d2, d3

Ko Kd

Ks Ks

m m

n n

Y" Yxs

Yp, Ypx

5j 51

P pi

!it dt

Pma",
mmax

Initial values of x(O) xO
statevariables

5(0) 50

p(G) pO

Penalty Ilx mx
coefficients

Il, m5

IIp
mp

Min and max of Xmax xmax
statevariables

Xmin xmin

Smax smax

I
Srnjn smin

pm~ pmax

Min and max of Tmax Tmax
control variables

Tmin Tmin

Derivatives of the OJ! dmmaxdT(k)-a2+2*a3*T(k);
model ----"""'- =a, + 2a,T(k)
parameters oT - ,

oK, =b, +2b,T(k)
dKsdT(k)-b2+2"b3'T(k);

aT - -'
~y dYX5dT(k)-c2+2'c3", (k);
a X< ? T(--=c, +_c, k)

IoT - '
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BYp, dYpxdT(k) d2+2'd3'T(k);

BT =d2 +2d3T(k)

Error e;s(k) ox(k) x(k + I) elx(k) dx(k)-x(k+1)

eAs (k) os(k) s(k + I) els(k) ds(k)-s(k+1)

e;p(k) op(k) p(k + I) elp(k) dp(k)-p(k+1)

e&(k) f1x(k)eJ./ (k)
edx(k)-mx*elx(k)

e",(k) f1,(k)e;./ (k)
eds(k) ms*els(k)

el'p(k) f1p(k)e;./ (k) edp(k) mp*elp(k)

e,,(k)-A/(k)-f1x(k)e; J(k) eex(k)-Ix(k)-mx*elx(k)
I·x

e,,(k) A/(k) f1,(k)e}/ (k)
ees(k)-Is(k)-ms*eis(k)

e,p(k) l/(k) f1p(k)eJ./ (k) eep(k) Ip(k)-mp*elp(k)

I

Formulas ff(k)=dt*mmax(k) *«(1-pklpi)"O.52)

[ rp(k)
IJ.tf1max 1-7 = rpf(k)

Mf1rna{I- P(k)r s(k) rpx (k) ix(k)=ff(k)*s(k)I(Ks(k) + s(k»

p* K, +s(k)

Mf1rna,[l- p(k)r x(k)s(k) ,
fs(k) ff(k)*Ks(k) * x(k)I«Ks(k) +

rp, (k) s(k))"2)

p* [K;+s(k)l~

Nflma{I-P(k)rx(k)s(k)

fp(k)-dt'mmax(k)'((1-p(k)lpIY(n-
1»'x(k)*s(k)l(pl*(Ks(k) + s(k)))

rp/k)
p* K, +s(k)

IJ.{I- p(k)rx(k)s(k)
f1(k)-ff(k)*x(k)*s(k)I(Ks(k) + s(k»

p* K, +s(k)
rpl (k)

IJ.t
f1rn

,,[l-p(k)r x(k)s(k)
f2(k) 11 (k)/((Ks(k) + s(k»))'2

rp2(k) Ip* [K, +s(k)f
! I
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Table 4 2· Model parameter values for batch fermentation process
Symbol . Name Value Unit
a1 Model co-efficient 0.0004
82 Model co-efficient 0.0001
a3 Model co-efficient 0.0002
b1 Model co-efficient 0.2
b2 Model co-efficient 0.Q3
b3 Model co-efficient 0.01
c1 Model co-efficient 2
c2 Model co-efficient 0.3
c3 Mode! co-efficient 0.021
d1 Model co-efficient 0.0040
d2 Model co-efficient 00060
d3 tv1odeJ co-efficient 0.001
Kd Death constant 0.00008
pi Inhibition factor p". 50
n power coefficient 052
m Maintenance co-efficient 0.0011
x Biomass concentration 011
s Substrateconcentration all
p Productconcentration all
dt Samp!lng period 0.25
UmZl< Maximum grQ\.\1h rate
K, Monod's constant

Yxs Stochiometry coefficient for biomass grm-vth

Program batch_seque.m is developed to implement the decomposition method in a

sequential way. The program calculates the optimal values of the state and control

variables. The whole program is in appendix A. The function modeibatchJunc2 is used

to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives of the state space vector, according to the

Equations (2.78 - 80). Then the program is called by the solver ode15s for integration of

the model equations. The input variables are t the time at moment t from the considered

time interval y initial, or value of the state vector in the moment t. The output variables

are the values of the state space vector derivatives ydot. The program is given in

appendix A.

4.6.1 Results from sequential calculation of batch fermentation process

The program for sequential calculation is used to calculate the optimal trajectories of the

control and state variables of the batch fermentation process. The optimal trajectories are

presented in figure 4.3 -4.8.
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Figure 4.4: Optimal trajectory of biomass
for batch fermentation process
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Figure 4.6: Optimal trajectory of substrate
for batch fermentation process
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4.7 Discussion ofthe results for batch fennentation process

Substrate and product levels showed the greatest rate of change about short time after

inoculation. Thereafter they moved at a steady state, decreasing towards the end. These

runs could be regarded as fairly typical batch fermentation process with a relative small

inoculums.

4.8 Conclusion

This chapter describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of a batch

fermentation process. An augmented Lagrange functional is used and a decomposition

method is developed for solving discrete time formulation of the problem, based on

varational calculus and decomposition in time domain. The sequential algorithm of the

decomposition method is describes and implemented in Matlab in serial mode of

calculation. The parallel implementation of the decomposition method is described in

chapter eight. The problem for optimal control of fed-batch fermentation process is

oonsiderd and solved in chapter five.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DEVELOPMENT OF A DECOMPOSITION METHOD FOR OPTIMAL

CONTROL PROBLEM CALCULATION FOR FED- BATCH
FERMENTATION PROCESS

5.1 Introduction

The fed-batch fermentors are used to produce vaccines, enzymes, antibiotics, baker's

yeast etc. It is difficult to model and control these processes because many uncertainties

and nonlinearities are encounterd, the mechanism of the process is poorly understood,

and the process variables are difficult to measure. The optimal control of fed-batch

fermentors consists of two stages (Johnson, 1987) and (Maeda, 1987). Control variables

such as pH, temperature, agitation and aeration are kept steady to pursue certain

trajectories using conventional set point controllers (Fishman and Biryukov, 1974).

The first stage of control problem is considered in the thesis on the basis of dynamic

mathematical model of Saccharomyces cerevisiae fermentation and finite horizon cost

criterion for maximum production at the end of the process. This optimal control problem

is characterized by nonquaoratic criterion, nonlinear dynamic model with linear control

and constraints over the process variables corresponding to the physical limitations. The

problem can be solved by means of techniques based on the dynamic programming,

Green's Theorem and Variational Calculus (Kishimoto et al., 1987). The optimal

trajectory of the feedrate is singular kind of control. Nonlinear two point boundry value

problem is solved which is characterized by many calculations and computing errors.

In section 5.2 formulation of the problem for optimal control of fed-batch fermentation

process is developed, In the chapter decomposition method is firstly developed for batch

processes to solve the above problems on the basis of an augmented Lagrange

functional and new coordinating vector for its time domain decomposition is applied and

is developed in section 5.3. It overcomes the pointed above difficulties. This method is

extended here to solve the problem for optimal control of the fed-batch process in the

case when the kinetic coefficients depend on the temperature. The algorithm of the

method for solving the optimal control problem is developed in section 5.4
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5.2 Formulation of the problem for optimal control of fed-batch fermentation process

The aim of the optimal control of the fed-batch fermentation process is to find trajectories

of the feed flow rate and temperature: F(k),T(k).k =0, K -1 such that the concentration

of the biomass at the end of operation period. k = 0, K is maximum:

J = x(K) -* max (5.1)

Under the model equations (2.88)-(2.91) and (2.72)-(2.75) and satisfy the constraints

x _(k) ~ x (k)~ x =(k)o k =O,K

s _(k) ~ s(k)~ s =< (k)ok = O,K

p_ (k) s p(k) ~ p= (k),k = o;K

V",",(k)$F(k)~V=,k=O,K 1

T_ (k) ~ T(k)":; 1= (k), k = O,K -1

F1ci.(k)~F(k)~F=(k),k=O,K 1
(52)

5.3 Augmented Lagrange functional formulation for fed-batch fermentation process

The considered problem for optimal control has the following characteristics:

, Criterion only at the final point of the optimization
Nonlinear model with four state variables i.e. for fed-batch: biomass
concentration(x), substrate concentration(s), Volume(V) and product
concentration(p),two control variables i.e. temperature(T) and input flow
rate(F)

" Long optimization horizon
Affine control according to input flow rate

These characteristics determine which methodology to be selected for solution of the

optimal control problem. The theory of variational calculus gives possibilities to handle

problem with high dimension and nonlinearities by using the Lagrange functional. The

affine control however in the case of non-quadratic criterion determines that the

derivative of the Lagrange, according to this control does not depend on it. This creates

problems with the solution of the two-point boundary value problem. In order to overcome

the linear dependability of the Lagragian on the control variable an augmented functional

of Lagrange is considered. The augmented Lagrange function is assumed here in the

form:
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K-l 1
L=x(K)+ L L{J·,(k)[-v(k+l)+ !,(k)]+-p,[-v(k+l)+ j,(k)f }

k:O lI:X,s,p,V 2 (53)

where Av , v = x, s, p, V is the vector of the conjugate variables, Jlv' v = x, s, p, V is the

vector of the penalty coefficients. The augmented functional has to be maximized

according to state and control variables and minimized according to conjugate variables

on the basis of the theory of duality, under process constraints presented in point (5.2)

5.3.1 Necessary conditions for optimality for fed-batch fermentation process

Solution of the problem for optimal control is based on the necessary conditions for

optimality of the functional of Lagrange. The equations of these conditions are used to

build the algorithm for calculation of the optimal state and control variables. This

algorithm is used for parallel calculation in a cluster of computers.

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to biomass

[ [ 1"[ j ]~-A k l+M I_p(k) s(k) -Mk _ MF(k) _
iJx(k)-J ) Pma, p * K, + s(k) d V(k)

-P (k)[x(k+l)- J: (k)][1+fJ.tPma,[1-P(k)1

n

[ s(k) j-fJ.tkd
"< p* K, +s(k)

+ A, (k)[MPmax [1_P(k)1
n

[ T s(k) j-!'J.tm]-
Y:'o p* K, +s(k)

MF(k)] +
V(k)
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• Necessary conditions for optimality according to substrate

or = A (k)[ill/-l [1- P(k)]" [X(k)(K, + s(k)) - X(k)S(k)]]_
os(k) x rna, P * [K, + S(k)]2

[ [ ]"[ ]]p(k) x(k)JG
-,ux(k)[x(k+1)- fx(k)] tlt,umax 1-- [ ]' +

P* K, +s(k)-

+A,(k)[l M,umax [1- P(:)]"[ x(k)JG ,]_ ill~(k)]_
Y\S P [K, + s(k)]- Y(k)

-,u (k)[s(k+1)- f, (k)][l- ill,umax [1- P(k)]"[ x(k)K, ]_ MF(k)]
s s Y\S P * [K, + S(k)]2 V(k)

[ [
P(k)]"[ x(k)JG ]]+Ap(k) tltYpx,umax 1-- [ ]2-
P* K, +s(k)

[ [
P(k)]" [ x(k)K, ]] ~-,up(k)[p(k+1)-fp(k)] MYPX,umax 1-- [ , ], =0=e,(k),k=0,K-1
P* K, +s(k)-

or
--=0 (5.5)
os(K)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to product
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_ ,us(k)[s(k +1)- IsCk)][ M,umax [1- P(k)]"-l n[- _1][ x(k)s(k) ]] +
¥:" P* p* Ks+s(k)

+}, (k)[l+MY, [l_ P(k)]"-ln[__l ][X(k)S(k)]_MF(k)]_
p n,umax P* p* K, +s(k) V(k)

_ (k)[ (k+ l)-f (k)][l + MY , [1- p(k)]n-l n[__l ][ X(k)S(k)] _ MF(k)]
,up P p n,umax p* p* K, +s(k) V(k)

=O=e (k) k=OK-1p' ,

or
op(K)

o

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to Volume

or A (k)[M F(k)X(k)]_ (k)[x(k + 1)-I (k)][M F(k)X(k)] +
oV(k) x V 2 (k ) ,ux . .r V'(k)

+ As(k)[M - ~(k) [s; - S(k)]] -,us (k)[s(k +1)- Is (k)][M - ~(k) [s; - S(k)]] +
V-(k) V-(k)

+A (k)[-M - F(k)P(k)]_ II (k)[p(k+ 1)-I (k)][M F(k)P(k)] +
p V2(k) r:s p V2(k)

+ A,(k)[l] - ,u,(k)[V(k +1) - 1,(k)].[1] =0 =e,(k),k = 0,K-1

or =0
oV(K)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to Flow rate

or =A (k)[-X(k)M]_ (k)[x(k+1)-j (k)][-I:1IX(k)] +
of(k) x V(k),ux x· V(k)

+A (k)[M[S; -S(k)]]_ II (k)[s(k+1)- f (k)l M[s; -S(k)]] +
s V(k) r:» s L V(k)

+ Ap(k{- ~~k)]_ ,up(k)[p(k +1)_ Ip(k){-~~~k)]+
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+ A,(k)M - p,(k)[V(k +1)- fv(k)]M = 0 = eF(k), k = O,K - I

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to temperature

(5.8)

[

OK ]
~ n n -x(k)s(k)~'

~ = A (k) MOPmax [I_P(k)] x(k)s(k) + MI. [I_P(k)] . oT_
oT(k) x aT P* K, +s(k) I max P* [K, +s(k)[

[ [

oK 1]~ n " -x(k)s(k)~V

_" (k)[x(k +1)-f (k)] Mopmax [I_P(k)] x(k)s(k) + Mp [I _P(k)] aT
r:» .r aT P* K,+s(k) max P* [Kv+s(k)]'

[

oPmax y oYrs
~ xs - Pmax aT [ p(k)]n x(k)s(k)

+), (k) -M I--
.s y2rs P* K,+s(k)

[

oK 1" " -x(k)s(k)~'

_ (k)[x(k + I) - f (k) MoPmax [I - P(k)] x(k)s(k) + Mp .[1- p(k)l aT
P, 'aT P * K, + s(k) max P * _ [K, + s(k)]'

[
~ y,,, -Pm"~ [I _P(k)]" x(k)s(k)

+As(k) -M yIn P* K, +s(k)
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ay,

o~' [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k)
p* K,+s(k)

_ At~max [1- P(k)]" [- X(k)S(k)~]]_
l,s P* [K,+s(k)J

[

aflma.x y
- fl, (k)[s(k + 1) - I, (k)] _ At oT'" - flm",

y2 .Is

At [ (k)]"[-X(k)S(k)OK,]]_ fl ma, 1- _P_ oT +
Y", p*. [K,+s(k)]'

+1 (k)[!1t[OYPX II +Y. °flm>x ] x(k)s(k) [1- P(k)]" +
P aT r=x P.' aT K,+s(k) p'

[
e« ]

[

(k)]" -x(k)s(k)-'
+t1tYpx flmax 1-L- [ jT-

P* K, +s(k)-

-flp (k)[p (k +1) - fp(k){ t1t[a;~r flma' +Ypx a~7 ];~klss~i)[1-p;~)r +

[
(k)]"[- x(k)s(k) aK, ]

+t1tYn fl max 1-L- [ ]T =O=er(k)k=O,K-1
P* K, +s(k)-

(5.9)

Where the partial derivatives of the kinetic parameters according to the temperature are:

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to the conjugate variables

oL
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-V(k+ 1)+ f,.(k) = 0 = e;.,.(k)k = O,K-1

(5.13)

(5.14)

Two level computing structure is introduced where the set of equations (5.4)-(5.14) are

solved using decomposition of the necessary conditions for optimality in time domain and

coordination to combine the decomposed solutions in the original problem.

5.3.2 Coordinating vector for fed-batch fermentation process

The optimal trajectories of the variables can be calculated as a solution of the obtained

set of nonlinear equations (5.4)-(5.14). It can be seen that the number of equations and

variables is big. The solution could be found easier if the problem is decomposed.

Decomposition in time domain could reduce complexity of the system equations

(Tumara, 1975) and (Singandlitty, 1982).

The solutions in time domain will consists of K separate solutions, everyone at separate

time moment k. The decomposition in time domain could be obtained on the basis cf the

coordinating procedure in two level computing structure( Figure 4.1) using the conjugate

variables 11 as coordinating ones(Tumara, 1975), but this method is applicable for normal

functional of Lagrange. The used augmented functional could not be fully decomposed

because of the quadratic terms and variables x(k + 1), s(k + 1), p(k + 1) and V(k +
1) in them. They playa role of interconnections in time domain (Lin, 1992). This type of

functional can be fully decomposed if the considered variables are selected also as a

part ofthe coordinating vector. To overcome these difficulties it is proposed to consider

&(k)=v(k+1),v=x,s,p,V,k =O,K-1 (5.15)

as coordinating variables. Then the values of the coordinating variables are set from the

second level of the two level calculating structure:

;L(k) =}j(k),v =x,s,p,V, k=O,K

&(k)=&i(k),v=x,s,p,V, k=O,K
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where j is the index of the coordinating process iterations. When the values of the

coordinating variables from equations (5.16) - (5.17) are substituted into the Lagrange's

functional, its full decomposition according to the discrete time moments k is obtained.

The functional is decomposed into K sub-functionals L.(k) and each of them determines

the optimal control and state at the given moment k. The above algorithm is implemented

in Matlab software environment in two ways:

• Sequentially in one computer
• Parallel, using the cluster of computers

The decomposition in time domain is based on a two level calculation structure, given in

Fig 4.1.

5.3.3 First level sub-problems for fed-batch fermentation process

The solutions of the first level sub-problems represent solution of the set of equations

(5.4) - (5.10) in which the coordinating variables are substituted. These equations are

solved for every separate moment of time in a parallel way. The structure of the

equations (5.4) - (5.10) does not allow to use analytical solution. Gradient method is

used in the form:

yl.i+! (k) = yl.i (k) +a"e/" (k), y = x.sc p, V,T,F, k = 0, K -1

V i ,i+1 (K) = fv[(K -1), T(K -l),F(K -1)], v = x.s.p, V

(5.18)

where a" > 0 are the steps of the gradient procedures, e, (k) are the gradients according

to the equations (5.4) - (5.10) and iis the iteration index of the gradient procedures. The

first level sub-problems are determined under the set from the second level coordinating

variables according to the necessary conditions for optimality of the sub-functionals La(k).

Equations (5.4)-(5.10) can be simplified further by using necessary conditions for

optimality according to the conjugate variables presented by (5.11)-(5.13) as follows:

For the biomass
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~ =e/' (k) =[1 + !'!.tf.Jmox[l- P(k)]" s(k) !'!.tkd -!'!.t F(k)][A/ (k) - f.J,eA J (k)]+
8x(k) . P * K, +s(k) V(k)' . x

+ [!'!.tf.Jmox [1- P(k)]" s(k) Mm][A i (k) - 1/ e i (k)]+
Y * K + (k) s· rrs l,

XI' P s s

[ [
P(k)]" s(k) ][ i i 1+ !'!.tYnf.Jma< 1-- Ap (k)-f.Jpe, (k) k=O,K-1

. p* Ks+s(k) .p

(5.19)

For the substrate

oL = e i.' (k) = [!'!.t [1- P(k)]" x(k)Ks ][..1 (k) - e (k)]+
8s(k) s f.J

max• p* [Ks+s(k)]' .r f.Jx Jx

+ [1 !'!.tf.Jma< [1- P(k)]" s(k)Ks !'!.tF(k)][}" i (k) - f.J e. i (k)]+ (5.20)
Yrs- p* [Ks +s(k)]' V(k) s s -c.s

+[!'!.tY'1/ .[l_ P(k)]" x(k)s(k) ][..1 i(k)_1/ e i(k)lk=o K-1
p.\rma< p* K, +s(k) p r» 1p ,

For the product

.s: = e i.' (k) = [!'!.t [1- P(k)]"_l n[-=-!'] x(k)s(k) ][..1 i (k) _ e. i (k)]
8p(k) p f.Jma< P * P * K, + s(k) .r f.Jx ,.x

[

!'!.tf.Jma< [1- P(k)]"_l n[-=-!'] x(k)s(k) ][..1 i (k) _ 1/ e J (k)]+
}' * * K (k) s rs l,

XI' P P s +s

+[l+MY [l_ P(k)]"-ln[-=-!.] x(k)s(k) _MF(k)][A i(k)-f.J e. i(k)lk=o.K-1
pxf.Jmox p* p* K, +s(k) V(k) P P '.p .

(5.21)

For the Volume

oL = e j.i (k) = [!'!.t F(k)X(k)][A (k) - e. (k)]+
8V(k) , V' (k) x· u, 'x
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+[ ~~~;[Si -S(k)]]~"/(k)-flh/(k)]+

+[MF(k)p(k)]rA J(k)-fl e J(k)]+
V2(k) t p p J.p

+ ~",/ (k) - flve;./ (k)lk = O,K-1

For the flow rate

aL _ J) (k) - [ M X(k)][A (k) (k)]
aF(k) - eF - - V(k) .r - flh, +

+[~[Si - S(k)]][A/ (k) - fl,e J. J(k)]+
V(k) s

+ [-M p(k)]r,I J(k) - fl e J(k)]+
V(k) t p p J.p

+ M[A/ (k) - flveJ./ (k)]= eF(k),k = ""'O,"""K---1

For the temperature

aL -e (k)-
aT(k) - T -

= Maflm" [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) til [1- P(k)]"[X(k)S(k)~] *
er p* K, +s(k) J.lmax p* [K, +S(k)]2

*[A (k)-J.l (k)e. (k)]+[-l1t~Yys -J.lm" ~[l_P(k)]" x(k)s(k) +
x x Ax y 2 ys p* K,+s(k)

[

aK.]n x(k)s(k)-'
+ MJ.lm" [1- P(k)] aT [A (k) - J.l o», (k)]+

Y'o p* [K, +S(k)]2 s '"
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(5.24)

These equations can be simplified further for the purpose of calculations. Some

expressions in them are repeated, that is why the common notations are used to

represent them:

Sru [1- p(k)]n s(k) = (k)
rmax P * K, + s(k) rpx

ill .[1- p(k)]n-l _1 n x(k)s(k) (k)
Pmax * . K (k) rppP P ,+s

ill [1- p(k)]n x(k)K, = (k)
PIT"'X p* [K, +s(k)]' rp,

AJ1_ p(k)]n x(k)s(k) = fPj (k)
~l p* K,+s(k)

ill F(k) (k)
V 2 (k) rp, .

ill [1- p(k)]n x(k)s(k) rp,(k),k = O,K-1
,urn"" p* [K, +S(k)]2 -

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

Using notations from (5.25) - (5.30) equations from (5.19)-(5.24) can be written in the

form:
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For the biomass

oL = «" (k) = [1 -»," (k) -Mkd - MF(k)][A/ (k) - ,ux(k)e, j (k)]+
8x(k) V(k)'x

+[rpx;~k) Mm][A/(k)-,u,(k)e,/(k)]+ (5.31)

+ v," (k)Ypx [A/ (k) - ,up (k)e,/(k)lk = O,K-1

For the substrate

o:~) =«" (k) = rp/'i (k)[A/ (k) - ,ux(k)e,/ (k)]+

+ [1 rp/" (k) MFj,i (k)][A j (k) _ II (k)e, J (k)]+r:,s V J) (k)' r, M

+ Ypxrp, (k)[A/ (k) -,up (k)eJ./ (k) lk = O,K -1

For the product

o:fk) = e/i (k) = [rpp (k):[A/ (k) - f-lxeJ./ (k)]

[
- rpp.(k)][A/(k)-f-l,eJ./(k)]+

r:\S

+[l-rpp(k) -M ;i:~][A/ (k) - u, (k)eJ./ (k)lk =O,K-1

Flow the volume
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For the flow rate

~-e J,i(k)_
8F(k) - F . -

= - ~i~)0/ (k) - f.lx(k)e.;' (k)]+ M[S~~k;(k)]~,/ (k) - u,(k)eJ./ (k) ]- (5.35)

0i~)0/ (k) - f.lp(k)eJ./ (k)]+M0,J (k)- f.lv(k)ej (k)lk = 0,K-1

For the temperature

(5.36)

The calculation of the gradients for every step is done with the previous values of the

state and control variables v-", v=x,s,p,V,F,T. The calculation with the gradient

procedure wiil continue until the necessary conditions for optimality towards state and

control variables are fulfilled. This means that the values of the gradients are

approximately equal to zero:

Ilev(k)11 S; sv,sv > 0,v = x,s, p,V,F,T,k = O,K -1 (5.37)

The values of the state variables, the final point are calculated from the optimal values at

the previous point according to equation (5.18). The new calculated values have to be

checked for belonging to the area of constraints.
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V min ~ V(k) ~ V min, k = O,K

F min ~ F(k) ~ F max, k = O,K - I

(5.38)

(5.39)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

Simple way to do and correct the obtained new values is to project them over the

constraints domain according to the relation:

yi., (k) =

y min' if yJ.i (k) < ymin

yi.' (k), if ymin ~ yi., (k) ~ ymax'

yiJ(k) > y
max

k=O,K forv=x,s,p,V andk=O,K-l for v=T,F

(5.44)

The obtained values of the trajectories of the state and control variables are function of

the coordinating variables. They are optimal for the given values of the coordinating

variables. If the coordinating trajectories are optimal ones, then the obtained state and

control variables also will be the optimal according to the theory of the duality in optimal

control and Lagrange methods. The optimal values of the coordinating variables are

obtained by the solution of the coordinating problem.

5.3.4 The coordinating sub-problem for fed-batch fermentation process

The coordinating variables are obtained from the necessary conditions for optimality of

the augmented Lagrange functional according to them. For the conjugate variables these

are equations (5.11)-(5.14). The necessary conditions for optimality according to the new

introduced interconnections in time domain are:

oL
oJ,(k)
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oL
oO,(k)

oL
oov(k)

-2,(k) - ,u,[o, (k) - I, (k)] = -2,(k) - ,u,e2 , (k) =e5 , (k) =°

-2, (k) -,u, [0, (k) - !,(k)] =-2, (k) - ,u,e;., (k) =eo,'(k) =°

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

where 0v(k) - fr,(k) = eAv(k), v = x, s.p, Vaccording to equations (5.11)-(5.14). The

necessary conditions for optimality (5.11)-(5.14) and (5.44)-(5.47) can be combined in a

gradient procedure. Equations (5.44)-(5.47) give the values of the gradients for the

conjugate variables multiplied by the penalty co-efficient. ,uv' v = x,s,p,V

It appears that

oL
oov(k)

(5.49)

Gradient procedure can be built for both type of coordinating variables.

For conjugate variables:

• i+1(k) - 1 i(k) 1. (k)
A]! - /,,,,~, -a.l~,e .... I! ,

where

e' J.,.(k) =-5/ (k) +F v (k), v =x,s,p,v,k =O,K -1,

(5.50)

(551)

(5.52)

where a 2v and aJvare the steps of the procedures for calculation of the conjugate

variables and the interconnection in time, respectively. As the calculations are based on

gradient iterative procedure, they will stop when the gradient is going to zero, or

practically achieving some conditions for optimality, given by

lIej+1Av(k) - ejAv(k) II ::::; EAV,EAV > O,k = O,K

Ile j+1ov(k ) - e jov(k) II s Eov' Eov > 0, k = 0, K -1
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where Eav' &1" are a very small positive numbers. For every step of the gradient

procedure for the coordinating process the full iteration cycle of the sub problems of the

first level is done. The calculations of the coordinating variables are done with the values

of state and control variables of the first level sub problems and the calculations of the

first level sub problems are done with the values of the calculated on the previous

iteration coordinating variables. The iterative process of coordination and the optimal

solution of the whole problem for optimal control is obtained when the optimal solution of

the coordinating sub problem is reached, this means conditions (5.52) are fulfilled and if

this condition is not reached the error is computed.

The new penalty coefficient is calculated from the conditions.

if j = lor ei +1 < ei .theti Jli+1 =Jli

if j > land ei +1 ;::: ei then Jli+ 1 = a/l i , a = [0.1 10.0]

5.4 Algorithm of the method for fed-batch fermentation process

(5.54)

(5.55)

(5.56)

The calculations in the two-level structure can be grouped and represented In the

following algorithm:

On the coordinating level the initial values of the coordinating and gradient procedures,

initial trajectories of the state, control and coordinating variables are set as follows:

• Maximal number of step of the coordinating process - M2.
• Maximal number of steps for state and control variables gradient

procedure- M1.
• Steps of the gradient procedures

For coordinating conjugate variables -a1,.,v = x,s,p,V.

For coordinating interconnection in time -a"",v =x,s,p,V .

. For state variables and control variablea",v =x,s,p,T,F
• Values for error and termination of the calculations for coordinating

procedures. &"",sov'v = x.scp, V and for gradient procedures on first

level. e., v = x,s, p, V
• Initial values trajectories of the conjugate variables.

2'v(k), v = x,s,p, V,k =0, K -1
• Initial values of the state variables, x(O), s(O), p(O) and V(O).
• Number of steps in the optimization horizon - K.
• Initial trajectories of the control variables T 1

•
1(k), F 1,1(k),k =O,K -1
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•

•

•

The initial trajectories of the control variables are substituted in the model
equations (2.88)-(2.91) and (2.72)-(2.75) and the state trajectories are
calculated.
The initial trajectories of the interconnections in time domain are

calculated from o,,(k) =v(k+ 1),k =O,K -1, v = X,S,p, V

Initial trajectories of the coordinating variables and initial state and control
trajectories are sent to the first level.

2. On the first level the following calculations are done:

• Derivatives of equations (4.8) are calculated.
• The kinetic coefficients,umax,K"Y""Ypxfrom equations (2.72)-(2.75) are

calculated.

• The expressions rpx(k),rp,(k),rpp(k),rjJv,rp, (k),rp2(k),k = O,K -1 are

calculated from equations (5.25)-(5.30).

• The gradientse/' (k),k =O,K ~ 1,v =x,s,p,V,F,T are calculated from

equations (5.31)-(5.36).
• The errors for the end of the gradient procedures are calculated according

to equation (5.37). If the error is less than Gv ' the calculations of the first

level stop and the current values of the state and control variables are the
optimal ones. If the error conditions are not satisfied the new values of the
state and control values are calculated.

• The new values of state and control variables are calculated from
equation (5.18).

• The obtained state and control variables are projected over the constraint
domain according to equation (5.44). The obtained trajectories are sent to
the second level.

3. On the second level the following calculations are done:

• The final value of state trajectories v(k) are calculated

• The gradients e;.v(k),k=O,K-1,v=x,s,p,Vare calculated from

equations (5.11 )-(5.14).
• The conditions for the end of the calculations are checked according to

Equation (5.53). If the conditions are fulfilled the optimal solution of the
coordinating and of the whole problem are obtained. If the conditions are
not satisfied the new values of the coordinating variables are calculated.

• New values of the conjugate variables are calculated according to
equation (5.50)-(5.51).

• The new values of the interconnections are calculated from equation
(5.52). These trajectories are sent to the first level sub problems where
the calculations from p.2a till 3b are repeated and so on. The schematic
diagram of the algorithm is given on Fig 5.1
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Set initial values

°}c,. (k), u., x(O),s(O),p(O),v(O)

Setup

FO (k),To (k),

k=O,K-1

Calculation of initial state trajectories

V
O(k + l),k = O,K

...
)/ (k) =}.O (k),Sf (k) =SI(k)

Vf,i (k) =VO (k), v = X,S, p, V,F,T

I

$
T

Calculation of state and control derivatives,
Equations (54)-(510)

~
Calculation of kinetic coefficients. Equations
(2.72)-(2.75)

Calculation of expressions:

q;/.i '¢1'¢" k =O,K-1

~
Calculation eJ·".(k) from equations (5.31)-(5.35)

~

1
Calculation lief.' v (k)11 from equations (5.36)

I
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1

Yes

v = x,s,p, V,F,T

No

Vi,! (k) = vi,' (k) + a i ,!v (k)

V = x,s,p,V,F,T

Projection on constraint domain Equation (5,43)

Calculation of Equations (5,11)-(5.14)

e'Av(k),},v = Ax,A"}"D,A,

Calculation of llei,! ",,(k)11 equation (5.52)

Calculation Ai +
l v(k), sr', (k)

Equation (5,49)-(550)

No
v(k) = vi'! (k)

V = x,s,p,V,F,T

STOP

N

Yes

Figure 5.1: Flow chart of the algorithm for calculation of optimal trajectories of fed-batch
fermentation process
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5.5 Description and calculation results from the sequential program of the
algorithm of the method in Matlab for fed-batch fermentation process

The algorithm presented in section 5.4 is implemented in Matlab in a sequential

way(Appendix 8). The table below represents the relationship between mathematical

notation and program notation of the Matlab program.

Table 5.1: Correspondence between mathematical and programs notations for
~,~;~atch fermentation "",

State variable
Biomass x x

Substrate s s

Product p p

volume v v

Control variable
Temperature T T

Flow rate F IF
Steps of the ax ax
gradient
procedures as as
For state
variables

ap"p

", av

",Ix alx
,

".Is als

".!p alp

".Iv alv

alix adx

"lis ads

aliv adv

Conjugate Ax
Ix

variable

As Is
,

Ap
liP

)",
!v

I
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Interconnections J, dx
in timedomain

J, ds

J p
dp

J, dv

Coefficients al, az. 83 a1, a2, a3

b" bz, b, b1, b2, b3

C1, Cz, C3 c1,o2,c3

d" da, d, d1, d2,d3

K" , Kd

K, Ks

m . m

n n

v; Yxs

Yp, Ypx

s, 51

P pi

M dt

flrn:.Lx
mmax

Initial values of x(O) xO
statevariables

s(O) sO

p(O) pO

v(O) vO

Penalty
fl."

mx
coefficients

fl.,
ms

fl.p
mp

fl.,
mv

Min and max of Xm", xmax
state variables

Xmin xmin

Sm", smax

Smin smin

pm", pmax
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pmin pmin

Vm~ vmax

Vmjn vmin

Min and max of Tm~ Tmax
control variables

Tmin Tmin

Fm~ Fmax

Fmin Fmin

Derivaives of the ap dmmaxdT(k) a2+2*a3*T(k);
model ar"' =a1 +2a,T(k)
parameters

aK dKsdT(k)-b2+2*b3*T(k);
a; =b1 +2b3T(k)

.
a}~s dYxsdT(k)-c2+2*c3'T(k);

,

aT =C2 + 2c,T(k)

ay dYpxdT(k)-d2+2*d3*T(k);

a;' =d2 + 2d,T(k)

Error e;s(k) ax(k)-x(k+1)
I

elx(k) - dx(k)-x(k+1)

e;s(k) 8s(k) s(k + 1) els(k) - ds(k)-s(k+1)

e;p(k) ap(k) p(k+1) elp(k) - dp(k)-p(k+1)

e,(v(k) - 8v(k) - v(k + 1) elv(k) = dv(k)-v(k+1)

e",(k) --}'x - px(k)e;./ (k)
edx(k)=-Ix-mx*elx(k)

e"" (k) - -Ax - p, (k)e;./ (k)
eds(k) -Ix-ms*els(k)

I
e,,,,(k) - -Ax - pp(k)e;./ (k)

edp(k)-Ix-mp'elp(k)

e",(k) - -Ax - f-l,(k)e;./ (k)
edv(k)--Ix-mv*elv(k)

Formulas

.

[ J
ff(k)=dt*mmax(k)*( (1-

p(k)
MPmax 1-7 = ((Jf(k)

pklpl)'O.52)

MPmax [1- p(k)r s(k)
fx(k)-ff(k)'s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k))

((Jx(k)
p* K, +s(k)

Mf-lm" [1- p(k)J x(k)s(k) = (k)
fs(k)-ff(k)'Ks(k)' x(k)/((Ks(k)
+ S(k))A2)

p* [K, + S(k)]" ({J,
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/';/ [1- p(k)r' n -1 x(k)s(k)
fp(k)-dt*mmax(k) *((1-

rpp (k) p(k)!pl)'(n-
fima, * . K (k) 1)tx(k)*s(k)!(pl*(Ks(k)+P P s +s s(k)))

Sr F(k) rpv(k)
fv(k)=dt*F(k)!(v(k)'2)

V'(k)

/';/[1- p(k)Jx(k)s(k)
f1(k);ff(k)*x(k)*s(k)!(Ks(k) .;-

9, (k) s(k))

p* K, +s(k)

/';/ [1- p(k)J x(k)s(k) = (k) f2(k)=f1 (k)!«Ks(k).;- s(k»))"2

fi
m" p* [Ks+s(k)f rpz

5.6 Description of the Matlab sequential program for optimal control of fed-batch
fermentation process

The complex relationship between physiochemical and biological variables and sudden

unexplained changes in the process are reflected in the values of the equation kinetic

parameters equations (2.72)-(2.75) which are the same as from section 4.6. Table 5.2

defines process kinetic values that are calculated from Matlab by using polyfit function

from a certain given values of the equation kinetic parameters.

Program fedbatch_seque.m is developed to implement the decomposition method in a

sequential way. The program calculates the optimal values of the state and control

variables according to the algorithm 5.4. The whole program is in appendix B. The

function modelfedbatch_func2 is used to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives of

the state space vector, according to the Equations (2.84 - 2.86). Then the program is

called by the solver ode15s for integration of the model equations. The input variables

are t the time at moment t from the considered time interval, y initial. or value of the state

vector in the moment t The output variables are the values of the state space vector

derivatives ydot. The program is given in appendix B.
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Table 5 2' Model parameter values for fed-batch process..
Symbol I Name Value Unit
a1 Model co-efficient 0.0004
a2 Model co-efficient 00001
a3 Model co-efficient 0.0002
b1 Model co-efficient 0.2
b2 Model co-efficient 0.03
b3 Model co-efficient 0.01

c1 Model co-efficient 2

c2 Model co-efficient 0.3
c3 Model co-efficient 0.021
d1 Model co-efficient 00360
d2 Model co-efficient 0008
d3 Model co-efficient 0.003
Kd Death constant 000008
pi Inhibition factor p". 50
n Powerc-oefficient 052
m Maintenance-coefficient 0.0011
x Biomass concentration gil
s Substrate concentration gil
p Product concentration all
dt Sampling period 0.25
Umax . Maximum grmvth rate
K, Monod's constant

v; Stochiometry coefficient fer biomass
growth

5.6.1 Results from sequential calculation offed-batch fermentation process

The program for sequential calculation is used to calculate the optimal trajectories of the

control and state variables ofthe fed-batch fermentation process. The optimal trajectories

are presented in figure 5.2 -5.9
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Figure 5.3: Optimal trajectory of biomass
for fed-batch fermentation process
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Figure 5.5: Optimal trajectory of substrate
for fed-batch fermentation process
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Figure 5.9: Optimal trajectory of conjugate variables
for fed-batch fermentation process
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5.7 Discussion of the results for fed-batch fermentation process

The biomass concentration generally continued to rise after feed was started, as at

that stage growth rate exceeded dilution rate, but within few hours after increases in

the feed rate. it invariably began to fall. Substarte levels generally rose slowly

throughout the feed period as desired although it is fairly sensitive to feed rate,

Product concentration on the other hand rises sharply for several hours after the feed

was switched on and then reached a plateau, rising slowly after the feed was

exhausted,

5.8 Conclusion

This chapter describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of a fed

batch fermentation process, An augmented Lagrange functional is used and a

decomposition method for solving discrete time formulation of the problem is

developed based on varational calculus and decomposition in time domain, The

sequential algorithm of the decomposition method is describes and implemented in

Matlab.The results are shown and discussed, The parallel implementation of the

decomposition method is described in chapter eight. The problem for optimal control

of continuous fermentation process is considerd in chapter six,
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CHAPTER SIX
DEVELOPMENT OF A DECOMPOSITION METHOD FOR OPTIMAL

CONTROL PROBLEM CALCULATION FOR CONTINOUS FERMENTATION
PROCESS

6.1 Introduction

The continuous process has some advantages when compared to the fed-batch and

batch mode. If steady state is attained, quality of the final product is constant, as the

operational conditions are invariable. Besides, the volume of the fermentor can typically

be smaller, as shut-downs for harvesting and sterilization are less frequent. However,

due to the high probability of contamination and culture degeneration caused by a long

operational time, continuous processes are used only in few cases in the fermentation

industry, such as cell mass and ethanol production.

Before a continuous fermentor reaches stable state operation, there is a transient period

in which it is filled up to the working volume. This is called the start-up of the fermentor

and refers to the progression of operations that leads it from an original state to the final

state of continuous operation. It is important to determine the efficient start-up strategy of

the femnentor as it saves time. Bio-chemical reactions are typically slower than chemical

reactions and an inappropriate start-up may cause the fermentor to spend time to reach

the steady state conditions.

The problem for minimum time control of continuous fermentation process is formulated

in section 6.2 on the basis of a decomposition method. This method uses an augmented

Lagrange functional in order to overcome the difficulties with the singular type of control

and no quadratic criterion is developed in section 6.3. A coordination vector, constructed

to achieve separability of the dual problem is developed. The problem for minimum time

can be decomposed in time domain and be solved in a two level computing structure. A

computer algorithm is developed to solve this problem in section 6.4.

6.2 Formulation of the problem for optimal control of continuous fermentation process

The problem for minimizing start-up time of continuous fermentation process is

considered (Tzoneva and Patarinska, 1995). The problem for minimum time is a dynamic

one and the used model is dynamic (Tsoneva and Popchev, 1995). The aim is to

minimize the time necessary for the process to reach steady state values of

concentration of biomass, substrate and product. Mathematically, discrete minimum time
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control problem for the continuous fermentation process is to find a control trajectory

D(k).k = O.K -1 which in minimum time

J=Kllt (6.1)

leads the system presented by equations (2.96)- (2.98) and (2.72)-(2.75) from initial state

x(O) =xo.s(O) =so,p(O) =Po to the optimal steady state x(K) =x, s(K) =s.p(K) =p
while satisfying constraints for state and control variables

xmin(k):S; x(k):S; xmax(k).k = O.K

smin(k) s s(k) s smax(k), k = O. K

Pmin(k):S; p(k) :s; Pmax(k). k = O,K

Dmin(k):S; D(k) s Dmax(k),k ~ O,K-1

and constraints for the sampling interval

(6.2)

(6.3)

(64)

(6.5)

(6.6)

Where Atmax is determined on the basis of stability requirements for the fermentation

process

6.3 Decomposition method for optimal control problem solution for continuos

fermentation process

The considered problem for optimal control has the following characteristics

• The objective is to minimize a function of the final time with a free final time
starting from known initial conditions.

• For different initial conditions, different optimum for the minimum time values
will be obtained.

• In the start-up of a continuous fermentation process the known conditions for
the state equations are the final conditions.

• The stated problem is characterized by nonquadratic criterion and bilinear
model with the control entering linearly the model equations

These characteristics determine which methodology to be selected for solution of the

optimal control problem. The minimum time problem is transformed into a problem for

minimizing the value of the sampling interval in the limits of (6.6). As the sampling period

is easier to be included in the model equations and to be minimized, the number of

sampling steps will then be fixed. The sampling period also enters linearly into the model

equations. This means that the solution of the optimal control problem can be singular

because the first derivative of the functional of Lagrange towards the control variable and
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the sampling period will not include these variables. To overcome these difficulties an

augmented functional of Lagrange proposed in (Tzoneva and Patarinska, 1995) is used

to solve the problem.

La = Kilt + Lv:x,s,p{l" (K) [v(K) - ill + ~J.lv[V(K) - ilj2} + If;;;J Lv:x,s,p {l,,(k) [-v(k +

1) + +ivCk)] + ~J.lv[-v(k +1) + ivCk)j2} (67)

where il = x,s,p

6.3.1 Necessary conditions for optimality for continuous fermentation process

Solution of the problem for optimal control is based on the necessary conditions for

optimality of the functional of Lagrange (6.7). The equations of these conditions are used

to build the algorithm for calculation of the optimal state, control variables and sampling

period. This algorithm is used for parallel calculation in a cluster of computers.

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to biomass

8L =A. (k)[l+MJI [l_
p(k)]n[

s(k) ]-Mk -MD(k)]-
&(k) .r z-mex p * K, + s(k) d

-p,(k)[x(k+1)- Ix(k)][l+MPma,[l-
p(k)]n[

s(k) ]-Mkd -MD(k)] +
p* K, +s(k)

+}'s(klMpma
, [l_

p(k)]n[
,s(k) ]-Mm]-

L Y", p* K,+s(k)

_ P, (k)[s(k +1) _ f, (k)][MPmax [1- P(k)]" [ s(k) ] - Mm] +
I:", p * K, + s(k)

[ [ ]n[ ]], T p(k) s(k)
+ ..... (k) M}pxJ.lmax 1--- -

p p* K, +s(k)

- P p (k)[p(k + 1)- t, (k)][MYpxJ.lm,,[l- P(k)]"[ s(k) k ]] =°= eJk),k = OsK-1
p* K,+s()

8L

&(K)
A.x (K) + J.l.[x(K) -~]=ex(K) =°
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(6.9)

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to substrate

oL =A (k)[M [1- p(k)]n [X(k)(K, + s(k» - X(k)S(k)]]_
os(k) x Pmax

p * [K, + s(k)]'

[ [ ]"[ ]]p(k) x(k)Ks
-Px(k)[x(k+1)- Ix (k)] MPmax 1-- [ J +

P* K, +s(k)-

+A,(k)[l MPmax [l_
p(k)]n[

x(k)Ks ,]-MD(k)]-
r:~ P* [K,+s(k)J

- P (k)[s(k +1)- f (k)][l- MPmax [1- p(k)]n[ x(k)Ks ] - MD(k)]
s s r:~ P* [K, +s(k)]'

[ [ ]n[ ]]p(k) x(k)Ks
+Ap(k) MYPXPmax 1-- [ ],-

p* K, +s(k)-

[ [ ]n[ ]]p(k) x(k)Ks
-pp(k)[p(k+1)-lp(k)] MYpXPmax 1-- [ ]" =O=e,(k),k=O,K-1

p* K, +s(k)

oL [-j--=A,(K)+p. s(K)-s =e,(K)=O
os(K) ,

• Necessary conditions for optimality according to product

.s:=A (k)[M [1- P(k)]"_l n[- _1][ x(k)s(k) ]] +
op(k) .r Pmax p * p * K, + s(k)

_ Px(k)[x(k +1)_ Ix (k)][MPmax[l- P(k)]"-l n[__l ][ x(k)s(k) ]] +
p* p* K,+s(k)

+)",(k)[ MPmax [1_ p(k)]n-
1

n[__1 ][ x(k)s(k) ]]_
r:~ p* p* K, +s(k)
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_ ,u,(k)[s(k + 1)- f,(k)][- M~max [1- P(k)]"-l n[__l ][ X(k)S(k)]] +
I", p* p* K, +s(k)

+.1. (k)[l+MY: ,,u .[l_ p(k)l"-ln[__l ][X(k)S(k)]_MD(k)]_
p P.\max * *K+(k)P _ P ,s

- ,up(k)[p(k +1)- fp(k)][l + MYp.\Pmax[l- P(k)]"-l n[__l l[ X(k)S(k)] -MD(k)]
p* p*_K,+s(k)

=O=ep(k), k=O,K-1

8L [-J.1.p(K) + ,up p(K)- p =ep(K) =0
8p(K)

(6.10)
.

• Necessary conditions for optimality of the Lagrange functional(6,7) according to

temperature

~ []" [],,[-X(k)S(k) 8K']~ = A (k) c..to,umax 1- p(k) x(k)s(k) + M 1- p(k) 8T _
8T(k) x 8T p * K, + s(k) ,umax p * [K, + s(k)]'

-,ux(k)[x(k+1)- f,(k)]

[ ]

" []"[_ x(k)s(k) 8K, ]M8,umax 1_ p(k) x(k)s(k) +M . 1_ p(k) 8T +
8T p* K, +s(k) ,umax p* [K, +S(k)]2

[

8,umax Y 8Y",
8T ,10 - ,umax 8T [ p(k)]n x(k)s(k)

+;t,(k) -M > 1--
Y-"", p* K, +s(k)

M[ (k)]"[-X(k)S(k) 8~'],umax 1-~ oT _
Y'o p* [K, +s(k)l'
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{

0Jim" Y oY,,,
_ Ji (k)[s(k + 1)_f (k) _ N~ xs - Ji=xaT [1- p(k)Jn x(k)s(k)

, s }" * K (k)xs p, +s

N [ (k)Jn[- x(k)s(.k) o~, ]]Ji~x 1-1:.- oT +
Y" p * [K, + s(k)]'

+ A (k)[N[OYPX +y: . °Ji=x11- p(k)Jn x(k)s(k) +
p oT Ji=x n oT p* K, +s(k)

[ ]

n[ - X(k )S(k ) OK,]+ NY: I_ p(k) • oT_
pxJimax p* [K,+s(k)]'

-Ji (k)[p(k+l)- f (k)][N[OYPX Ji . +Y . OJimax][I_ p(k)]n x(k)s(k) + (611)
P p oT max P.' oT p* K,+s(k)

[

OK .
[

(k)]n -x(k)s(k)-'
+NYpxJimax l-L..... [ ]T =O=er(k),k=O,K-l

p* K, +s(k)-

Where the partial derivatives of the kinetic parameters are derived in equations (5.1O)

• Necessary conditions for optimality of the augmented Lagrange functional(6.7}

according to dilution rate

a~~~) = Ax(k) [-Lltx(k)] + Ilx[-x(k + 1) + fx(k)][-Lltx(k)] + As(k) [Llt(SO - s(k))] +

Jls[-s(k + 1) + fs(k)]Llt[(sO - s(k))] + A-" (k)[-Llt(p(k))] +

Jlp[-p(k + 1) + /pCk)](-Llt(p(k))=eD(k) = O,k = O,K -1 (6.12)

• Necessary conditions for optimality of the augmented Lagrange functional (6.7)

according to the conjugate variables

oL
~_ -x(k+l)+fx(k)=O=e",(k),k=O.K-l
o,l,,(k)
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a)':~K) = [x(K) - x] = e1x(K), (6.14)

or
o2,(k)

-s(k+1)+ j,(k)=O=e).,(k),k=O,K-1 (6.15)

a).:~K) = [s(K) - s] = e).s(K) (6.16)

(6.17)

a).:~K) = [p(K) - p] = e).p(K) (6.18)

• Necessary conditions for optimality of the augmented Lagrange functional

according to the sampling interval Ilt.

The sampling period are only calculated for the last period k = K then x(k) =

x(K), s(k) = s(K) and p(k) = p(K) and the augmented Lagrangian function is:

La =Kilt + ;lx(K) [x(K) - x] +~tJx[x(K) - xF + As(K) [s(K) - s] +~tJsls(K) - sF +
Ap(K) [P(K) - p] + ~tJp[P(K) - pF (6.19)

Since x (K), s(K)and p(K) are all function of Ilt, they can all be expressed by the

following models

(620)

s(K) = 1- MJ.lma.x [1- P(K-l)]n [X(K-l)S(K-l)] -ll.tmx(K - 1) + ll.tD(K -l)[sO(k)-
Yxs p- Ks+s(K-l)

-s(K -1)]

(K) = 1 +ll.t Yo [1 - P(K_l)]n [X(K-l)S(K-l)] -ll.tD(K - 1) (K - 1)
P tJmax PX p' Ks+S(K-l) P

(6.21)

(6.22)

If the above equations (6.20), (6.21) and (6.22) are substituted into the augmented

Lagrange functional of equation (6.19), then the necessary condition for optimality

according to the sampling interval is:
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oLa(K) = K + ox(K) it (K) + ox(K) [x(K) _ -] + os(K) A (K) + OS(K) [(K) __-] +
oM oM x oat /lx x oM 5 oM /ls s S

op(K) op(K) [ _]
a:1tlp(K) + oM /lp p(K) -p = eM(K) = 0

Therefore

K + o:~~) [Ax(K) + /lx[x(K) - xl] + O;~~) [As(K) + /ls[s(K) - sl] + + o:~~) [lp(K) +

/lpfp(K) - pJ] = eM(K) = 0 (6.23)

The necessary conditions for optimality of the sampling interval are dependent on

biomass, substrate and product. These variables depend on the sampling interval on

control values at the moment K-1. In order to find explicit dependence of the necessary

conditions for optimality (6.23) on L'.t all state variables at the moment K are represented

by their corresponding equations at the moment K-1. Then the derivatives aav, v = x, s,P
M

are calculated. These calculations are done separately for every state variable and then

the results are substituted in (6.23) as follows. Let

[
1 - P(K_l)]n [X(K-l)S(K-l)] = (K -1)

J1max p' Ks+s(K-l) !fJ3

Since it is common in every equation.

(6.24)

For the biomass.

oX(K) [Ax(K) + /lxlx(K) - x]] = [<{J3(K - 1) - kdx(K -1) - D(K - -l)x(K -aat

l)][AxCK) + /lxlx(K -1) + M<{J3(K - 1) - Mkdx(K -1) - -MD(K -l)x(K -1) - xl] =

/lxM[[!fJ3(K -l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K - -1)l]2 + [!fJ3(K -l)-kdx(K -1)-

D(K - l)x(K -l)J[Ax(K) + /lx[x(K - 1) - -xl] (6.25)

For the substrate

os(K) [A (K) + 11 [s(K) - sj] = [- 'P3(K-l) mx(K -1) + D(K - l)[sO - s(K -
a!J.t S S Yxs

-l)]J[its(K) + /ls [S(K -1) - M'P3;:;1) Mmx(K -1) +MD(K - -1) [SO - s(K -1)] -

s]] = 11sL'.t ['P3(K-l) + mx(K -1) - D(K -l)[sO _ s(K __1)]]2 - ['P3(K-l) + mx(K - 1) -
Yxs Yxs
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D(K -1) [SO - s(K - 1)]] [As(K) + +fls[s(K - 1) - sll

For the product

(6.26)

a~~~l [A.p(K) + 1lp[P(K) - tI]} = ['P3(K -l)Ypx - D(K - l)p(K -1)] [1lp[P(K - -1) +

l1t'P3(K -l)Ypx -l1tD(K -l)[P(K -1) - till} = fl pl1t[['P3(K -l)Ypx - -D(K -l)p(K-

l)]t + ['P3(K - l)Ypx - D(K -l)p(K -1] [Ap(K) + +llp[P(K - 1) - tI]} (6.27)

The equations (6.25), (6.26) and (6.27) are combined to form the necessary condition for

optimality for calculation of At.as a coordinating variable. The equation (6.23) becomes:

K + flXl1t[['P3(K -l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K -1)ll2 +

+['P3(K - l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K -l)][,QK) + flx[x(K -1) - xll +

+flsl1t ["'3CK-1l + mx(K -1) - D(K -l)[sO - s(K - 1)]]2 - ["'3CK-1l + +mx(K - 1) _
~s ~s

D(K - l)[sO - s(K - 1)]] [As(K) + fls[s(K -1) - sJ] + +flpl1t[['P3(K - l)Ypx -

D(K -l)p(K -1)ll2 + ['P3(K -l)Ypx - D(K - -l)p(K -1] [A.p(K) + IIp[P(K -1) - til} =

= 0 (6.28)

6.3.2 Coordinating vector for continuous fermentation process

Equations (6.8)-(6.12) and (6.28) determine the necessary conditions for optimality of the

minimum time control problem. It can be seen that the number of equations and

variables is big. The solution could be found easier if the problem is decomposed.

Decomposition in time domain could reduce complexity of the system equations

(Tamura, 1975) and (Singandlitty, 1982).

The solutions in time domain will consists of K+1 separate solutions, everyone at

separate time moment k. The decomposition in time domain could be obtained on the

basis of the coordinating procedure in two level computing structure( given in Figure 6.2)

using the conjugate variables A as coordinating ones(Tamura, 1975), but this method is

applicable for normal functional of Lagrange. The used augmented functional could not
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be fully decomposed because of the quadratic terms and variables x(k + 1), s(k + 1) and

p(k + l)in them. They playa role of interconnections in time domain (Lin, 1992). The

unkown sampling interval Lit also prevents the full decomposition. If its value is known by

selecting it to be a coordinating variable, the full decomposition can be obtained. This

type of functional can be fully decomposed if the considered variables are selected also

as a part of the coordinating vector. To overcome these difficulties it is proposed to

consider

(jJv(k) =v(k + 1), v =x,s,p,k =O,K

t'>!t = Llt
(6.29)

Where j is the index of the coordinating procedure. Then the values of the coordinating

variables are set from the second level of the two level calculating structure:

A,,(k) =A,J (k), v =x,s,p,k =O,K, Llt=LltJ

&(k) =&J (k), v =x,s,p,k =O,K

(6.30)

(6.31)

where j is the index of the coordinating process iterations. When the values of the

coordinating variables from equations (6.30)-(6.31) are substituted into the Lagrange's

functional, its full decomposition according to the discrete time moments k is obtained.

The functional is decomposed into K+1 sub-functionals La(k) and each of them

determines the optimal control and state at the given moment k. The above algorithm is

implemented in Matlab software environment in two ways:

• Sequentially in one computer
• Parallel, using the cluster of computers

The decomposition in time domain is based on a two level calculation structure, given in

Figure 6.1
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Coordinator !1.,,(k),il<S.(k)), v = x, s,p, T, D

sub-problem

k=K

Sub-problem

k= K-l

ilt TOo S.(K :t} x(K - )

J~(k' s(k) 1.,,(J{ - ) ",0<- )

x(k) V(X 1)

p(k)

Sub-problem

k=k

SUb-problem
k=()

Figure 6.1: Two Leve! computing structure for minimum startup time

6.3.3 First level suh-problema for continuos fementation process

The solutions of the first level sub-problems represent solution of the set of equations

(6.8) - (6.12) and (6.28) in which the coordinating variables are substituted. These

equations are solved for every separate moment of time in a parallel way. The structure

of the equations (6.8) - (6.12) and (6.28) does not allow to use analytical solution.

Gradient method is used in the form:

V],i+l (k) = V},i (k) -a"e/,i (k), v = x,s,p,k = O,K,v = T,D,x,s,p,k = O,K-1 (6.32)

where a; > °are the steps ofthe gradient procedures, e, (k) are the gradients according

to the equations (6.8) - (6.12) and (6.23) and i is the iteration index of the procedures.

The first level sub-problems are determined under the set from the second level

coordinating variables according to the necessary conditions for optimality of the sub

functionals La(k) The equations (6.8) - (6.12) and (6.23) can be simplified further by

using necessary conditions for optimality according to the conjugate variables presented

by using (6.13)-{6.18) in the form:

For the biomass
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8L =e.i"(k)=[1+MP~ov[1_p(k)]n s(k) Mk
d

-MD(k)]r,t.J(k)-p,e, i(k)]+
8x(k)' ~'P* K, + s(k) l,. -x

+ [MPmax [1_p(k)]n s(k) Mm]rAi(k)-" e i(k)]+
} T * K' (k) l s r, 1,

J:'"S PSIS

+[MY: 11 [1_ P(k)]" s(k) ]rA i(k)_" e J(k)Jk=O K -1
pxrmax p* Ks+s(k) l P r» lp ,

(6.33)

For the substrate

.s:., JJ(k)=[M .[1~p(k)]n x(k)lG ]r;, J(k)_ e , \k)]+
8s(k) .s Pmax P* [K, +s(k)]' l x P, ,,x

+[1- MPmax [1_ p(k)]n s(k)lG , MD(k)]rA J(k)_p e. J(k)]+ (6.34)
}' * [K (k)]" l s , ",xs P ,+s

+[MY,/1' [1_ p(k)]n x(k)K, ]rA J(k)_11 e, J(k)Jk=O K-1
n max P* [K, +s(k)]' l p r» ',p ,

For the product

8L =e i J (k) =[M [1- p(k)]n-l n[.=.!.] x(k)s(k) ]rAJ (k) _ e J (k)]
8p(k) p P max p * p * K, + s(k) l .r Px "

[
MPmax [1- P(k)]"-l n['='!'] x(k)s(k) ]rA i(k)_ e i (k)]+

Y * * K (k) l s P, .l,.rs P p, +s

+[1 + MYpY'Jlmax[1- P(k)]"-l n[.=.!.] x(k)s(k) MD(k)]r;,pi (k) - ppe, i (k)Jk =O,K -1
, p* p* K, +s(k) l "p

(6,35)
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For the temperature

= MBPmll [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k)
BT P* K, +s(k)

M [1- P(k)]"[X(k)S(k)~] *
Pmll P* [K, +s(k)]'

*~"/ (k) - Px(k)e l / (k)]+

[

BPm" Y BY"
~ xs - Pma, BT [ P(k)]" x(k)s(k)+ -M 1--- +

Y'"" P* K,+s(k)

"[X(k)S(k) BK']
+ MPmax [1- P(k)] BT [A J (k) - P (k)e J (k)]+

Y" P* [K,+s(k)]' S 'l,

+ [M BPmax Y ,+ BYpx [1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k)
BT P.l Pma, BT P * K, + s(k)

[

BK 1(k) n x(k)s(k)-S

-MPmaJpx[l-
P
p*] [K,+S(k~r ~/(k)-pp(k)e)/(k)lk=o,K-1

For the dilution rate

st. ..
-= eD}·l =
ilD

(6.36)

-[Mx(k)Jl;,,/ (k) - pxe,/ (k)1 + [M(Si - s(k))] ~'/ (k) - p,e;./ (k)1- [Lltp(k)]*

lA/ (k)- p/k)e;./ (k)}k = O,K -1 (6.37)

These equations can be simplified further for the purpose of calculations. Some

expressions in them are repeated, that is why the common notations are used to

represent them:
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I1f [1- P(k)]" s(k) m.(k)
Jima

, P* K,+s(k) '1'.

I1fJi [1- P(k)]"~j .2n x(k)s(k) = rp (k)
max P* P K, +s(k) P

I1fJimax[l- P(k)]" x(k)Ks , rp,(k)
P* [Ks+s(k)]"

11f[1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) rpj (k)
P* Ks+s(k)

_ I1f .[1- P(k)]" x(k)s(k) = "(k) k = O.K -1
Jim" P* [K, + S(k)]2 rp" ' .

(6.38)

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41 )

(6.42)

Using notations from (6.38) - (6.42) equations from (6.33H6.37) can be written in the

form:

For the biomass

oL =«" Ck) = [1 + rp.J.i (k) - I1fkd - I1fD(k)1A.J(k) - u,(k)e, J(k )]+8x(k) ..", 'x

+[rpx;~k) Stm]~/ (k) - Ji,(k)eJ./ (k)l- (6.43)

+rp/' (k)YpAA/ (k) - Jip(k)e;/ (k)lk = O,K-1

For the substrate

o:~) =e/i(k) =rp/,iCk)[A/(k)-JixCk)e;./(k)]+

+[1 rps;~k) I1fDJ,i][A/(k)-Ji,(k)e;/(k)]+

+ Ypxrpj),(k)~"/ (k) - Jip(k)e;/ (k)lk = O,K -1

For the product
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(6.45)

For the temperature

[ {
a~~", YYS _ J.1max a;; ]

+ -rpl(k) , +
Y-.cs

- rp,(k) aK'J[A j(k)-J.1 (k)e. J(k)l+[rp (k)[OYPX J.1 +1':, OPmax]+ (6.46)
J~tS aT s S ....s I aT max P.Y. aT

+ }~xrp, (k) ~i ][A/ (k) - J.1p (k)e,/ (k)lk = O,K -1

For the dilution rate

:~= eDj,i= -[Mx(k)*/(k)-J.1,e;./(k)J+[M(Si-S(k))] -[Mp(k)].

*~o/ (k) - J.1p (k)e"/ (k)Jk = O,K -1 (6.47)

For sampling interval

K +J!XM[['P3(K -l)-kax(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K _1)]]2 + ['P3(K - -l)-kax(K -1)

D(K - l)x(K -l)J[Ax(K) +J!Ax(K - 1) - iJ] + +J!sM ['i'3;::1) + mx(K - 1) -

D(K -1) [SO - s(K - 1)]r-['i'3;::1) + +mx(K - 1) - D(K - l)[sO - s(K -1)]] [As(K) +

J!sls(K - 1) - sJ] + +J!pM[['P3(K - l)Ypx - D(K - l)p(K - 1)J]2 + ['P3(K - l)Ypx -

D(K - -l)p(K -1] [Ap(K) + J!p[P(K -1) -fi]] = e",,,(K) = 0 (6.48)
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The calculation with the gradient procedure will continue until the necessary conditions

for optimality towards state and control variables are fulfilled. This means that the values

of the gradients are approximately equal to zero:

(6.49)

The obtained values for the sampling interval and for the trajectories of state and control

are projected over the constraints dcmain (6.49) respectively to account fer the

constraints

vJj (k) =

v . lif vJ·i(k) <vnun e . min

vJ.i(k) if v . < vJ.i(k) < v, mm r-' --max

V lif vJj(k) > V
max ciax

k =O,K for v =x,s,p,k =0,K-1

(6.50)

6.3.4 The coordinating sub-problem for continuous fermentation process

The ooordinating variables are obtained from the necessary conditions for optimality of

the augmented Lagrange functional. For the conjugate variables these are equations

from (6.13)-(6.18). The necessary conditions for optimality according to the new

introduced interconnections in time domain are:

-2, (k) - J.l,[- a, (k) + t, (k)] =-2, (k) - J.l,e;., (k) =eo,(k) =0,

iJL =-A.(k) _ J.l,[- a.(k) + t, (k)] =-2Jk) - J.l,e, (k) =eo (k) =0iJax(k) , . A' . . AX OX

iJL

iJa,(k)

iJL

es, (k)

ov(k) is also in the expression for ilv[-ov(k) + tv(k)] where

-ov(k) + tv(k) = e;'v(k),k = O,K-1

(6.51)

(6.52)

(653)

The necessary conditions for optimality (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) and (6.51)-(6.53) can be

combined in a gradient procedure. Equations (6.51)-(6.53) give the values of the

gradients for the conjugate variables multiplied by the penalty co-efficient

JlY"1 v=x,s,p
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The equations (6.51)-(6.53) can be represented in the following way:

8L

08,.(k)
(6.54)

Gradient procedure can be built for both type of coordinating variables.

For conjugate variables:

where

eJ}.v(k) = -0/ (k)+ jI,.(k),v = x,s,p,k = O,K -1,LV = LV}

For the interconnection in time domain

(6.55)

(656)

(6.57)

where esvCk) is calculated according to equations(6.51)-(6.53), a", and as,. are the steps

of the procedures for calculation of the conjugate variables and the interconnection in

time, respectively. As the calculations are based on gradient iterative procedure, they will

stop when the gradient is going to zero, or practically achieving some conditions for

optimality, given by

lIej+1;\v(k) - ej;\v(k) II:5 £;\v'£;\v > O,k =o.K, v =x.s.p

lIej+1sv(k) - e j SvCk) II :5 £sv' Esv > 0,k =0, K -1, v =x, s, p (6.58)

where Eov, &1v are a very small positive numbers. For every step of the gradient

procedure for the coordinating process the full iteration cycle of the sub problems of the

first level is done. The calculations of the coordinating variables are done with the values

of state and control variables of the first level sub problems and the calculations of the

first level sub problems are done with the values of the calculated on the previous

iteration coordinating variables. The iterative process of coordination and the optimal

solution of the whole problem for optimal control is obtained when the optimal solution of

the coordinating sub problem is reached, this means conditions (6.58) are fulfilled and if

this condition is not reached the error is computer.
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(6.59)

The new penalty coefficient is calculated from the conditions.

(6.60)

(6.61)

The coordinating sub-problem for L'.t is given by the analytical solution of the necessary

conditions for optimality of equation (6.28) as follows

IlxM[qJ3(K -l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K - l)x(K -1)]2 + IlsM ['P3CK-l) + +mx(K -1)-
Yxs

D(K - l)[sO - s(K - 1)]f + .

2
+llpM[qJ3(K -l)Ypx - D(K-1)p(K -1)) = -K - [qJ3(K -l)-kdx(K -1)-

-D(K -l)x(K -l)][Ax(K) + [x(K - 1) - x]) + ['P3CK-l) + mx(K -1) - -D(K -l)[sO-
Yxs

s(K -1)]] [As(K) + lis [s(K - 1) - sJ} - [qJ3(K - l)Ypx - -D(K - l)p(K -1] [-tp(K) +

+llp[P(K -1) - pJ} (6.62)

Therefore the analytical solution is:

Mj+1= {-K - [qJ3(K -l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K - l)J[Ax(K) + Ilx[x(K -1) - xJ} +

+ ['P3~::1) + mx(K - 1) - D(K - l)[si - s(K - 1)]] [As(K) + lis [s(K - 1) - sJ) -

-[qJ3(K -l)Ypx - D(K - l)p(K - 1] [Ap(K) + IIp[p(K -1) - P]]} / {IlX[qJ3(K -

l)-kdx(K - 1) - D(K - l)x(K - 1)j2 + lis ['P3CK-l) + mx(K - 1) - D(K - l)[sO - s(K -
Yxs

l)]f + +llp[qJ3(K -l)Ypx - D(K -l)p(K - 1)j2} (663)

6.3.5 Sufficient conditions for optimality for continuous fenmentation process

In order to check if the solution found gives minimum value of the criterion, the second

derivative of the Lagrangian is derived using equation (6.28). The second derivative is:
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~:L~ = 11x [CP3(K -l)-kdx(K -1) - D(K -l)x(K -1)]2 + fls [tp,CK-1l +mx(K -1)-
ae: Yxs

-D(K - l)[s; - s(K - 1)]1' + flp[CP3(K - l)Ypx - D(K -l)p(K -1)]2 (6.64)

It can be seen that ::~~ > ° if 11x > °.u.:» 0,lip > °.This is always satisfied as the

penalty coefficients are selected as positive. The conclusion is that the solution of the

problem determines the minimum time of the problem for minimum start-up time of the

process

6.4 Algorithm of the method for continuous fermentation process

•

•

•

•

•
•

(1.) At second level of the computing structure the values of

The numbers of steps K
The number of iterations for the gradients procedures, M1, M2
The values of the coordinating variables iV (k)k =0,K, oj(k),
k = O,K 1, !lt j

Penalty coefficient Pv' v = x, s,p
Errors CV, eAv , v = x, s,p
Final values of state variables, iJ = X. s. P
Initial values of x, s, p,T, D are set up i= 1

The coordinating variables are sent to the first level

(2.) At first level the initial trajectories of the control D(k), T(k), k = 0,Klare set and

the initial trajectories of the states x(k),s(k),p(k), k = 0,K are calculated.

(3.) The gradients ej,lv(k),v=x,s,p,T,D,k=0,K-1 are calculated and the new

state and control trajectories are obtained from equations (6.43)-(6.48). They are

projected to the constraint domain (6.50)

(4).The state and control error conditions are checked. If they are satisfied the obtained

state and control trajectories are transferred to the second level. If the conditions are not

satisfied, items 3, 4 are repeated, i = i + 1

(5.) The new values of the coordinating variables are calculated from equation (6.55)

(6.57), j = j + 1 and conditions (6.58) are checked. If they are satisfied the optimal

solution of the coordinating sub-problem and of the global problem are obtained. If these

are not satisfied, new values of the penalty coefficients are calculated according to

(6.60)-(6.61) and items 3, 4, 5 are repeated and so on.
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Set initial values

M', .M2 ,ay,a,tv,a O~,' e2v' COY' e;

}"O ,. (k),p,., x(O), s(O), p(O)

Set up
DO (k),To (k),

k=O,K -1

Calculation of initial state trajectories

VO (k + l),k = O,K, v = x,s,p

~
I j =1 I

. l
}"i(k) =).o(k),JJ(k) =Jo(k),Mi =Mo

.. °vJ"(k)=v (k),v=x,s,p,D,T

...
I i =1 I

Calculation of derivatives, Equations (68)-
(6.12) and (6.28)

~
Calculation of kinetic coefficients, Equations

(2.72)-(2.751

1
Calculation of expressions:

o;" '¢l'fA, k = O,K-1

l
Calculation ei ,' v (k) from equations (6.43)-(6.48) I

1
Calculation Ile i." .(k )11 from equations (6.50)

1 cb
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I 2

Yes vj,i(k)=vi"(k)

v = x,s.p,D,T

v Ji (k) = v J
,' (k) + a'"e" (k)

V = x,s,p,D,T

No Vi,' (k) = vJ,' (k)

Projection on constraint domain Equation (6.50)

Calculation of Equations (613)-(6.18)

eJ lv(k),Av = Ax,J·"Ap

Calculation of lie J,'J." (k)11equation (6.59)

No j=j+!

Calculation ;[J+". (k), sr'; (k)

Equation (6.56), (6.57)

v(k) =v N (k)

v = x,s,p,D,T

STOP

No

YES

Figure 6.2: Flow chart of the algorithm for calculation of continuous fermentation process
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6.5 Description and calculation results from the sequential program of the
algorithm of the method in Matlab for continuos fermentation process

The algorithm presented in section 6.4 is implemented in Matlab in a sequential

way(Appendix C). The table below represents the relationship between mathematical

notations and program notations of the Matlab program.

Table 6.1: Correspondence between mathematical and programs notations for
continuous fermentation process

Name Notation in the text Notation in Matlab
State variable
Biomass x x

Substrate
s s

Product P P
Control variable
Temperature T T
Dilution D . D

Steps of the ax ax
gradient
procedures a, as
for state variables

ap ap

aAx alx

aAs als

ujip alp

asx adx

as, ads

asp adp

Conjugate Ax Ix
variable

A, Is

Ap
Ip

Interconnections 0., dx
in timedomain

0., ds

o.p
dp

Coefficients ar, az, 8.3 a1,a2,a3

b1, b2, b3 b1, b2,b3

C1, Cz, C3 c1,c2, c3

d-. d2, d3 dl, d2. d3

K" Kd
K, IKs

m m
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n n

Y" Yxs

Yp, Ypx

s, si

P pi

M dt

J.lmax
mmax

Initial values of x(O) xO
state variables

s(O) sO

p(O) pO

Penalty - mx
coefficients f.lx

f.l, ms

f.lp
mp

Min and max of Xmax xmax
state variables Xmi!1 xrnin

Sm~ smax

Smin srnin

pm~ pmax

Pmin pmin

Min and max of Tm~ Tmax
control variables

Tmm Tmin

Dm~ Dmax

Dmin Dmin

Derivatives of the
°f.l=x = a + 2a.T(k)

dmmaxdT(k) - a2+2-a3'T(k);
model parameters

• aT 2 ;]

oK, = b. + 2b.T(k)
dKsdT(k)-b2+2'b3'T(k);

aT - ,

BY dYxsdT(k)-c2+2'c3'T(k);

~=co +2c.T(k)aT - :J

BY dYpxdT(k)=d2+2'd3'T(k);

-"!- = d; + 2d,T(k)
aT - -

Error e", (k) = ox(k) - x(k +1) elx(k) = dx(k)-x(k+1)

e;)k) = os(k) -s(k + 1) els(k) - ds(k)-s(k+1)
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e;,,(k) = op(k) - p(k + 1) elp(k) = dp(k)~p(k+1)

elfr(k) = -2,(k) - f1,eh(k) edx(k)- -lx ~mx'elx(k)

eo> (k) = -2, (k) - f1,e1, (k) eds(k)- -ls-ms'elstk)

eli' (k) = -1p(k) - f1pe}.p (k) edp(k)-Ip~mp*elp(k)

rormulas

[ J
ff(k) -dt*mmax(k)'((1-pk/p 1)'0.52)

. p(k)
!'>.tf1max 1--- =rpr(k)

p* .

!'>.t [1- p(k)r s(k)
fx(k)=ff(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»

rpr(k)
f1ma, p * K, + s(k)

M [1- p(k)r x(k)s(k) = (k)
fs(k)=ff(k)*Ks(k) . x(k)/«Ks(k) +
s(k))'2)

f1m" p* [K, +s(k)]' rp,

N[1-~k)r' n -1 x(k)s(k)
fp(k)=dt*mmax(k)*«1 ~ p(k)/pl)'(n~

rpp(k) 1»)'x(k)*s(k)/(pl*(Ks(k) + s(k)))

/-lm" p* p* K, +s(k)

M[l- p(k)rx(k)s(k) = rp, (k)
f1 (k)=ff(k)*x(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k)+ s(k))

p* K,+s(k)

M [1- p(k)J x(k)s(k)
f2(k)=f1 (k)/«Ks(k) + S(k)))A2

rp, (k)
flmax p* [K

s
+s(k)]'

[1- P(K-1Jj" [X(K-,),CK.,)] = (K - 1) f3(K)-mmax*(1~

llmax p. Ks+s(K-l) ({J3 p(K)/p1)'O.52*(x(K)*s(K))/(Ks +
s(K))

6.6 Description of the Matlab sequential program for optimal control of continuos
fermentation process

The complex relationship between physiochemical and biological variables and sudden

unexplained changes in the process are reflected in the values of the equation kinetic

parameters equations (2.72)-(2.75) which are the same as from section 4.6 of chapter

four. Table 6.2 defines process kinetic values that are calculated from Matlab by using

polyfit function from a certain given values of the mass-balance model equations kinetic

parameters.
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Table 6 2· Model parameter values for continuous process.
Symbol Name Value Unit
a1 Model co-efficient 00004
a2 Model co-efficient 0.0001
a3 Model co-efficient 0.0002
b1 Model co-efficient 0.2
b2 Model co-efficient 0.03
b3 Model co-efficient 0.01
c1 Model co-efficient 2
c2 Model co-efficient 0.3
c3 Model co-efficient 0.021
d1 Model co-efficient 0.004
d2 Model co-efficient 0.006
d3 Model co-efficient 0.001
Kd Death constant 0.00008
pi Inhibition factor o". 50
n power coefficient 10.52
m Maintenance co-efficient. 0.0011
x I Biomass concentration all
s Substrate concentration qll
p Product concentration all
Umax Maximum orowth rate I 05
dt Sarnptinq period 0.01967

Ypx
Stochiometry coefficient for biomass

0421
Growth

K, Monee's constant 0.5

v; Stochiometry coefficient for biomass
0172

orowth

Program continuos_seque.m is developed to implement the decomposition method in a

sequential way. The program calculates the optimal values of the state and control

variables according algorithm 6.4. The whole program is in appendix C. The function

modefcontinuos_func2 is used to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives of the state

space vector, according to the Equations (2.93 -2.95). Then the program is called by the

solver ode15s for integration of the model equations. The input variables are t the time at

moment t from the considered time interval, y initial, or value of the state vector in the

moment t. The output variables are the values of the state space vector derivatives ydot.

The program is given in appendix C

6.6.1 Results from sequential calculation of continuous fennentation process

The program for sequential calculation is used to calculate the optimal trajectories of the

control and state variables of the batch fermentation process. The optimal trajectories are

presented in figure 6.3 -6.10.The calculated minimum length of the sampling period is M

= 0.01967, the number of steps in the optimization horizon is K = 256 and the minimum

time is equal to ilt*K = 5.0355 for reaching steady state behavior.
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6.7 Discussion of the results for continuous fermentation process

The biomass concentration generally continued to rise after feed was started, as at

that stage growth rate exceeded dilution rate, but within few hours after increases in

the feed rate, it invariably began to fall. Substarte levels generally rose slowly

throughout the feed period as desired although it is fairly sensitive to feed rate,

Product concentration on the other hand rises sharply for several hours after the feed

was switched on and then reached a plateau, rising slowly after the feed was

exhausted,

6.8 Conclusion

This chapter describes the formulation of the problem for optimal control of a

continuous fermentation process. An augmented Lagrange functional is used and a

decomposition method is- developed for solving discrete time formulation of the

problem based on varational calculus and decomposition in time domain. The

sequential algorithm of the decomposition method is described and implemented in

Matlab. The parallel implementation of the decomposition method is given in chapter

eight. Description of the Matlab cluster of computers as used for the calculation is

given in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PARALLEL COMPUTING TOOLBOX AND MATLAB DISTRIBUTED

COMPUTING SERVER ON A CLUSTER

7.1 Introduction

Computing costs have went done and computers have become larger and faster, the

dynamic modelling and control of chemical progression at greater levels of detail is an

area of growing interest. As opposed to commonly used steady-state process models, a

dynamic model provides information about process, transient performance durinq startup

and process upsets, and the coupling between unit operations. Inherently transient

behaviour such as reaction kinetics can be included in the model. These advantages are

mainly obvious for batch processes that do not show true steady-state behaviour in the

first place. However, dynamic modelling and control involve greater computational effort

than is needed to solve for a single steady-state operating condition. One technique

useful in reducing computational time is to divide the problem into sub-problems and

solve the parts in parallel on multiple computer processors. Parallel computing has been

used to advantage in areas of science and engineering and has increasingly been useful

to industrial engineering problems.

Section 7.1, the introduction is elaborating, why there is a need in applying parallel

computing in chemical processes. Section 7.2 explains the concept of parallel computing.

Section 7.3 gives a brief history of parallel Matlab environment. Section 7.4 gives some

reasons why there should be parallel Matlab. Section 7.5 gives a brief survey in parallel

Matlab. Section 7.6 describes Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox and Matlab Distributed

Computing Server and its concepts and section 7.7 describes program development

based on algorithms developed in chapter 4,5,6,.

7.2 Parallel computing

Parallel computing is a form of computating that solves a problem using multiple

computer resources at the same time. Hardware that supports parallel computing

consists of multicore computer(Culler et al, 1998), symmetric multiprocessor, distributed

computer such as cluster workstations( Wilkinson and Allen, 2005) and specialized

parallel processors such as FPGA and GPU(Feng and Manocha, 2007) and application

specific integrated circuit (AISC)( Robert et ai, 1992). With the deployement of the

hardware that supports parallel computing, use of multicore computer, parallel
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programming architecture becomes more important inso!ving complexy computing

problems.

There are, however many reasons why paralle! is the wave of the future in computing.

The main obstacle for rapid introduction of parallel computing are the investments in

softwares for sequential machines that have been made throughout the world, and

difficulty in programming most parallel computers. The mechanism that is generally

adopted is to increase the speed, completing larger tasks quicker and more efficiently.

Like in all other cases speed is always the concern in computational world.

7.2.1 Amdahl's law

The performance of an algorithm on a parallel computing platform depends on

parallelizing the algorithm to achieve better performance (Decegama, 1989). The small

part of the program which cannot be parallelized limits the speedup available for

parallelization. It can be stated mathematically

s= 1f((1-P))

where S is the speedup and P is the fraction that can be parallelized

7.2.2 Gustafson's law

It can also be represented in a mathematical form

(7.1)

S(P) = P - a(P -1) (72)

where S is equal to the speedup, P represents the number of processors and a
represents non-parallelizable part of the process(Decegama, 1989),

7.3 Parallel Computer Memory Architecture

There are different types of parallel computer memory architecture and are as follows

7.3.1 Shared memory

Shared memory parallel computers vary widely, but with carefully scheduling and

problem subdivision it is possible for parallel computer to carry computation much more

rapidly than single processor (Van Loan, 2000). In a shared memory environment each

node is able to read and write in a shared memory. Each processor has its own memory

and executes its own node program. The act of writing a program like this, is the act of

writing a program for each node. The node programs typically reference local variables

housed in the processors own memory and global variables that are situated in shared
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memory. The idea is for all node programs execute at the same time in a coordinated

way that results in the required calculation. Figure 7.1 illustrates the situation.

CPU

Figure 7.1: Shared memory multiprocessor

7.3.2 Distributed memory

In computer language, distributed memory refers to a multiple-processor computer

system in which each computer has its own, private program memory(see Figure7.2).

This requires tasks to be distributed to each CPU for processing. After that, data must be

reassembled. This requires a communication network or switch. There is no global

address space across all processors. Message passing interface (MPI) is associated with

this memory architecture (Dongarra et. al, 1992).

fAEMORY CPU

IMELiORY ICPU I

S\'vlTCH

IMEMORY

CPU I

CPU

Figure 7.2: Distributed memory muttt-processor

7.3.3 Distributed shared memory

This architectures employs both distributed and shared memory, the shared memory is

usually cache coherent symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) machine. Processors on a

given SMP can address that other machine as global. Networking is required to move

data from one SMP to other. This type of memory is used in multi-core computers,

Figure7.3.
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7.4 History of Parallel MATLAB

Cleve Moler, the original Matlab author and the cofounder of Mathworks worked on a

version of Matlab for both an Intel hypercube and Ardent Titan in the late 1980s( Moler,

1995). Moler's 1995 article 'Why there isn't a parallel Matlab"( Moler, 1995) described

the three major obstacles in developing a parallel Matlab language: memory model,

granularity of computations, and business situation. The variance between Matlab's

global memory model and the distributed model of most parallel systems meant that the

large data matrices had to be sent back and forth between the host and the parallel

computer. Also at the time Matlab spent only a fraction of its time in parallelizable

routines compared to parser and graphics routines which made a parallelization effort not

very attractive. The last obstacle was simply a dose of reality for an organization with

finite resources-there were simply not enough Matlab users that wanted to use Matlab

on parallel computers, and the focus instead was on improving the uniprocessor Matlab.

A number of factors have made the parallel Matlab development a very important one

inside Mathwor'r<s: Matlab has established into a most excellent technical computing

environment supporting large scale projects, easy access to multiprocessor machines,

and a need for a full fledged solution from the user community. Three approaches have

been used to create a system for parallel computing with Matlab. The first approach aims

at translating Matlab or similar programs into a lower-level language such as C or

Fortran, and uses annotations and other mechanisms to generate parallel code from a

compiler. Examples of such projects include Conlab( Jacobson et al, 1992), and

Falcon(DeRose et al, 1995). Translating regular Matlab code to C or Fortran is a difficult

problem. In fact, the Matlab Compiler software from the Mathworks switched from

producing C code to producing wrappers around Matlab code and libraries to be able to

support all the language features. Another technique is to make use of Matlab as a
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"browser" for parallel computations on a parallel computer while Matlab itself remains

unchanged and the Matlab environment does not run natively on the parallel computer.

This approach does not really classify as a "parallel Matlab" solution any more than a

Web browser used to access a portal for launching parallel applications is itself a parallel

application.

Last technique is to use Matlab via libraries. Recently, the MatlabMPI and pMatlab

projects at MIT Lincoln Laboratory and the Multi Matlab project at Cornell University

(With which The Math-works was also involved) are among the more successful and

widely used libraries for parallel computing with Matlab. Other projects include ParaM

and GAMMA projects( Panuganti et ai, 2006), Parallel Toolbox for Matlab( Hollingsworth

et al, 1996) (Which uses PVM for message passing), and various MPI toolbox

implementations for Matlab, inclUding the most recent bcMPI (Blue Collar MPI) from Ohio

Supercomputer center. The MathWorks introduced Parallel Computing Toolbox software

and Matlab Distributed Computing Server in November 2004, (originally named

Distributed Computing Toolbox" and Matlab Distributed Computing Engine"',

respectively). These fall into the last category of solutions. When they started to expand

the capabilities of Matlab into parallel computing, they decided to target embarrassingly

parallel problems, given that their initial survey showed a large number of the users

wanted to simplify the process of running Monte Carlo or parameter sweep simulations

on their groups computers.

Implicit and explicit multithreadinq of computations are other methods to parallelize

Matlab computations on a single multicore or multiprocessor machine and will be

discussed later in the chapter.

7.5 Why there should be parallel Matlab

Matlab has been a serial program. Cleve Moler(1995) of Mathworks stated not to develop

parallel Matlab at that time. It has been fifteen years since the article was written, and

many changes in the computing world have been seen. These changes invalidated

disagreements that there should not be a parallel Matlab.

7.5.1 Memory model

Modern scientific and engineering problems develop in complexity, the computation time

and memory requirements. The increment of processor speed and the amount of

memory that can be mounted in one computer could not catch up with the rapidity of

computation needs. Current technical problems basically do not fit into the memory of a
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one machine, making parallel computation to be essential. Combining with development

in interconnect technologies, parallel computation has become a most useful tool for

solving computational problems.

7.5.2 Granularity

Over the past fifteen years simple parallel Mallab jobs consists of only 2 rn-files, have

shown that multiple Matlab instances running on a parallel computer could be used to

solve embarrassingly parallel problems, without any change to Matlab itself. Raise in

computational problem size and processor speed have reduced the part of time spent in

non-computation associated routines

7.5.3 Business situation

The past few years have seen the introduction of Beowulf clusters. Beowulf clusters are

parallel machines that are prepared from commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware,

They are computers that are connected together with Ethernet switch or other common,

non-proprietary interconnect Beowulf clusters are mostly used by reasearchers over

supercomputers because of their user-friendliness to setup and maintain and cheap

enough .However, often not everyone in science can use parallel computing to solve

problems, The leading way of parallel programming, MPI is too low-level and too error

prone, Matlab is well known for its user-friendliness, There is a enormous potential

market for a Matlab that could be used to program parallel computers,

7.6 Parallel Matlab survey

(Rajkiran et al, 2007) discussed the influence of parallel computing over the past years

noted that irrespective of its complexity still remains the biggest task. This makes parallel

computing to be recognized as the most challenging in the effective use of high

performance computing as highlighted by the DARPA High Productivity Computing

Systems (HPCS) program. They mentioned the increase in high-level languages such as

Matlab and Python that can provide enormous productivity advantages, Another key

features for the Matlab success has been the availability of a different toolboxes (iibrary

components) for various fields.

(Coy and Edelman, 2003) did a survey and found through extensive web searching 27

parallel Matlab projects. These projects vary in their scope.

• Some are individual projects that offer basic embarrassingly parallel capabilities
to Matlab.

• Some are for learning purposes or government lab investigate projects.
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• Some are industrial projects that facilitate the user of Matlab in product
expansion.

• Some run Matlab files into parallel code
• Some offer a parallel back-end to Matlab, using Matlab as a graphical front-end.
• Some others organize multiple Matlab processes to execute in parallel.
• While some are entering their second or third revision.

The expansion in IT promoting parallelization of many forms influence the Mathworks to

alter its negative standpoint and to accelerate the development of parallel Matlab of its

own( Moler, 2007). It appeared in 2004 in form of two products: Distributed Computing

Toolbox (DCT) and Matlab Distributed Computing Engine. DCT is a toolbox that adds

new constructs to the Matlabs C-like scripting programming language to provide parallel

functionality. MDCE, a parallel run-time environment, provides the backend (behind-the

scenes) support for the DCT and is quite transparent to users. Version 1 of DCT/MDCE

allowed to develop just coarse-grained parallel algorithms, which give rise to independent

tasks without mutual interaction. This in Matlab terms "distributed" computing model

follows in fact the manager-worker task-scheduling scheme and is suitable for

embarrassingly parallel problems only. Since its initial release the Mathworks are

strongly pushing forward the development of DCT/MDCE, resulting in a new version With

substantial improvements released every year. In 2005 version 2 delivered among other

important features the support for explicit communication among interdependent tasks,

taking advantage of the industry-standard Message Passing Interface (MPI). This makes

DCTfMDCE to a true message passing system and allows to develop parallel

applications based on the general message passing model without restrictions. Version 3

of 2006 presented additional interesting parallel constructs, such as distributed arrays or

the parfor loop, where one can recognize strong motivation from the so called data

parallel approach typical for e.g. High Performance Fortran. From the user's point of

observation the good news is, that since version 3.1 (2007) one can use up to four

processors/cores of a symmetric multiprocessor without purchasing the costly DCE

license.

The Mathworks announced new versions of its Matlab parallel computing products.

Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) enables users to run applications in up to eight cores,

empowering Matlab users to take more advantage of multi-core desktop computers

without major programming efforts. Matlab Distributed Computing Server (MDCS) now

supports Microsoft HPC Server 2008, providing users with access to the most recent

enhancements in this cluster environment software. The Mathworks establish other
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products in the Matlab and Simulink product families that help users to make use of

advanced hardware systems.

7.7 Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox and Matlab Distributed Computing Server

Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) solve computationally and data intensive problem

using Matlab and Simulink on multicore and multiprocessor computers. It consists of two

separate products that make up the Mathworks Parallel computing environment: the

Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) and the Matlab Distributed Computing Server

(MDCS). peT is a set of commands and functions that are executed from the Matlab

command window, or from an rn-file, just like other toolboxes. The computer on which

PCT is running is defined here as the PCT client MDCS is a service that runs in the

background on computers running either worker or job manager processes. Figure 7.4

shows the basic Matlab distributed computing environment( Parallel Computing toolbox

users guide 4.2). The PCT client defines and submits jobs to the job manager. The job

manager process, which is controlled by MDCS, 'coordinates the execution of jobs and

the evaluation of their tasks. The job manager can run on any computer that has MDCS

installed. A worker is a separate process, also controlled by MDCS, which evaluates a

task assigned to it by the job manager, and returns the results to the job manager. A

worker process is usually installed on its own computer, so that multiple workers can

operate simultaneously to complete a job faster. However, for initial development and

debugging of a waveform, PCT, the job manager, and worker processes can all be

installed on the same computer.
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To Develop parallel applications with parallel computing toolbox is possible in two ways.

The toolbox permits application prototyping on the main computer with eight local nodes

depending on the number of CPU's and with Matlab Distributed Computing server

applications can be scaled to multiple computers on a cluster. In order to understand

parallel processing some basic terms that needed to be known are discussed (Tokhi et al

2003).

7.7.1 Parallel Computing Toolbox Terminology

There are major terms that are continuously used in Parallel Cornputinq Toolbox. The

following table summarizers few of them.

7.7.2 Programming parallel applications in Matlab

In parallel computing choosing a type of parallelism can be very complicated; this is why

it is important to consider this carefully.

MATLAB supports three kinds of parallelism: multithreaded, distributed computing, and

explicit parallelism ( Moler, 2007).
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Table7.1: Parallel Computing Terms
Client The Matlab session that defines a job usinq the Distributed Computing Toolbox.
Job The entire larue-scale orocess to oerform in Matlab cornoosed of a set of tasks.
Job-manager The part of the Matlab Distributed Computing Server that coordinates job execution.

distributing tasks to individual workers for evaluation. This is represented in the
client session bv a lob menacer obiect.

Task A task is the smallest unit of the work that needs to be done. In other words, it Is the
Independently executable smallest unit of a program that is exeouted by one
processor and concurrency amana processors is exoloited onlv across task

Worker The session of Matlab In the Matlab Distributed Computing Engine that evaluates
tasks by executing the tasks' functions. This is represented In the client session by
a worker object.

Processes A process performs the tasks assigned to it. Usually more than one task is assigned
to a process. However, a process can consist of only one task. A program in the
paralis! executable format is composed of a number of processes, each of which
performs a subset of tasks in the program.

Parallel Task A task that can be executed by multiple processors safely

Serial Execution Execution of a program sequentially, one statement at a time. In the simplest
sense, this is what happens on a one processor machine. However, almost a!l
parallel tasks.will have sections of a parallel program that must be executed in
sequential way_

Parallel Execution of a program by many nodes, with each task able to executethe same or
Execution unlike statement at the same moment.

7.7.2.1 Multithreaded parallelism

In multithreaded one case of Matlab automatically creates multiple simultaneous

instruction streams. Multiple cores, sharing the memory of a single machine execute

these streams.

7.7.2.2 Distributed computing

In distributed, multiple occurrence of Matlab run multiple in-dependent computations on

different computers. each with its own operating system.

7.7.2.3 Explicit parallelism

In explicit, some occasion of Matlab run on numerous processors. often with separate

memories and simultaneously execute a single Matlab command on M-function including

parallel for loops and distributed arrays.

7.7.3 Working in an interactive parallel environment

Parallel computing Toolbox extends the Matlab interactive environment, letting the user

to use familiar Matlab environment for prototyping and developing task and data parallel

applications. The matlabpool statement assigns a set of dedicated computational

resources. It connects a Matlab session to a pool of Matlab workers that can run either

locally on desktop or on a computer cluster. It sets up an interactive parallel execution

environment which can execute a parallel Matlab code from the Matlab command prompt

and retrieve results immediately as computations ends. In this environment paraliel

programming constructs such as petior and spmd automatically detect the presence of
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workers and distribute computations and data between the Matlab session and the

workers.

The Parallel Command Window (pmode) is an extension of the Matlab command window

that sets up a data-para!!el execution environment which can use distributed arrays.

associated parallel functions, and message-passing functions. Commands issued at the

parallel prompt are executed simultaneously on all participating workers and results are

accessible immediately, it enables to better track application behavior across

multiprocessor system at each step. Commands can be collected into a Matlab function

and submitted for offline execution.

7.7.4 Working in Batch Environments

Parallel Computing Toolbox .can use batch environments for offline execution, enabling to

free Matlab client session for other activities while executing large Matlab and Simulink

applications. MATLAB client session can be shut down while application executes and

retrieve results later. The batch function can execute Matlab scripts offline. It offers a

apparatus for data transfer between Matlab client and worker workspaces, which stops

the user from explicitly managing data in multiple workspaces. The toolbox also provides

job and task objects. These objects gives a lower-level but more general mechanism to

perform parallel Matlab applications in batch environment The batch command and the

job and task objects can be used to off-load the execution of sequential Matlab programs

from a client Matlab session to a node.

7.7.5 Cluster Using MATLAB Distributed Computing Server

Parallel Computing Toolbox offers the capability to use up to four local nodes on a

multicore or multiprocessor computer using a one toolbox license. When used with Matlab

Distributed Computing Server, can extent application to use any number of nodes running

on a cluster of computers. Matiab Distributed Computing Server supports interactive and

batch work-flows. Mallab applications that make use Parallel Computing Toolbox

functions can be built into stand-alone executables and shared software components

using Matlab compiler. The libraries can connect to Matlab Distributed Computing Server

and execute Matlab computations on a computer cluster. Matlab Distributed Computing

Server can be connected with many schedulers: the MathWorks job manager (provided

with the product) or any other third-party scheduler such as Platform LSF®, Microsoft®

Windows® Compute Cluster Server, Altair PBS Pro®, and TORQUE. Using the

Configurations Manager in the toolbox can maintain named settings such as scheduler
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type, path settings, and cluster usage policies. Switching between schedulers or clusters

normally needs changing the configuration name only. Matlab Distributed Computing

Server energetically allows the need licenses on the cluster based on the user's profile

when an application runs. As a result, administrator need to manage only a server license

on the cluster rather than separate toolbox and block set licenses on the cluster for every

cluster user.

7.7.6 Steps in running a distributed job using Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT)

•

•

•

•

•

Find a Job Manager: The network may have one or more job managers
available. The command used to find a job manager creates an object in the
current Matlab session to represent the job manager that will run the job.

Create a Job: A job is created to hold a collection of tasks. The job exists on the
job manager, but a job object in the local Matlab session represents that job.

Create Tasks: While the job is in the pending state, tasks can be created to add
to the job. Each task of a job can be represented by a task object in the local
Matlab session.

Submits a Job to the Job Queue for Execution: When the job has all its tasks
defined, it is submitted to the queue in the job manager. The job manager
distributes the job's tasks to the worker sessions for evaluation. When all of the
workers are completed with the job's tasks, the job manager moves the job to the
finished state.

Retrieve the Job's Results: The resulting data from the evaluation of the job is
available as a property value of each task object All the steps above can be
represented diagrammatically with Figure 7.5 below

Task

Task

Client

Client

Job

All Results

Job

All Results

Results

Job
~anager~~~--'

Task

Worker

Worker

Worker

Figure 7.5: Client, job-manager and worker interaction

7.7.7 Code execution at the client and workers

The sequential code is executed at the client If the code can be parallelizable,

parallelizing function are called. After the scheduler or Mathworks job-manager sends
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data to workers. Results are collected from the workers at the client. Sequential code

continues executing at client machine. This can be represented on Figure ?6 below.

I:~qUentlal cOde exe.cuted at the
b~nt

'~fG!felizable
for loop

Data sent from client. to workers

Resul'tS co!1eaed from the workers at the dientl'<; .-/J

I~~qUen'tl-a.lcOde execu"'Ce-a at the
"~nt

Figure 7.6: Code execution (adapted from Samuei et ai, 2009)

7.7.8 Design of Load balancing Algorithm

It refers to the practice of allocating work among tasks so that all tasks are kept busy all

the time. Load balancing is very important on designing parallel programs for

performance reasons (R Shah et ai, 200?). Generally load balancing algorithm consists

of two basic policies namely a transfer policy and a location policy. Location policy

determines the under loaded processor. In other words it places corresponding nodes

to/from which a node can send/receive workload to improve the cluster performance.

Further, while balancing the load, types of information such number of jobs waiting in

queue, job arrival rate, CPU processing rate, at each processor may be exchanged

among the processors to improve system performance. Load can be classified as either

static, dynamic and adaptive but the thesis uses static scheduling. The principle of load

balancing can be presented in the following flowchart, Figure??
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I Start I
~

Calculate status information which is estimated

arrival rate and ioad

Exchanqe this infomnation with buddY processor I
~

End

Figure 7.7 A: Flow chart for load balancing
Processing by each processor i (Pi) on every status exchange

7.8 Program Development

The algorithms described in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6 are applied for

organization of the calculations in two ways:

7.8.1 Sequential in one computer

This algorithm is used for calculation of the optimal state and control trajectories,

Execution of a program resultss to a progression of calls to functions defined in different

modules in a sequential way, called sequential composition, In sequential programming

the program is run on a single computer meaning having single Central processing unit

(CPU), Program is discretized in into series of instruction, Block diagram for sequential

implementation is given on Figure7,8

Problem
Sequence of

instructions

Figure 7.8: Sequential programming biock diagram

In a parallel program that is created with the use of only sequential composition, each

CPU executes the same program, which in turn performs a series of calls to separate

program components. These program parts may communicate and coordinate, but they

cannot generate new tasks. Hence, the whole computation progresses in serial from one

parallel operation to the other. The sequential computation results are described in

chapter4, 5 and 6.
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Figure7.78: Flow chart for load balancing
Processing by Pi on arrival of job j

7.8.2 Parallel, using the of computers

Putjob j on waiting

queue for processor I

A parallel composition identifies which program components are to be processed in

which division of the computer and how these components are to exchange data. In

standard any program expressed as a parallel composition can be changed to a

sequential composition that interleaves the execution' of the range of program

components appropriately. And hence the use of parallel composition can improve

scalability and locality. Parallel programming can be achieved on one computer with
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multi-cores, in cluster of computers connected on one network. An example of parallel

configuration of a cluster of computers is given on Figure7.9.

The algorithm for optimal control is programmed in both sequential and parallel way. The

goal of parallelization is to obtain high performance and increased speed over the

sequential program that solves the same problem. This is to ensure efficient load

balancing among processors, reduction in communication overhead and synchronization.

The parallel implementation and the results from the calculations are described in

chapter 8.

Problem

Problem

Sequence or

instructions

Sequence of

instructions

Figure 7.9: Parallel programming block diagram
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multi-cores, in cluster of computers connected on one network. An example of parallel

configuration of a cluster of computers is given on Figurel.g.

The algorithm for optimal control is programmed in both sequential and parallel way. The

goal of parallelization is to obtain high performance and increased speed over the

sequential program that solves the same problem. This is to ensure efficient load

balancing among processors, reduction in communication overhead and synchronization.

The parallel implementation and the results from the calculations are described in

chapter 8.

Problem

Problem
Sequence of

Instructions

Sequence of

instructions

Figure 7.9: Parallel programming block diagram
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7.9 Conclusion

A review of the developments of serial computers has revealed a lot of ways parallelism

has been introduced into sequential computers. While the application of parallelism in

sequential computers has been hidden from user program, it has been the key

mechanism of delivering speed in computer from the architerature and system design

perspective as opposed advance in solid-state electronic technology. Parallel

applications are thus the next natural step in computational speed that can accompany

and further the process in technology.

Although Mathworks hesitated with the introducing parallelism into Matlab, they finally

completed a very good work. The Matlab engineers did their best to design the

parallelization API in a Matlab-like, i.e. very user-friendly manner (including peculiar

terminology). Thus, Parallel Matlab (PCT/MDCS) is an ideal environment for a smooth

transition to the world of parallel scientific computing, especially for current Matlab users.

The programs that are developed using PCT/MDCS in parallel way for batch, fed-batch

and continuous fermentation process are given in appendices D, E and F
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DESCRIPTION OF THE MATLAB PARALLEL PROGRAMS FOR OPTIMAL

CONTROL PROBLEM OF FERMENTATION PROCESSES

8.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the programmes for parallel calculation of optimal state and

control trajectories of batch, fedbatch and continuous fermentation processes.

The knowledge from chapter seven is used to implement the sequential algorithm of the

sequential programs that are discussed and presented in chapter 4, chapter 5 and

chapter 6 in a parallel way. The algorithm is implemented in parallel for the three

fermentation processes i.e. batch, fed-batch and continuous, which is described in

sections 8.2-8A.

8.2 Matlab parallel program for optimal control of the batch fermentation process

The program batch.J]aralleI.m transforms the sequential program for optimal control

calculation of batch process using special functions and commands from the Parallel

Computing Toolbox. The inputs and outputs are the same as for the sequential program.

The program subprob2_batch.m is the program that is sent to the workers for paraliel

calculation of the optima! control and state trajectories with the Filedependencies function

from Parallel Computing Toolbox(PCT). The definition of variables in a Matlab script-file

batch.J]arallel.m is as follows:

global par T kd m pi n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s p el conmin conmax statemin statemax

astate aeon dt yO x1 s1 p1 T1.

This variables are defined global since they have to be accessible at a shared memory

which in this case is used as jobmanager. They are defined global in the script

batch.J]aralief and subprob2_batch.m.

8.2.1 Starting parallel computation for batch fermentation process

The start of the coordinating procedure described in chapter4 is used for parallelizaticn of

the calculation of the state and control trajectories for parts of the optimization interval.

j=l
while j <= M2; Second leve! iterations
jm = findResource('scheduler' ,'configuration', 'jobmanagerconfig5')
pjob=createParalleIJob(jm)
set(pjob,'MinimumNumberONVorkers',numlabs)
set(pjob,'MaximumNumberONVorkers' ,numlabs)
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The function subprog2_balch.m is on the client path, but it has to be accesible to the

workers.The FileDependencies property of the pjob is used to transfer this function to all

the workers that are available on the computer cluster.

set(pjob,'FileDepandencies',{'subprog2_batch.m'})

Starting parallel computing is done by creating a task which is the same for every worker.

The task has only one output with 4 output arguments and not input arguments to the

function.

Task1=createTask(pjob, @subprob2_batch.4,{})
submit(pjob)
The function subprog2_balch.m is calculating the first level problem for an optimization

interval with 256 periods, 32 machines, the time horizons for 8 steps and the last point for

k = 257 is computed in the worker with index1.When the calculation completes, the

output results are in the global variables x1, 51, pl, Tl, and are transformed to the

variables x, 5, p, T, by the worker with index1

waitForState(pjob,'finished')

results=getAIiOutputArguments(pjob)

The results are used for calculation of the improved values of the coordinating variables,

which again are used for calculation of state and control variables until the convergence

of the coordination process is achieved. The parallel version of the program is given in

appendix D. ,.

8.2.2 Function for parallel calculation of batch fermentation process

The part of the program implemented in a parallel way is described by the function file

subprog2_batch.m.

function [x,s,p, T]=subprog2_batch

The same global parameters are declared.

global par T kd m pi n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s p el conmin conmax statemin statemax

astate aeon dt yO x1 s1 p1 T1.

The subprog2_batch.m starts with calculation of the start(a) and stop(b) points of the

optimization horizon for every worker.

dd=K1numlabs
a=(labindex-1 )*dd+1
b=labindex*dd
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Decomposition in time domain inside every subinterval is done

for k=a:b
i=1
The function determines the first level iterations number.

while i <= M1

Calculation of the expressions Iv(k), k=O,K-1, v = x, S, P is followed by calculation of the

errors and the values of the state and control variables. The iterations continue until the

state and control gradients are less than the error eps1 or until the number of iterations

becomes equal to M1. The program has to reach this point for every worker. The function

labBarrier is used for this purpose: This function causes the workers that completed

evaluation tasks earlier to wait for the ones that completed late.

labBarrier

The Parallel Computing Toolbox function labBarrier is used to synchronize the parallel

calculations and to ensure that all workers have done the necessary calculations. Then

the worker with labindex equal to 1 is forming the whole trajectory of state and control

variables from the tasks using their global definition in the followinq way.

labBarrier
if labindex==1
x2=reshape(x1,1 ,numel(size(x1)));
s2=reshape(s1,1,numel(size(s1)));
p2=reshape(p1, 1,numel(size(p1)));
T2=reshape(T1,1 ,numel(size(T1»)
x=x2([a:b,labindex])
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2([a:b,labindex])
T=T2([a:b,labindex])
The obtained trajectories are the output of the subprogram. They are used in the main

program for calculation of the coordinating variables. The calculations stop when the

number of iterations is reached or when the criteria for convergence of the coordinating

procedure is satisfied. The program for calculation of the first-level subproblems in

parallel is given in appendix D2.

8.2.3 Results from calculations with the Matlab parallel program for batch process

The optimal trajectories of state and control variables are given in figures8.1-8.6
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8.3 Matlab parallel program for optimal control of fedbatch fermentation process

The program fedbatchyarallel.m transforms the sequential program for optimal control

calculation of fed-batch process using special functions and commands from the Parallel

Computing Toolbox. The inputs and outputs are the same as for the sequential program.

The program sUbprob2_fedbatch.m is the program that is sent to the workers for parallel

calculation of the optimal control and state trajectories with the Filedependencies function

from the Parallel Computing Toolbox(PCT). The definition of variables in a Matlab script

file batchyarallel.m is as follows:

global par T F kd m pi n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s P v el conmin conmax statemin statemax

astate aeon dt yO x1 s1 p1 v1 F1 T1.

This variables are defined global since they have to be accessible at a shared memory

which in this case is used as jobmanager. They are defined global in the script

fedbatchyaralJel and slIbprob2_fedbatch.m.

8.3.1 Starting parallel computation for fed-batch fermentation process

The start of the coordinating procedure described in chapter4 is used for parallelization of

the calculation of the state and control trajectories for parts of the optimization interval.

j=!
while j <= M2; Second level iterations
jm = findResource('scheduler' ,'configuration','jobmanagerconfig5')

pjob=createParalleIJobUm)

set(pjob,'MinimumNumberONVorkers',numlabs)

set(pjob,'MaximumNumberONVorkers',numlabs)

The function subprog2Jedbatch.m is on the client path, but it has to be accesible to the

workers.The FileDependencies property of the pjob is used to transfer this function to all

the workers that are available on the computer cluster.

set(pjob,'FileDepandencies',fsubprog2_fedbatch.m'})

Starting parallel computing is done by creating a task which is the same for every worker.

The task has only one output with 6 output arguments and not input arguments to the

function.

Task1=createTask(pjob, @subprob,6,{})

submit(pjob)
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The function subprog2jedbateh.m is calculating the first level problem for an

optimization interval with 256 periods, 32 machines, the time horizons for 8 steps and the

last point for k = 257 is computed in the worker with index1. When the calculation

completes, the output results are in the global variables x1, s1, p1,v1, T1,F1 and are

transformed to the variables x, s, p,v, T,F by the worker with index1

waitForState(pjob,'finished')

results=getAllOutputArguments(pjob)

The results are used for calculation of the improved values of the ooordinating variables,

which again are used for calculation of state and control variables until the convergence

of the coordination process is achieved. The parallel version of the program is given in

appendix E.1.

8.3.2 Function for parallel calculation of fed-batch fermentation process

The part of the program implemented in a parallel way is described by the function file

subprog2.fedbateiJ.m

function [x,s,p,v,T,F ]=subprog2_batch

The same global parameters are declared.

global par T F kd m pi n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s P v el eonmin eonmax statemin statemax

astate aeon dt yOx1 s1 p1 v1 F1 Tt,

The sUbprog2_fedbateh.m starts with calculation of the start(a) and stop(b) points of the

optimization horizon for every worker. The number of points from the optimization interval

for calculation of the optimal state and control variables is the same for every worker

dd=Klnumlabs
a=(labindex-1 )*dd+1
b=labindex*dd

Decomposition in time domain inside every subinterval is done

for k=a:b
i=1
The function determines the first level iterations number.

while i <= M1

Calculation of the expressions Iv(k), k=O,K-1, v = x, s, p,v is followed by calculation of the

errors and the values of the state and control variables. The iterations continue until the

state and control gradients are less than the error eps1 or until the number of iterations
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becomes equal to M1. The program has to reach this point for every worker. The function

labBarder is used for this purpose:

labBanier

The Parallel Computing Toolbox function labBarrier is used to synchronize the parallel

calculations and to ensure that all workers have done the necessary calculations. Then

the worker with labindex equal to 1 is forming the whole trajectory of state and control

variables on the tasks of their global definition in the following way.

labBarrier

if labindex==1
x2=reshape(x1,1 ,numel(size(x1)));
s2=reshape(s1,1,numel(size(s1)));
p2=reshape(p1,1 ,numel(size(p1)));
v2=reshape(v1,1 ,numel(size(v1)))
T2=reshape(T1, 1,numel(size(T1)))
F2=reshape(F1,1,numel(size(F1»);
x=x2([a:b,labindex])
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2([a:b,labindex])
v=v2([a:b,labindex])
T=T2([a:b,labindex])
F=F2([a:b,labindexj)

The obtained trajectories are the output of the subprogram. They are used in the main

program for calculation of the coordinating variables. The calculations stop when the

number of iterations is reached or when the criteria for convergence of the coordinating

procedure is satisfied. The program for calculation of the first-level subproblems in

parallel is given in appendix E2.

8.3.3 Results from calculations with the Matlab parallel program for fed-batch process

The optimal trajectories of state and control variables are given in figures 8.7-8.14.
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8.4 Matlab parallel program for optimal control of continuous fermentation process

The program continuousoerettet.n: transforms the sequential program for optimal control

calculation of continuous process using special functions and commands from the

Parallel Computing Toolbox. The inputs and outputs are the same as the sequential

program. The program sUbprob2_continuos.m is the program that is sent to the workers

for parallel calculation of the optimal control and state trajectories with the

Filedependencies function from the Parallel Computing Toolbox(PCT). The definition of

variables in a Matlab script-file continuousyaralfel.m is as follows:

global par T 0 kd m pi n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s p el conmin conmax statemin statemax

astate aeon dt yO x1 s1 p1 01 r't.

This variables are difined global since they have to be accessible at a shared memory

which in this case is used as jobmanager. They are difined global in the script

continuousyarallel and subprob2_continuos.m.

8.4.1 Starting parallel computation of continuous fermentation process

The start of the coordinating procedure described in chapter4 is used for parallelization of

the calculation of the state and control trajectories for parts of the optimization interval.

j=l
while j <= M2; Second level iterations
jm = findResource('scheduler','configuration','jobmanagerconfig5')

pjob=createParalleIJobOm)

set(pjob,'MinimumNumberOfV\!orkers',numlabs)

set(pjob,'MaximumNumberOfWorkers',numlabs)

The function sUbprog2_continouos.m is on the client path, but it has to be accesible to

the workers.The FileDependencies property of the pjob is used to transfer this function ali

the workers that are available on the computer cluster.

set(pjob,'FileOepandencies',{'subpr02_continuous.m'})

Starting parallel computing is done by creating a task which is the same for every worker.

The task has only one output with 5 output arguments and not input arguments to the

function.

Task1=createTask{pjob, @subprob2_continuous,5,{})

5ubmit(pjob)
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The function subprog2_continuous.m is calculating the first level problem for an

optimization interval with 256 periods, 32 machines, the time horizons for 8 steps and the

last point for k = 257 Is computed in the worker with index1. When the calculation

completes, the output results are In the global variables xt, s1, p1, T1,D1 transformed to

the variables x, s, p, T,O by the worker with index1

waitForState(pjob,'finlshed')

results=getAJlOutputArguments(pjob)

The results are used for calculation of the improved values of the coordinating variables,

which again are used for calculation of state and control variables until the convergence

of the coordination process is achieved. The parallel version of the program Is given In

appendix 0.1.

8.4.2 Function for parallel calculation of continuous fermentation process

The part of the program implemented in a parallel way is described by the function file

sUbprog2. eontinuous.m

function [x,s,p,T,F ]=subprog2_continuous

The same global parameters are declared.

global par TO kd m pI n si K M1 eps1 mu I x s p el conmin conmax statemln statemax

astate aeon dt yO x1 s1 p1 01 T1.

The subprog2_contlnouos.m starts with calculation of the start and stop points of the

optimization horizon for every worker.

dd=Klnumlabs
a=(lablndex-1)*dd+1
b=lablndex*dd

Decomposition in time domain inside every subinterval is done

for k=a:b
i=1
The function determines the first level Iterations number.

while i <= M1

Calculation of the expressions IV(k), k=O,K-1, v = x, s, P Is followed by calculation of the

errors and the values of the state and control variables. The iterations continue until the

state and control gradients are less than the error eps1 or until the number of iterations
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becomes equal to M1. The program has to reach this point for every worker. The function

labBarrier is used for this purpose:

labBarrier

The Parallel Computing Toolbox function labBarrier is used to synchronize the parallel

calculations and to ensure that all workers have done the necessary calculations. Then

the worker with labindex equal to 1 is forming the whole trajectory of state and control

variables of the tasks using their global definition in the following way.

labBarrier

if labindex==1
x2=reshape(x1,1,numel(size(x1»);
s2=reshape(s1,1,numel(size(s1)));
p2=reshape(p1,1 ,numel(size(p1»);
T2=reshape(T1,1,numel(size(T1»)
D2=reshape(D1,1 ,numel(size(F1)));
x=x2([a:b,labindex])
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2([a:b,labindex])
T=T2([a:b,labindex])
D=D2([a:b,labindexJ)

The obtained trajectories are the output of the subprogram. They are used in the main

program for calculation of the coordinating variables. The calculation stop when the

number of iterations is reached or when the criteria for convergence of the coordinating

procedure is satisfied. The program for calculation of the first-level sub-problem in

parallel is given in appendix F2.

8.4.3 Results from calculations with the Matlab parallel program for continuous process

The optimal trajectories of state and control variables are given in figures 8.15-8.22
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8.5 Comparison of the results from the sequential and parallel computing

The results of sequential program are compared with the results of parallel ones for

calculation of optimal state and control of fermentation processes. The three fermentation

processes are considered i.e, batch, fed-batch and continuous.

8.5.1 Comparison of the results from the sequential and parallel computing for batch

fermentation process

The optimal state and control trajectories given from figure 4.3 -4.8 are compared with

the optimal control and state trajectories of figure 8.1-8.6. It is clear that the results from

the sequential calculation and the parallel calculation of optimal state and control

trajectories are the same.

8.5.2 Comparison of the results from the sequential and parallel computing for

fed-batch fermentation process

The optimal state and control trajectories given from figure 5.2 -5.9 are compared with

the optimal control and state trajectories of figure 8.7-8.14. Again the results from the

sequential calculation are the same with the ones from parallel calculation of optimal

state and control trajectories.

8.5.3 Comparison of the results from the sequential and parallel computing for

continuous fermentation process

The optimal state and control trajectories given from figure 6.2 -6.9 are compared with

the optimal control and state trajectories of figure 8.15-8.22. It is clear that the results

from the sequential calculation are the same with ones from the parallel calculation of

optimal state and control trajectories.

8.6 Conclusion

This chapter describes the programmes for optimal control calculation in Parallel

Computing Toolbox. The input and output variables of the programmes and the used

functions and commands are described. The Results from calculations with the Matlab

sequential program and the parallel calculations also are described. The results from the

sequential and parallel computing are compared. Conclusion of the thesis is given in

chapter nine.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Introduction

The purpose of this project is to develop methods, algorithms and programme for parallel

solution of the problem for optimal control such that the process of calculation is

characterized with reduced complexity and minimum time.

Fermentation, due to an inherent flexibility of the technology provides a valuable tool in

biotechnology, not only to study microorganisms, but also to commercially produce

valuable components. However, many requisites and variables should be taken into

consideration in its implementation. Moreover, the control of the process is mandatory,

which otherwise would render the mode of operation complexity useless. In addition to

the complexity of the fermentation, the control mode and parameters to be controlled

should also be analysed.

The control of fermentation processes can implicate many difficulties: lowaccuracy of on

line measurements of substrate concentrations, limited validity of the feed schedule

under a variety of conditions and prediction of variations due to strain modification or

change in the quality of the nutrient medium. These aspects point to the need of a

fermentation process control strategy, which is model independent, identifies the optimal

state on-line, incorporates a negative feedback control in the nutrients feeding system

and contemplates saturation kinetic model, variable yield model, variations in feed

substrate concentration and product inhibited fermentation. (Agrawal et ai, 1994). The

problem for formulation and solution of the typical optimal control problems of the

fermentation processes using decomposition methods is considerd and solved in the

thesis.

9.2 Aim and objectives

The research is focused on developing a decomposition method to solve the problem for

optimal control of the fermentation processes for production of biomass and product. The

project aim is divided into the following objectives:

• Developing a unique mathematical model of the fermentation processes by
incorporating of physiochemical variables into the kinetic modes.
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• Developing decomposition method for optimal control calculation of the three
considered types of fermentation processes i.e. batch, fed-batch and
continuous.

• Developing algorithms and programs in Matlab for sequential calculation of the
optimal control problem.

• Developing algorithms and programs in Matlab for distributed-parallel calculation
of the optimal trajectories.

9.3 Thesis delivarables

9.3.1 Development of the mass balance models for different types of fennentation

processes

Based on mass balance principle, the models of batch ,fed-batch and continuous

fermentation processes are derived in chapter two. The developed models incorporate

the physiochemical variable temperature, in the biological mass balance equations. In

this way: the control of the enzymes over the biological variables is utilised and

opportunities for process optimisation are generated.

9.3.2 Development of a decomposition method for solution of the optimal control

problem

The optimal control problems for the mass balance models are formulated based on the

optimal control theory using criteria for maximum production of product for the batch,

maximum biomass for the fed-batch process and minimum time for the continuous

process.The method for solution is obtained based on the Lagrange's functional and

decomposition coordination approach for time domain decomposition of the problem.

Special coordinating vector is introduced in order to fully decompose the Lagrange's

functional in time domain.. In this way the complexity of the problem is reduced and the

solution of the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem is avoided.

9.3.3 Development of the algorithms and programs in Matlab for sequential calculation

of the optimal control trajectories

The algorithms are developed for sequential calculation of control and state trajectories

of the fermentation processes and are implemented in Matlab. The programs are given in

appendix A,S and C and are presented in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Sequential programs for calculation of optimal state and control trajectorie
Fermentation IMain program !.SUb-program Time of calculation
nroeess
Batch Batch seque.m I Modelbatch func2.m 11.732429seconds
Fed-batch Fedbatch secue.m I Modelfedbatch func2.m 585.295686seconds.
Continuous Continuous seoue.m I Modelcontinuous func2.m 21.945219 seconds.

s

9.3.4 Development of the algorithms and programs in Matlab for distributed-parallel

calculation of the optimal control trajectories

Decomposition method allows naturally application of the parallel computing cluster of

computers by which the sub-problems on the optimal control problem are solved in

parallel on the first level of the two level calculating structure. The algorithms developed

for parallel calculation of control and state trajectories of the fermentation processes are

implemented in Matlab. The programs are given in appendix D,E and F and are

presented in Table 9.2.

Table 9 2- Parallel programs for calculation of optimal state and control trajectories.
Fermentation Main Parallel l\lodel Time
process program Sub-program Sub-program of calculation
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9.4 Application of results

The developed approach for modeling and for optimal control problem solution can be

applied with small modifications to some industrial processes with similar characteristics,

as:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wasterwater purification plants.
Beer industry.
Food industry.
Mining industry for extraction of metal ions.
Sugar and pharmaceutical industry.
Control purposes in education.
As an application plant for different control strategies

9.5 Future research

The future developments can be decomposed in the following way:

• Testing of the two-layer control system on the working plant
• Testing of the optimisation program for different experiments
• Testing of the developed application on the bigger scale fermentor
• Application of the developed methods and programmes for different batch, fed

batch and continuous processes.

9.6 Publication

Mbangeni, L. & Tzoneva, R. 2010. Development of methods for parallel computation of

the solution of the problem for optimal control of batch fermentation process. Submitted

to SAlEE research journal

Mbangeni, L. & Tzoneva, R. 2010. Parallel computation of the problem for maximum

production of biomass in a fed-batch fermentation process. Submitted to control and

automation joumal

Mbangeni, L. & Tzoneva, R. 2010. Development of a decomposition method and

algorithm for parallel calculation of minimum time control of a continuous fermentation

process using cluster of computers. Submitted to SAIEE research journal
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APPENDIX A: MATLAS SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR BATCH FERMENTATION PROCESS

A.1: MATLAB script file - batch_seque.m

~ M-File: ba~ch seaue.ffi
~===========================M-FILEDESCRIPTION==========================

'?~ process

clear 211% clear wcrksD2ce
tic; % star~ the ~~OCK

%= .... _---"-"---_._- ,"'==========-

levels
K = 256 i ~_~-i_,:::j:>s~ c r s-ceps :'E
ax = 0.001; as = 0.001; ap
for calculati0~ of the St2~e ~2ri2bles

aT = 0.05;
Centrel variables
alx = 0.001; als = 0.001; alp = O.OOli ~St20 of ~ne

for calculation of ~ne

adx = 0.001; ads = 0.001; adp = 0.001; %Sceps ~~ tne gcadcant
for ~Q~G~~ation of -che :nterconnections
epsl=O.OOl; t oLe ra n c e s fer s t o- of 't.he
eps2=0.001; "toleranoes for stop oI the

mxe o. 0010 i

ms=O.OOlO;
mp=O.OOlO;

- ~ ~-'..c, '_ ...... c, __

%=======================================================================

=-=='--==Ini tia l
Ix zeros (1, K);
Ip = zeros (1, K) i

Is = zeros (1, K);
for k = 1: K

Lx (k) =0.001;
Is (k) =0.005;
lp (k) =0.002;

end

-s====Inl'C-lal..
T=16.0;

. . -':7a_:Cl"J.tl..2S cor

~=======================================================================
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======================'==U~del co-efficients============================
a1 0.0004; a2 = 0.0001, a3 = 0.0002,
b1 0.2, b2 = 0.03; b3 = 0.01;
cl 2; c2 = 0.3; c3 = 0.021;
d1 0.0040, d2 = 0.006, d3 = 0.001,
par = [a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3];
kd = 0.00008, % deach constant
pI = 50; ~ inhibition !2ctcr
m :::: 0.11; % £"la.~Lntenanc2- co~e£.Li.cient

n:::: 0.52; S Power co-efficiEn~

si:::: 266.6; % substrate
dt = 0.25; delta t;

%===,====================================================================

%================Initial values of state variables======================
xO=1.83;
80=150.0;
pO= 0;
yO= [xO 80 pOl' ,
;~=======================================================================

~===============C0~straiD~S of '~"""-,-'-""'0 .
~~~~,-~ ~~ varlab~e=========================

Tmin = 10;
Tmax = 20;
%=======================================================================

%================ Constraints of s~ate variables========================
xmin = 0.83;
xmax =100;
smin = 5;
smax = 300;
pmin
pmax =

0,
100,

~, ='."'"",":::=='======="""C,=== ==- ;0': ;:;0=0':= ,,= =:.':;;='==.""'. ="OC=·::::.=='.=.==',',; "".===;;=:.='===.'.-::

%=====Calculation of the initial t cc t c r i e s v3riables========
t=l: K+l;
[t, yl =ode15s (@ (t, y) modelbatch func2 (t, y, par T, kd, m, pl, n,
si) I t, yO);
x=(y (:, 1»';
s=(y(:,2»',
p=(y(:,3»';
figure (1)
plot(t,x,'-k' ,t,s,' - k ' ,t,p, '-.k'),
titIe(l:nitial trsjectcries of st~~e vari~blesl);

ylabel ( , l' ) ;
xlabel('time in scruples ');
legend ( 'biomass' , "subs tz-a t e ' , ' • , • Loc a t.Lon I , I l-lo r t.h Ea a t.Ou t s ide 1 )

;;==========.===.==."."========='..::.,===.====="......==,,....=='::=.= = .......... '.,=o·=.=:..,'... =·=·c'o:.c·:o. "·~::: ......:.,_·:.,;;==.-.,.... =--o=o·:::..:==o".-:..:..':::

of ln~~~~l trajec~ories intercQ~nec~icn~

domain==================================================================
for

end

k = l:K
dx tk)

ds (k)

dp(k) =

10.0,
138;
25.0;
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%=======================================================================
%====Initial trajectories of the centrol variables for calculatioD o£===
T=16.0*ones(1,K)j
~=======================================~==--==~=======================~

%====Calculation of t.he initial t r-e j eccc r-Lee of Error Lambda v (K) ,=.,..=-=="",=
for k=I:K

elx(k)
els (k)
elp(k)

end

dx(k) -x(k+l);
ds (k) -s (k+l) ;
dp(k)-p(k+l);

%=======================================================================

%================START OF THE COORDINATING PROCEDDRE====================
j=l;
wh i Le j <= M2;t·Sec:ond level iterations

for .keLc K :~D-ecm!'2osition in tim'2 domain
i=li

while i <= Ml %First level iterations

%=========PreAllocation 0T variables for faster ezecuticn===============
dmmaxdT = zeros(l,K);
dKsdT =
dYxsdT
dYpxdT
"mmax
Ks
Yxs
Ypx
ff
fx
fs
fp
fl
fZ
eex
ees
eep
ex
es
ep
eT

zeros(l,K)i
zeros(l,K);

= zeros u ,K) ;
zeros (1, K) i

zeros(l,K) ;
zeros (11 K) j

zeroS(I,K)i
= zeros(l,K);

zeros (1, K) i

= zeros(l,K);
zeros(I,K)i
zeros o., K) ;
zeros(l,K)i
zeros(I,K) ;

= zeros(l,K);
zeros t i , K);
zeros(l,K)i
zeros(l,K)i

= zeros o., K) ;
zeros(l,K);

>=,==========::====,::,~.====":,.,"","'''',===",==="",:,,,,.~:,:.C-..==.=====.~'"',,=..'"

5:. '===== "'~=.==~='==.==.=:,...".=.== =For t. he t; eJ:\pe l~.:3. ·t:'i.}.re ::."',,== ===.= .===.=='.='.':::."
dmmaxdT(k) = par(Z)+Z*par(3)*T(k);
dKsdT(k)=par(5)+Z*par(6)*T(k) ;
dYxsdT(k)=par(8)+Z*par(9)*T(k) ;
dYpxdT(k)=par(ll)+Z*par(lZ)*T(k);

5.10

;;; ===.====:::,,=.==="",==.== ";=:::::,==.===.=,,,,,.=====.== -=====.- -"'-- ---- - --==.=-====.=.=_.'-'- ..-

mmax(k)=par(l)+par(Z)*T(k)+par(3)*(T(k)A Z)
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Ks(k);par(4)+par(5)*T(k)+par(6)*(T(k)AZ); %
YXs(k);par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)AZ); %
Ypx(k);par(lO)+par(11)*T(k)+par(lZ)*(T(k)A2) ;

Equation 2.74
:,~ Equation 2.75

~=======================================================================

%=============Calculation 0= ~he runCLlcns fx,fs,fp,fl and ~~===========

pkep (k) ;
ff(k);dt*rnmax(k) *«l-pk/pl)An);
fx(k)=ff(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equation 4.20
fs(k)=ff(k)*Ks(k) * x(k)/«Ks(k) + S(k»AZ); %Equation 4.22
fp(k);dt*mmax(k)*«l-p(k)/pl)A(n-l»*x(k)*n*s(k)/(pl*(Ks(k) + s(k»); "
Equation 4.21
ff1(k);ff(k)*x(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; %.Equat:ion 4.23
fl(k) ; ffl(k)/mmax(k)
f2(k);ffl(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; %Equation 4.24
%=======================================================================

eex(k);lx(k)-mx*elx(k);
ees(k);ls(k)-ms*els(k);
eep(k);lp(k)-mp*elp(k);
~=======================================================================

;~,==·======CaL::u.lat:ionof the q:c2dients for state v2riab.Le5"~·':":'·=========="·=-·'·:'-'-

ex(k);(l+fx(k)-dt*kd)*eex(k)-«fx(k)/Yxs(k»+ dt*m)*ees(k)+ fx(k)*Ypx(k)
* eep(k)j%EquatioD 4.25
es(k);fs(k)*eex(k)+(l-fs(k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+Ypx(k)*
fl(k) *eep(k) ; "Equation 4.26
ep(k);-fp(k)*eex(k)+(fp(k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+(l+fp(k»*eep(k);% t:ion

%===================================================================='''=~

~=======,=C21culaticnof the qradie:-lt.s for cont r c I va:-i3.bles==='=:=::,"'=--=--o====-=
eT(k) ; (fl(k)*d~~~xdT(k}+fZ(k)*dKsdT(k) )*eex(k) + «
fl(k)/(Yxs(k»AZ)*(dmmaxdT(k)*Yxs(k)-mmax(k)*dYxsdT(k»+
(f2(k)/Yxs(k»*dKsdT(k» *ees(k) +
(fl(k)*(dYpxdT(k)*mmax(k)+Ypx(k)*dmmaxdT(k»
Ypx(k)*f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep(k);
s.Ecua tLcr. 4.28
rrL> [ex (k) es (k) ep (k) eT (k)] , ;
*=======================================================================

t_======·========='-""O'=Calculat.ioTi rrorm of
nn = norm(nl) j

-%Check. the ccnd.i t Lcn for end of the .i t e r a t i ori s ,_;~c the £:..::-s--: .i eve L

if nn <=epsl
break
*=======================================~==-===~~====~~~==~==-----------

%====Calcula~ian of the new v~lues of the 3-a=2 ana ,:o~~ro~

varicbles======
elseif k ;; 1

x(k);xO;
s(k);sO;
p(k);pO;
T(k) ; T(k) + aT*eT(k);

else
x(k) ; x(k) + ax*ex(k);
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end

s (k)

p fk)
T(k)

s (k) + as*es (k) ;
= p(k) + ap*ep(k);

T (k) + aT*eT (k) ;

~=======================================================================

%==========================Check against cons~raints====================

if x fk) < xmin
x(k) = xmin;

elseif x(k) > xmax
x{k) = xmax;

end
if s(k) < smin

s (k) = sm.i.nj
elseif s(k) > smax

s(k) = smaxj
end
if p (k) < pmin

p{k) = pmin;
elseif p(k) > pm~

p{k) = pmax;
end
if T {k ) < Tmin

T{k) = Tmin;
elseif T{k) > Tmax

T(k) = Tmax;
end
%=======================================================================

i=i+l ,"
end %2na of the iteratioDs OD ~he first level
end %end of the iteration for k=l,K

SECOND lE"/EL
%Calcula~icn of ~~o final value of z(k) 7,~+ )=zKl;sKl,pKl

xKl=x(K)+fl(K)-dt*kd*x(K);
SKl=S{K)-fl(K)!Yxs(K)-dt*m*x{K) ;
pKl=p(K)+fl{K)*Ypx{K) ;
if xKl· <= xmin

xKl = xmin;
elseif xKl >=xrnax

xKl = xmax;
end
if sKI <= sroin

sKI = sroin;
elseif sKI >= srnax

sKI = smaXj
end
if pKl <= pmin

pKl = pmin;
elseif pKl >= pmax

pKl=pmax;
end
x(K+l)=xKl;
p (K+l) =pKl;
s(K+l)=sKl;
%=======================================================================
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t--============CalculatioD of -::[',2 'jradien-::. e LV ~ whe r e -o- :':, 5 I f)==========
for k=l:K

elx(k)
els (k)
elp(k)

end

dx Ik) - x(k+l);
ds (k) - s (k+l) ;
dp (k) - p (k+l) ;

~=======================================================================

nnl:norm(elx)+ norm(els)+ norm(elp);

if nnl<=eps2
break

else
%====Calculation of
.x , S I P==

the coordinating variables where v

for k =l:K
lx(k)
Is (k)
Ip(k)

edx(k)
eds (k)

edp (k)

dx fk)
ds (k)

dp(k)
end

lx(k) - alx*elx(k);
ls(k) - als*els(k);
Ip(k) - alp*elp(k);

-lx(k)-mx*elx(k);
-ls(k)-ms*els(k);
-lp(k)-mp*elp(k);

dx(k) + adx*edx(k);
ds(k) + ads*eds(k);
dp(k) + adp*edp(k);

~=======================================================================

ende End f o r ene norrn
j = j+l;
end~ End of second level iteration
toe" wU" the c Lcc-;

Re su Lts-==="==-===-===o:=-==

2t.3_ ce' )

figure(2)
t=l:K+li
plot(t,x, '-k')
title (I Optimised Re s u Lt.a for the bio:uass state')
ylabel (' qil')
xlabel ( f t. Lme in samples')
legend ( I b icme s s I, 'L'::Katicn I, 'No:c:.hEas-::'C"Jtside-')
figure (3)
plot(t,p, I: k ")
title( "opt Lmi s ed Ee suLr e
ylabel( 'qil')
xlabel(ltimein samples'}
legend ( I P2:"OCUCi:' , 'Location I , 'n-::;ri:hEastO'.li:side· )
figure(4)
title(lOpt.imised Results for the s ub s t re t e ")
ylabel( 'gil')
xlabel ( "t i.me in samples 1 )

plot(s, '-}:')
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legend('suDstrate' ,'Location', TNorthEastOutside')
tl=l:K;
figure (5)
plot (tl, T, '-k')
title( 'Optimised tce suLt s for t.ne Temperature T')
ylabel ('gil') ;
xlabel(I~iDe in samples');
legend ( I Temperature T', "Lcc s t Lon I, 'NorthEastC:~t.side')
figure (6)
plot(tl,lx, "r-k ' ,tl,ls,' :k' ,tl,lp, '-.k')
title ( "Oot.Lm.i s e d Results for the corrj uca t.e va.r i ab Le s lambda I )

ylabel ( •g /1' ) ;
xlabel ('time in s amp Le s t j ,

legend ( 'Lambda. x',' Lamoda s I, J Lambcia p', J Lcce t i.ori ' , I tcc r-t.r.Ea s t Ouc s i.ce I )

ee

~=======================================================================

A.2: MATLAB script file - modelbatch_func2.m

X-File: mode Lc-at ch f u nc Zvm
%=========================M-FILE 8ESCRIPTION ===========================

of the state space vector

function ydot= rnodelbatch_func2 (t, y, par, T, kd, m, pI, n, si)

%==========================Mcdel variables==============================

ydot(l)~(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1

(y(3)/pl»An)*y(l)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(1));
2.78

ydot (2) = (par t t ) +par(2) *T+par(3) * (T*T» * ( (1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(l)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T) +y (2 » / -
(par(7) +par(8) *T+par(9) * (T*T» -m*y(l» ; -. '0
ydot(3)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«l
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(l)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T))+y(2»*(par(10)+p
ar(ll) *T+par(12) * (T*T»; 'sEqua t i on 2.80
ydot= [ydot (1) ydot (2) ydot (3) ] ';
~=============~============
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR FED-BATCH FERMENTATION PROCESS

B.1: MATLAB script file - fedbatch_seque.m

~ M-File: fedba~ch seque.ill
%=========================N-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
%Calculaticn- . _.
r e rment a c z.cn
~_ process

of ~""- -.+- ~
':><"'0-,-'-' ana conT::CCJ...

clear 2.11';6 clear wo r kspace
tic; % start the clock
%======================Set Initial valuss===============================
Ml = 30; M2 = 10 ; %-r~lax nu-ebe r of Lc e r a c i ons of -', .

r i r s t. anc s eccr,c

K = 256; ~~U2Der v~ st.eps in op-cimization horizon
ax = 0.001; as =,0.001; ap = 0.001; av = 0.001; s c t eps c f ::he

aT = 0.05; aF = 0.05; '~-Ster:is of ::he qradc.enc procedures for caLc u La t Lorr
of the Control variables

gradien: procedures for calculation
alx = 0.001; als

adx = 0.001; ads

0.001; alp =

0.001; adp =

o . a ali alv = a . 001;
or the Conjugate variables
O.COli adv = O.OOli %2:2;-'5

gradient procedures for calculation of th~ Interconnections in ti~e

epsl=O.OOli 't-tolerances for stop of
eps2=O.OOli tolerances for step of

the calculation of ~he firs: le~e~s

%=======================================================================

~===========Initia~ va~ues

mx=0.0010;
ms=O.OOlOi
mp=0.0010;
mv=0.0010;

,:he cenalt cee f f i cisrit s ==================

~=======================================================================

%========In:Ltial trajectories fer the
for k = 1: K

Ix (k) =0.001;
Is (k) =0.005;
lp (k) =0.002;
Iv (k) =0.003;

end

uqat.e va ri..3.bl,es=·''''·'=='''':c.",=·:= -==.==c==

t=======================================================================

~=============Initial

T=16.0;
F=Di

ec:ories of the control varlac~e2=============

~===========~======~==~=~=~=====~==========-"'-~~==~===:~===~:===========

%=========================~odelcoet:lClents============================
al 0.0004; a2 = 0.0001; a3 = 0.0002;
bl = 0.2; b2 = 0.03; b3 = 0.01;
cl 2; c2 = 0.3; c3 = 0.021;
dl = 0.0040; d2 = 0.006; d3 = 0.001;
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par ; [a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3];
kd = 0.00008; ~ death C02SL2nt

pI = 50; ~ inhibition factor
m = 0 .11; ,~ ivlaintenance co-efficient
n = 0.52; % Power co-efficient
si= 266.6; % Input substrate
dt ; 2.5; % delta t
~===============~=======================================================

%====================tial values of state variables=====================
xO;l. 83;
sO;150.0;
pO;2.1;
vO=2.1;
yO; [xO sO pO vOl' ;
~=======================================================================

====================Cons~raint5 of centrol varl2D~es====================

Tmin
Frnin
Tmax
Frnax

10;
0;
20;
5.0;

~=======================================================================

·=~-,:,="':'·=======-==="'-'==='_::'or-;.st.ra:Ln't__ s of S't a t.e 'Tariat'les-====-=-==,;:. ",,'::::,=,,:,,-,,;:.'=C====='==-
vmin
vrnax
pmin
prnax
sroin
srnax
xmin
xmax

2;

= 2.0;
50i
20j
300;

= 0.83i
=55i

~============================================================-===========

=======Calculation of tne inicial trajectories of s~ate v5riabLes=======
t;l: K+1;
[t, y] ;ode15s(@(t,y) rnodelfedbatch_func2(t,y, par, T,F, kd, rn, pl, n,
si) ,t,yO) i

x;(y (:, 1»';
s;(y(:,2»';
p;(y(:,3» ';
v;(y(:,4»';
figure (1)
plot(t,x,'~k',t,s,' ck' ,t,p,l_.i: t ,t,v, '--k'),
title(IInitial trajectories of state variables l

) i

ylabel (' gil') ;
xlabel(ltime in samplesl)i
legend ( I biomass I , I s uos t r s t e I , "pr cduc t ' , I voL'..:me ' , • Lcc-3.'c .i.on f r I ~'Jort hE2.:3t:Jt:-c
s i de ")

============-================================================

t .i.me
dcmain==================================================================

for k '=

dx(k)

ds(k)

l:K
= 10.0;

138 ;
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dp(k)
dv(k)
end

25.0;
2.0;

~ ========================..::-'::.======================..:: -:.':.:. =-'-- -_.=:- =-- ========

%=============Init.ial trajectories of the control variables=============
T=16.0*ones (1, K);
F=5.0*ones (1, K);
~================================================~=================

- - > •

e.r-r-c.r L,'3.IT'rDOa \'
._._cinitial trajectories V~

for k=l:K
e1x(k) dx(k)-x(k+1);
els(k) = ds(k)-s(k+1);
elp(k) dp(k)-p(k+1);
elv(k) dv(k)-v(k+1);
end

5~,=="==='·-=-'=;..-:;Cal,=-ula'tionof the

%======================================================================

%==============-==~=S'L!J,.RT OF THE COCRDINJ.:o.TING PROCEDURE===='==============
j =lj

while j <= M2;%Second level
. .l"tera--:lons

for k=l:K %Deco:mpositioD in
i=l;
while i <= Ml %First level

time dorr.a i.n

i.te r a ti cns

:"€;=========PreP-.ll oca t i.on ';,,:s..riables for: faster exec ut; i on===============
drnrnaxdT = zeros(l,K)i
dKsdT =
dYxsdT
dYpxdT

rnmax
Ks
Yxs
Ypx
if
fx
fs
fp
f1
f2
eex
ees
eep
ex
es
ep
eT
eF

zeros (1, K) ;
zeros (1, K) ;
zeros (1, K) ;
zeros(l,K);
zeros (1, K) ;
zeros (1, K) ;
zeros(I,K}i
zeros {I, K} i

zeros (1, K) ;
zeros {I, K} ;
zeros (1. K) ;
zeros{l,K}i
zeros {I, K} i

zeros (1, K) i

zeros(l,K} i

zeros(l,K) ;
zeros(l,K} i

zeros(l,K) ;
= zeros (1. K) ;

zeros (1, K) i

zeros (1. K) ;
%===========================================================~

CONTROL VARIp2LES

i.====================.==F'or the t:;:;:Inc,:::: a t; u r e==-======'===========""'-'''''"''''''~'

dmmaxdT(k) = par(2)+2*par(3)*T(k);
dKsdT(k)=par(5)+2*par(6)*T(k) ;
dYxsdT(k)=par(8)+2*par(9)*T(k) ;
dYpxdT(k)=par(11)+2*par(12)*T(k) ;

s:: -.'-•
.,' ... ','
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%=======================================================================

%==============Calculation of the kinetic coefficients==================
rmnax(k);par(J.)+par(Z)*T(k)+par(3)*(T(k)'Z); s, Equat<con 2.72
Ks(k);par(4)+par(5)*T(k)+par(6)*(T(k)'Z); % Equation 2.73
Yxs(k);par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)'Z); % Equation 2.74
Ypx(k);par(lO)+par(ll)*T(k)+par(lZ)*(T(k)'Z); % Equation 2.75
i=======================================================================

%======Calculation of the expressions f"'~7 wh e r e v = X, s , P, v and £1 and
£2===
pkep Ik) ;
if (k) ;dt*rmnax (k) * ( (l-pk/pl) "ri) ;

fx(k);ff(k)*s(k)/{Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equation 5.25
fs (k) ;ff (k) *Ks(k) * x(k) / ( (Ks (k) + s (k ) 'Z); '%Equation o . L

fp (k) ;dt*rmnax (k) * ( (l-p (k) /pl) , (n-l) ) *x (k) *n*s (k) / (pl* (Ks (k) + s (k) ) ) ;%
Equation 5.26
fv(k);dt*F(k)/(v(k)'Z); %Equation 5.29
ff1(k);ff(k)*x(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»); 'aEqua Lion 5.28
fZ(k);ffl(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»); % Equation 5.30
fl(k) ; ffl(k)/rmnax(k)
*=======================================================================

eex(k);lx(k)-mx*elx(k);
ees(k);ls(k)-ms*els(k);
eep(k);lp(k)-mp*elp(k);
eev(k);lv(k)-mv*elv(k);

%==========C21cula~icnof the gradients for state variables=============
ex(k);(l+fx(k)-dt*kd-dt*F(k)/v(k»*eex(k)+«fx(k)/Yxs(k»- dt*m)*ees(k)+
fx(k)*Ypx(k) * eep(k) ;%Equ.ation 5.31
es(k);fs(k) *eex(k)+(l-fs(k)/Yxs(k)-dt*F(k)/v(k»*ees(k)+Ypx(k)*
fs(k)*eep(k);%Equacion 5.32
ep(k);-fp(k)*eex(k)+(fp(k)/Yxs(k)*ees(k)+(l-fp(k)
dt*F(k)/v(k)*eep{k);%Equ~tion5.55
ev{k);fv(k)*x(k)*eex(k)-(fv(k)*(si-s{k»)*ees(k»+(fv{k)*p(k)*eep(k»+
eev(k);
%=======================================================================

%===========CalculatioE of th~ gradieDts for control variables==========
eF(k);-dt*x(k)/v(k)*eex(k)+(dt*(si-s(k)/v(k))*ees(k)
(dt*p (k) /v(k) ) *eep (k) +dt*eev (k) ; sCque tior. 5.34
eT(k) ; (fl(k)*dmmaxdT(k)+fZ(k)*dKsdT(k»*eex(k) + «(
fl(k)/(Yxs(k»)'Z)*(drmnaxdT(k)*Yxs(k)-mID~x(k)*dYxsdT{k»+

(fZ{k)/Yxs(k))*dKsdT(k)) *ees(k) +
(fl{k)*(dYpxdT(k)*rmnax(k)+Ypx(k)*drmnaxdT(k»
Ypx(k)*fZ(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep(k) ;
~62qL12.tiQn 5.35
n.Le Iex fk) es{k) ep(k) ev(k) eF(k) eT(k)]';
%=======================================================================

%Ce.lcu.lating Ee-rIC, cf qz-aci ent snn = norm(nl) i

if n..11. <=epsli

break

%Check -:h8 cond.ic i on ~,....-,.- =",-,r.
~ .-,~ '-C~''''< '-'~
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'~CALCT]LsI'ICN THE SECOND LEVEL
'sCe Lcu.Lat i.cn of the final value of x(k)=}.:.(K+l.)=xKl;sKl,

xKl=x(K)+fl(K)-dt*kd*x(K)-dt*F(K)*x(K)/v(K) ;
sKl=s(K)-fl(K)/Yxs(K)-dt*m*x(K)+dt*F(K)*(si-s(K»/v(K) ;
pKl=p(K)+fl(K)*Ypx(K)-dt*F(K)*p(K)/v(K);
vKl=v(K)+dt*F(K) ;
i f x..XI < = xmin

xKI = xminj
elseif x-~1 >=xmax

xKl = xmax ,
end
if sKI <= smin

sKI = sminj
elseif sKI >= smax

sKI = smaXj
end
if pKI <= pmin

pKl = pmin;
elseif pKI >= pmax
pKI=pmaxj
end
if vKI <= vrnin

vKl = vrninj
elseif vKl >= vmax

vKI = vmax r
end
x(K+1.)=xKl;
p (K+l) =pKl;
s(K+l)=sKl;
v (K+l) -vxi •

r vx l

%======================================================= ==========~

5~,=====;;---'~"'Calc.Jl.a.tic:: of

for k=l:K
elx(k) dx(k) - x(k+l);
els (k) ds (k) - s (k--L) ;
elp(k) dp(k) - p(k+l);
elv(k) dv(k) - v(k+l);
end

the conjugate variables

~=======================================================================

%Calculation of ~he norm of ~he gradients of the conjugate varla0~es

nnjeno.rm IeLx) + norm(els) + norm (elp) + norm (e Lv) ;
errQrs

i t czatLcn
break

else

for k
lx(k)
ls(k)
Lp Lk)

=l:K
lx(k)
Is (k )
Lp Lk)

- alx*elx (k) ;
- als*els (k) ;
- alp*elp(k);
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%CALCUL~TION ON T~E SECOND LEVEL
'sCa LcuLe t Lon of the final value of x(k)=.z:(E+l)=xKl;sKl,pKlfvKl

XK1=X(K)+fl(K)-dt*kd*x(K)-dt*F(K)*x(K)/V(K);
sKl=s(K)-fl(K)/Yxs(K)-dt*m*x(K)+dt*F(K)*(si-s(K»/v(K);
pKl=p(K)+fl(K)*Ypx(K)-dt*F(K)*p(K)/v(K);
vKl=v(K)+dt*F(K);
if xKI <= xmin

xKl =- xmin;
elseif x-XI >=xmax

xKl =- xmax r
end
if sKI <= smin

sKI =- smini
elseif sKI >= smax

sKI = smax;
end
if pKl <= prnin

pKl = pmin;
elseif pKl >=- pmax
pKI=pmax;
end
if vKl <= vmin

vKI :: vmini
elseif vKl >= vrnax

vKl =- vmax ,
end
x(K+l)=xKl;
p(K+l)=pKl;
s (K+l) =sKl;
v(K+l) =vKl;
=======~===========================~===================~~~===------

%=======CalcllL:i'ticn. or the q.r ad.i.en t.e cf t ce ccn j uq a t.e va r i s cie s <:.!"

where v = z,s,p,v====
for k=l:K
elx(k) dx(k) - x(k+l);
els(k) ds(k) - s(k+l);
elp(k) dp(k) - p(k+l);
elv(k) dv(k) - v(k+l);
end
%=======================================================================
%Calculatian of the ~Qrm of the gradients of the conjugate variables
nnl=norm(elx) + norm(els) + norm (elp) + norm (e Lv) ;

if rml<=eps2%
iteration
break

else

the interconnection in time iomain 1 ana QV, wnere
for k
lx(k)
Is (k)
Ip(k)

=l:K
lx(k)
Is (k)
Lp (k)

- alx*elx (k) ;
- als*els(k);
- alp*elp (k) ;
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lv(k) lv(k) - alv*elv(k};

dx(k) dx(k) + adx*(-lx-mx*elx(k»;
ds (k) ds (k) + ads*(-ls-ms*els(k»;
dp(k) = dp(k) + adp*(-lp-mp*elp(k»;
dv(k) dv(k) + adv*(-lp-mp*elp(k»;
end
%=======================================================================
end% E~d fer the norm
j =j+l;
endt End for seconO level iteration
toe; %End the clock
=========================================END============================
~===============================Plot Results==~======================~

figure (2)
t=l:K+l;
plot(t,x, f-k')
title (' Opt Lmi s ed ResuI ts for t he c.iomas s state f )

ylabel ( f q i I' ) i

xlabel{'time in sosples');
legend ( I b i.cmas s t I I Location' I • No r-t b.Sa s t.out s i de I)

figure (3)

plot (t,p, ': k ")
title('Optimised Results fcr th2 product state')
ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel{'tiIne in samples');
legend('product', 'Lcc3tlon', 'NorLhEastOutside')
figure (4)
title('Optimised Results for the substra~e')

ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel('time in samples');
plot(s,'-k')
legend ( "subs t rat e ' , I Location I, 'N.or t h Eas t.Out.a i d'e")
figure(S)
plot(t,v,I-.k')
title('Optimised Results f~~ ~he V0~ume s~ate!)

ylabel('gil f
) ;

xlabel('time in sampi.es');
legend ( "v o.Lume I, t Location' , •Nc r-t.bEastOuts i de T )

tl=l:Kj
figure (6)
plot (tl, T, ' ~ x ' )
title( "op t i.md s ec Re s u l.ts fer t he Tempe re t.c re I')
ylabel ( 'q/l' ) ;
xlabel ( 't.hr,e- in 53.TIYples') ;
legend ( 'Temperature T I r 'Loc2tic'[l' I 'Ncrt_r~E2stCutside')

figure (7)
plot(tl,F, '--k')
title('Opcimised Results for the lnpuc flew rate F')
ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel ( I time in samples J ) j

legend('Input flew ra~e F', '~oca~i0n', 'NorthEastOucside')
figure (8)
plot{tl,lx, '-k',tl,ls,' r k ' ,tl,lp, '-.k' ,tl,lv, '--k')
title (I Opc Lru.sed Re5;11:::5 fer -:.he ccrrj u.je t e vari ab le s 1ambd-3. J)

ylabel( , l' ) ;
xlabel('tlmc in samples');
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legend('Larrbda Xl, 'Larrbda 5', 'Lcrbda p', 'Larrbda
V', 'Location' ,'NorthEastOutside'}
%=======================================================================

8.2: MATLA8 script file - modelfedbatch_func2.m

M-File: ~odelfedbatch func2.m
%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
%The function is used to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives
of the state space vector

function ydot=modelfedbatch_func2(t,y,par, T, F, kd, m, pI, n , si)

%===========================Mode1 variables=============================
ydot(1)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»)*«1
(y(3)/p1»)An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(1»
F*y(1)/y(4); %Equation 2.84
ydot(2)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/p1»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»/
(par(7)+par(8)*T+par(9)*(T*T»)-m*y(1)-F*(si-y(2»/y(4));%Equation 2.85
ydot(3)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/p1»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(S)*T+par(6)*(T*T))+y(2»*(par(lO)+p
ar(ll) *T+par (12) * (T*T» -F*y (3) /y(4) ; 2.86
ydot(4)=Fi Equation 2.87
ydot=[ydot(l) ydot(2) ydot(3) ydot(4)] ';
~=======================================================================
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB SEQUENTIAL PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR CONTINUOS FERMENTATION PROCESS

C.1: MATLAB scriptfile - continuous_seque.m

% M-File: continuous seq~e.m

%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================

fermenLation process
%Calculation 0I: state centrel trajectories fer ccr.t i.niou s

clear all% clear workspace
tic; % start the clock
%=======================Set Initial values==============================
Ml = 100 i M2 = 50; %£,'lax Il1.lL"TJJer of i t e.re t i cris of the first and S2CGLd
levels
K = 256; c~urrher of steps ,~ the optimization horizon
ax = 0.001; as e ' 0.001.; ap = 0.001.; %Steps of the gradient procedures
rcr calculation of the State variables
aT = 0.05; aD = 0.05; %S~eps of the gradient procedures for calculation
of t:he Control variables
alx = O.OOlj als = O.OOlj alp = O.OOlj %Step ~~ the gradlen~ proceaures
for calculation of the Conjugats variables
adx ~ 0.001; ads ~ 0.001; adp ~ 0.001; %Steps of the q r a d.i.e nt.
fer calculation of the Interconnections In ~lme

res

epsl=O.OOlj 'ttclerances for stop of the ceLcuj a c i on o f the first -'-';.';", >;::.':'5

eps2=0.OOl; %tolerances for step of the cal~ulation of the second levels
~=======================================================================

%==============Ini~ial7a~ues

mx~0.0010;

ms~0.0010;

mp~0.0010;

the coeIIlclen~s===============

%=======================================================~

dt = 0.01967; ~Initial value of the sampling period

~===========Ini~ia~ trajectories for the cenJuga~e 72rl2Dles============
for k ~ 1: K+1
Lx (k) ~0.001;

Is (k) ~0.005;

Lp (k) ~0.002;

end
%=======================================================================

%=========Initial trajec~0ries

T = 16;
D = 0;

- ", " ~ . -, ~or ~ne con~ro~ varlaD~e5=================

~=======================================================================

%========================Model co-ef£icien~s============================

a1 0.0004; a2 ~ 0.0001; a3 ~ 0.0002;
bl = 0.2; b2 = 0.03; b3 = O.Olj
c1 2; c2 ~ 0.3; c3 ~ 0.021;
d1 0.0040; d2 ~ 0.006; d3 ~ 0.001;
par ~ [a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3] ;
kd ~ 0.00008; % deacch CC~St2~t

pI ~ 50; inhibition factor
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m = a.11j ,,~ fYlai.ntenance co-efficient
n = 0.52; % Power co-efficient
si= 266.6j % Input substrate
Ks = 0.5j etni t i a t value of EODed constant for caLcu.lat.Lon of dtm'in and
dtmax
rnmax. = 0.5j s j n.i t i e L value of max.i.mum growt.n rate for caLcuLar i on of
dtmin and dtmax
Yxs =
growth
Ypx =

O.172j Initial Va.l'...le of stochiometry
for calculation of d't.m.i n and d t.max
O.421j j n.ic i a L value 0£
for calculation of dt.min and dt.max

coefficient for biomass

%=======================================================================

~.====''''=============ITtit Le L values 0 f s ta t e val:.i,ables=======;;..-;=,=·:"::=,==""",,,,=c--=-==
xO=1.83;
sO=l50.0;
pO= 0;
yO= [xO sO pO] r ;

f, ========.===============-"==========.=.==: =="'~ '== '====='==_='-_'_"==="_=_=~ __ -"'=,'"."" '::::"",," __ =__

:t=====::':o==,========steady state values of s r.e t e ".lariables========c--=-""---:===·,,,,,,,,,==
xbar lOO*ones (l, K+l);
sbar = 30*ones (I, K+l)j
pbar = lOO*ones (I, K+l) j

~======================-================================================

%====================Constraints of control variabl~s===================

Tmin
Dmin
Tmax.

Dmax

lOj
O·,
25j
S·,

%=======================================================================

%=====================Corrstraints of Stat.e variables====================
xmin 0.83;
xmax lOOj
smin 5;
smax = 300;
pmin 0;
pmax = 100j
%=======================================================================
%==================Calculaticn of delta min and max=====================
dtmax = O.Ol*(Ks + smax)/ «mmax-kd-Dmax)*smax - Ks*(kd + Dmax»;
dtmin ~ O.Ol*(Ks + smin)/ «mmax-kd-Dmin)*smin - Ks*(kd + Dmin»;
%=======================================================================

%==Calculaticn of the initial trajccT.:or~es of state var~2bles===========

t=l: K+lj
[t, y] =odelSs (@ (t, yl modelcontinuos func2 (t, y, par, T, D, kd, m,
pI, n, si), t, yO)j
x= (y (:, l»';
s=(y(:,2»';
p= (y ( : ,3) ) , ;
t = l:K+lj
figure(l)
t = l:K+l;
pIot(t,x, "<k ' ,t,s, I r k ' ,tiP, 1_.>::')
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title('Initial trajectories of state variables'};
ylabel('g/l'} ;
xlabel('time in samples'};
legend('bicmass' , 'substrate', 'product', 'Locatio~', 'NorthEastOutside'}
%=======================================================================

% Calculation 0= t he
t.Lme

of int~rccnnections

l:K
10.0;
138;
25.0;

aCffialD==================================================================

for k
dx(k)
ds (k)
dp (k)
end
%============================================================~==========

%=========Initial trajectories of the control variables=================
T = 16*ones (1, K);
D = 1.25*ones (1, K);
%=======================================================================

%====Calculation of the initial trajec"'Cories of el_v_(k,v=s,x,p=========
for k=l:K
elx(k) dx(k)-x(k+l);
els(k) • ds(k)-s(k+l);
elp(k) • dp(k)-p(k+l);
end

%=======================================================================

%==========Calcu12~ion of elx(K} at the last pOlnt=====================
elx(K)
els (k)
elp (k)

x(K+l)- xbar(K+l);
s(K+l)- sbar(K+l);

• p(K+l)- pbar(K+l);
:;;, ============.,=.'::.",==========."".=~",~",==-===- -===========.- '"","'" --=-=---0 -=--=--=---,' --__ .=---

:s============·==Sta:rt of the coc r d.i.ne t i.nc p:cocedure====-====="'·,==~='''''·=:=·======

j:l
while j <= M2;%Second level iterations

ror k=l:K %Deccmposi~icn in ~i~e domain
i=l;
while i <= Ml %First ~evel i~erations

%========PreAllocation o f variables for faster ezeC;ltlon===~-;:'''='''',~=====':''·'·-c:~.'''''·

dmmaxdT : zeros(l,K) ;
dKsdT. zeros(l,K);
dYxsdT. zeros (l,K) ;
dYpxdT. zeros(l,K);

mrnax zeros(l,K);
Ks • zeros (1, K) ;
Yxs • zeros(l,K);
Ypx • zeros(l,K);
ff zeros (1, K) ;
fx zeros(l,K);
fs • zeros(l,K);
fp zeros(l,K);
fl zeros (1, K) ;
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f2 zeros(~,K);

eex = zeros(l,K)i
ees zeros(l,K)i
eep zeros(l,K}i
ex = zeros{l,K)i
es zeros(l,K)i
ep zeros(~,K);

eT zeros (1 ,K) i

%=======================================================================

%C.p.LCULATION OF THE DERIVp.TIVES OF THE KINETIC C02E'FICIENTS Tm-JAEDS TEE
CONTROL VARlp~LES

:;;'.========================Fcr the te-rrioerature===================='·c; C";"""'=====

dmmaxdT(k) = par(2)+2*par(3)*T(k); %ETJatiorrs J.~U

dKsdT(k)=par(S)+2*par(6)*T(k);
dYxsdT(k)=par(8)+2*par(9)*T(k);
dYpxdT(k)=par(~~)+2*par(~2)*T(k);

;~======::,.~.======.",..~========.=====,=========,;;;=:=~=-::.====-"",'","'.=,,,,":..-:.='=====--,,--"-:"==:=='==.==='====.',;"

:1;:=========::-.:.==Calcu i e t i on of thek,inetic cce t t icien-ts'=====-=·==============·
mmax(k)=par(~)+par(2)*T(k)+par(3)*(T(k)A2);% Equa"ion 2.72
Ks (k) =par (4) +par(S) *T (k) +par(6) * (T (k) AZ) ; % Eque t.Lcn 2.73
Yxs(k)=par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)A2); Eqontion 2.74
Ypx(k)=par(~O)+par(~~)*T(k)+par(~2)*(T(k)A2);% Equation 2.75
%=======================================================================

%=======C21culatic~ of the expressions rrOITl equation (6.38)-(6.42=======
pkep Ik) ;
ff(k)=dt*mmax(k) *«~-pk/pl)An);

ffZ (k) = dt* «~-pk/pl)An) ;
fx(k)=ff(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; Equaticn 6.38
fs(k)=ff(k)*Ks(k) * x(k)/«Ks(k) + S(k»AZ); 6.40
fp (k) =-dt*mmax (k) * Ypx (k) * ( (l-p (k) /pl) A(n-n ) ) wrrex (k) *s (k) / (pl* (Ks (k) +
s(k»); ~ Equaticn 6.39
f~(k)=ffZ(k)*x(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k)+ s(k»; 's Eque t icn 6.41
fZ(k)=-f~(k)*mmax(k)/(Ks(k)+ s(k»; % Equacion 6.42
~=======================================================================

%===Calculation of the e xp r e s s i.on s ee_v__ {kl e Larnbcia t k j r-m ~J"<E la:-nb::l.::.i_v_ .. k1

eex(k)=lx(k)-mx*elx(k);
ees(k)=~s(k)-ms*els(k);

eep(k)=lp(k)-mp*elp(k) ;
~==============================~==== ~======~==========~==============

'-&==========Ca.lcula"::ion of the g:ra.dient;~ f c ; state v2riables=======-====-";::'"",
ex(k)=(~+fx(k)-dt*kd+dt*D(k»*eex(k)+«fx(k)/Yxs(k»-dt*m)*ees(k)+

fx(k)*Ypx(k) * eep(k); 6.43
es(k)=fs(k)*eex(k)+(~-fs(k)/Yxs(k)-dt*D(k»*ees(k)+Ypx(k)*

fs(k)*eep(k);';Equ2cicn 6.44
ep(k)=fp(k)*eex(k)-(fp(k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+(~+fp(k)

dt*D(k»)*eep(k);%Equ2ction 6.45
-.e============================='==============-====================~.':::'"=====:=

eD (k) =-dt*x (k) *eex (k) + (dt * (si-s (k) ) *ees (k) ) - (dt*p (k) *eep (k) ) ; "J"

;).47
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eT(k) = (fl(k)*dmmaxdT(k)+f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eex(k) + «
fl(k)/(Yxs(k»A 2)*(drnrnaxdT(k)*Yxs(k)-mmax(k)*dYxsdT(k)+
(f2(k)/Yxs(k»*dKsdT(k» *ees(k) +
(fl(k)*(dYpxdT(k)*mmax(k)+Ypx(k)*dmmaxdT(k»
Ypx(k)*f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep(k);%Equation 6.46
nj.e Iex tk) es(k) ep(k) eD(k) eT(k)]';
%=======================================================================
nn = norm (nl); %Calculation norm of gradient:::
if nn <=epsl'~Check the condition for end of the iterations orr tbe first
level
break
%==========CalculatioD 0= the new values OT ~h~ st2~e aDa ccn~rc~

v a r i.abLes

- ax*ex(k);
- as*es{k}j
- ap*ep(k);
- aT*eT(k);
- aD*eD(k);

x(k)
s(k)
P (k)
T(k)
D(k)

eiseif k == 1
x(k)=xO;
s(k)=sO;
p(k)=pO;
T(k) = T(k) - aT*eT(k);
D(k) D(k) - aD*eD(k);
else
x Ik)
s (k)

p (k) =
T (k)

D(k)
end
%=======================================================================

~_==================:""======(:h '2Ck a 9 a LrLSr, <::0::s -t. r a i.ri t; S====:=======~:; ""'==""" ==':0::.= .,.,':

if x(k) < xmin
x(k) = xmin;

elseif x(k) > xmax
x(k) = xmax;

end
if s(k) < smin

s{k) = smin;
elseif s(k) > srnax

s(k) = srnax;
end
if p(k) < prnin

p(k) = prnin;
eiseif p{k) > prnax

p(k) = prnax;
end
if D(k) < Drnin

D(k) = Drnin;
elseif D(k) > Drnax

D(k) = Drnax;
end
if T(k) < Trnin

T(k) = Trnin;
eiseif T{k) > Tmax

T(k) = Trnax;
End
~=================================================~=====================

i=i+l;
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end "End 0
~ t he

end %end 0
~ -::he

i~era~ions OD ,~c first level
i"CeraLlon for k=l,K

%CJ~CULATION ON THE SECOND LEVEL
%CalculatioD of the final value of x(k)=x(K+l)=xKl;sKl,pKl

%==========calculaticn of the gradients at the final pOlnt==============
Kl = K+l;
ex{Kl)= lx{Kl)+ mx*(x(Kl)-xbar(Kl»;
es(Kl)= ls(Kl)+ ms*(s{Kl)-sbar(Kl»;
ep{Kl)= Ip{Kl)+ mp*(p{Kl)-pbar(Kl»;
%=======================================================================

%.================Calculaticn of the final value of state========""··""·='""',,,,,-::,,,=,,=,
xKl = x(Kl) - alx*ex{Kl);
sKI = s(Kl) - als*es(Kl);
pKl = p{Kl) - alp*ep(Kl);
~===============~=======================================================

%===============Check "Che constraints at the fiDa~ pClnt================
if xKI <= xmin

xKI = xm i n r
elseif xKI >=xmax

xKI = xmax r
end
if sKI <= smin

sKI = smini
elseif sKI >= smax

sKI = smax :
end
if pKl <= pmin

pKl = pmin;
eiseif pKl >= pmax

pKl=pmax;
end
%=======================================================================
x(K+l)=xKl;
p{K+l)=pKl;
s(K+l)=sKli

%Calculai:ion on the c co r o i.na t i.nc Leve L
eCeLcuLet Lcn of the new va Lue s of "[he 9radients of the cOCJrclL2i:lL,?

%variables ~slng the values of the calcu15ted state a~c contr0~

va.riables
for k=I:K

elx (K+l)
els (K+l)
elp (K+l)
end.

= x(K+l)-xbar(K+l);
s(K+l)-sbar(K+l);
p(K+l)-pbar(K+l) ;

IL~l=norm(elx)+ norm(els)+ norm{elp);

if nnl<=eps2
o r e ax

else
% ==========Calculatio~ of
for k =l:K+I
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lx(k)
Is (k)
Lp tk)
end

lx(k) + alx*elx(k) ;
ls(k) + als*els(k);
Ip(k) + alp*elp(k);

%==~====================================================================

%=====Calculation of the i2proved valuEs of the sampling period=========
rnrnax(K)=par(1)+par(2)*T(K)+par(3)*(T(K)A2); t Equacion 2.72
Ks (K) =par(4) +par(S) *T (K) +par(6) * (T(K) A2) ; Equation 2.73
Yxs(K)=par(7)+par(8)*T(K)+par(9)*(T(K)A2); % Equaticn 2.74
Ypx(K)=par(lO)+par(11)*T(K)+par(12)*(T(K)A2); 'i. Equation 2.75
eex(K)=lx(K)+ rnx*(x(K)-xbar(K»;
ees(K)=ls(K)+ rns*(s(K)-sbar(K»;
eep(K)=lp(K)+ rnp*(p(K)-pbar(K»;
ffl(K) = rnrnax(K) *«l-pk/pl)'n);
f3(K) = ffl(K)*x(K)*s(K)/(Ks(K) + s(K»;% Equaticn 6.24
dt = (-K -(f3(K)-(kd*x(K)-D(K)*x(K»*eex(K)+(f3(K)/Yxs(K)+ rn*x(K)
D(K)*(si-s(K»*ees(K)-(Ypx(K)*f3(K)-D(K)*p(K»*eep(K»/(rnx*(f3(K)
kd*x(K)-D(K)*x(K»A 2 + rns*(f3(K)/Yxs(K)+ rn*x(K)-D(K)*(si-s(K»'2+
rnp*(Ypx(K)*f3(K»-D(K)*p(K»A2);

6.63
%=======================================================================
~,=====Check the cons t ra i.nt s for the improved value of d;:=========o:::.====·==

if dt <= dtrnin
dt = dtrnin;

elseif dt >=dtmax
dt = dtrnax;

end
for

end

k = l:K
dx(k)
ds(k)
dp(k)

dx fk)
ds (k)

dp(k)

- adx*(-rnx*elx(k)-lx(k»;
- ads*(-rns*els(k)-ls(k»;
- adp*(-rnp*elp(k)-lp(k»;

ende End for the norm
j = j+l;
end % End of the secene level iteration
toe; %end of the clock
%=======================================END=============================
~===============================?lot ReS'llts============================
figure (2)
t=l: K+lj
plot(t,x, '-k')
title('Ootimised Results for tne biomass state')
ylabel( '9/1') j

xlabel ( "t i.ree in sa.:r:ples') i

legend ( "b i omes s ' , 'Locatien. ", "Nc r t nEas t.Ou t s i de f)

figure (3)

plot(t,p,': k ")
title('Optimised Result.s for t.he product state')
ylabel(' (;/1') ;
xlabel{'time in samplss')i
legend('product', 'Lccatic~' ,'NorthEastCutside')
figure (4)
plot{t,s, '-k')
title (' Optimised Re su.l.t s fer -::he subs t.re t e ")
ylabel('g/l') i

xlabel('time in saIples')i
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legend('substrate l
, 'Location', 'Nor~hEastOutsidel)

tl=l:K;
figure (5)
plot (tl, T, '-k')
title('Optimised Results for the Temperature T'}
ylabel (' g/l') ,
xlabel('time in samples');
legend ( 'Temperature T', 1 Location' , "Nc r t.h Ea s t.Ou t s i de ' )
tl=l:K;
figure (6)
plot(tl,D, '~~k')

title('Optimised Results for Lne Dilution r2~e D')
ylabel( 'g/J.');
xlabel('time in samples');
legend('Diluticn ra~e D' ,'Location', 'NorthEastOutside')
figure (7)
tl=l:K+l;
plot(tl,lx, "r-k ' ,tl,ls,' r k ' ,tl,lp,·-.k')
title('Cptimised Results for ~he conjuga~e variables larrbda')
ylabel (' g/J.') ,
xlabel(ltime in samples');
legend('Larrbda x', lLambda s', 'LarrDda pI, 'Location', 'NorthEastCutsids')
figure (8)
t = l:K+l;
plot(t,x, '-k' ,t,s,' :k',t,p, '-.k')
title('Optimal trajectories of state variables');
ylabel ('g/l'),
xiabel(ltime in samples');
legend ( 'biomass I , 'substrate' , "prcduct; I, I Location I, l Noz t r.Ee s t.Ou t s Lce I )

*=======================================================================
C.2: MATLAB script file - modelcontinuous_func2.m

%=========================M-FILE DESC2IPTION ===========================

sI'he function is used to c a Lcul a t e -che
of the st:ate 592ce vector

. . .::raJec-;:crl2S of the derivatives

function ydot= modelcontinuos_func2(t,y, par, T, D, kd, mt pI, n, si)

%===============================Model variables=========================

ydot(1)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(1»
D*y (1) ); %Equaticn 2.93

ydot(2)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»/-
(par (7) +par (8) *T+par (9) * (T*T) ) -m*y (1) + D* (si-y (2) ) ) ,';Equaticn 2.94

ydot(3)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*(par(lO)+par(11)*T+par(12)*(T*T»
*«1-(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T»+y(2»-
(D*y(3»" 2.95

ydot=[ydot(l) ydot(2) ydot(3)] ';

~=======================================================================
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APPENDIX 0: MATLAB PARALLEL PROGRAf., FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR BATCH FERMENTATION PROCESS

D.1: MATLAB script file - parullclbarch.m

% M-File: batch parallel.m
%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
~ Calculation of state and control trajectories for ba~ch fermentation
~--: precess

clear a11% clear woz-kspece
%==========================Set Ini~ial values===========================

global par T kd m p L n si K Ml M2 epsl mu 1 x s p el conmin conmax
statemin statemax astate aeon dt yO xl 81 pI Tl

Ml = 100; M2 = 50; of first ane second

K ::::: 256; 'a Nui..nbe r of steps ~,.., optimization horizon
ax = 0.001; as = 0.001; ap = 0.001; %Steps of the c r aci.errc prccedur'23
for calculation of the State varlaD~es

aT = 0.05; %Steps of the gradient procedures fer ceLcul a t c.on c f the
Control variables
alx = 0.001; als = 0.001; alp = O.OOl;fSt.ep of "the graci.e-D.c p.I'O,::s-cu:res
for calculation of the Conjugate variables
adx = 0.001; ads = 0.001; adp = 0.001; tSteps of the gradient
for calculation of the Intercc-nnecticDs In "ClrCLe
epsl=O.OOl; %toleraDc2s for stop of the calculation of the first ~eve~

eps2=0.001; 't::tcle-rance.s .to r stop of the. calculation of ths se-.;>:·nd :1.8\'215
~=======================================================================

%==========Initial values of the pSDalty coerIlClsnL5===================
mx=0.0010;
ms=O.OOlO;
mp=0.0010;
*=====================================================================

%===Initial trajectory values
for k = 1: K
Lx (k) =O.OOl;
Is (k) =0.005;
Lp (k) =0.002;
end

r.-~ variable5================

%=======================================================================

%===Initial trajectories of the contral variables for calculatio~ o~====

T=l6.0;
%=======================================================================

%========================Model ~o-eIIlClen,-3============================

al = 0.0004; a2 = 0.0001; a3 = 0.0002;
bl 0.2; b2 = 0.03; b3 = O.Ol;
c1 2; c2 = 0.3; c3 = 0.021;
dl 0.0040; d2 = 0.006; d3 = O.OOl;
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par = [a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3 c1 c2 c3 d1 d2 d3];
kd = 0.00008; % death constant
pI = 50; % inhibition factor
m = 0.11; % Maintenance co-efficient
n = 0.52; % Power co-efficient
si= 266.6; % Input substrate
dt = 0.25; % delta t
~===============~=======================================================

%===============Initial values of state variables=======================
xO=l. 83;
sO=150.0;
pO= 0;
yO= [xO sO pO] , ;
%=======================================================================

%=============Ccnstraints of ccn~rol variable===========================
Tmin = 10;
Tmax = 20;
%=======================================================================

%===============Constraints of s~a~e variables==========================
xmin = 0.83;
xrnax =100;
smin = 5;
smax = 300;
pmin = 0;
pmax 100;
~,:,=================="=====,=='========='==============='============O;;-..~'~.;;;;C.=';"'==',=,;:;"

%===Calculation of the initial trajectories of state variables==========
t=l: K+1;
[t, y] =ode15s (@ (t, y) modelbatch_func2(t, y, par T, kd, m, pI, n,
si} I t , yO} i

x=(y (:, 1»';
s={y{:,2})';

p=(y(:,3»';
figure (1)
plot(t,x, '-kl,t,sl I r k ' ,t,p, I_.k'),

title(IInitial trajectories of state variables'} i

ylabel { '.;! I' } ;
xlabel('time in samples f

} ;

legend ( 'biomass I I ' substrate' , "pr-oduct. 1 , ! Location I I I NcrthEast.O'.:.ts ide' )
;;; =======:::::.'============',========"=-':"=:==='==:::',0-:;'='==,,==o""=:,,::,,,='::::;=='=========~'=; ."::":':='='====~ ~_==

%Calculation of the initial trajectories of the interco~nec~icns in time
Qo=aln==================================================================
for

end

k = l:K
dx Ik)
ds (k)
dp(k)

lO.O;
l38i
25.0;

~=======================================================================

:5===Ini t i a l
. . , .
t:.raJ-::CI.OrlES t.he ve riab.Ie s -'---'- -'---

, , .
cai cu.i.e t i c

T=16.0*ones(1,K) ;
%=======================================================================
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%====Calculation of the lnlLla~ trajectories of Error LarrDda v (k)======
for k=l:K

elx(k)
els (k)

elp (k)
end

dx (k) -x (k+l) ;
ds(k)-s(k+l);
dp (k) -p (k+l) ;

%==========================.=================================~========~=~

%================START OF THE COORDINATING PRCCEDURE====================
j=l;
while j <= M2;t.Second level Lterat i ons
if matlabpool('size')> 0 %Checking if there is a pool of workers open

matlabpool (r close ') % Send.inc a close signal t.o oo r ker-s if t he re is -s.
pool open
end
matlabpool open jobmanagercor:fiq5%Opening 32 mat-Lab wc r kers f r cm the
cluster

M2;%Sesond level iterations

to = clock; c
j=l
wh i Le j <=

s t ar t. clock on s e cond level calculation

diary par e Ll.eLfeobe t cb s ocen.inc blank peqe r o.r printing r e su.Lt s

jrn = find..R.esource (1 scheduler' , "conr iqure t Lon ' , 'jc'bmanagerconfig5')
disp(get(jm)) ';;5·%'F,'-i5~f.;%%·%··%%t,·%%%%'%·%%5~-%%%S:-e5%%~.%-%%%~'%%'i:: check. t.h e s t.ec us of
t.he j at-manager
timingStart = tic;
start = tic;
pjobl=createParallelJob(jm, 'Configuration', 'jobmanage~conf

get (pjobl) % Monitor the stetus of pjobl

%==========Hcw long it takes to create a ~~~---------------------------
~~----------------------------

times.jobCreateTirne = toe (start)
description.jobCreateTirne = 'Jeb creation time'
%=======================================================================

Tasks = findTask(pjobll
[pending running finished] = findTask(pjobl)
set (pjobl, 'Configuration', 'joDffianagerccnfig5')
set (pjobl, 'MinimumNurnberOfWorkers',32);
set (pjobl, 'MaximumNurnberOfWorkers',32);
set (pjobl, 'FileDependenciss f ,{'subprob2_batch.m'})
get(jm)%%%%%%~%%%~%%%~%%%%%%%%%%%~~~%e~t ~t~~%%%Nctice how
is changing
disp(get(pjobl»
disp ('busy vor ke r-a 1)

disp(get(jm, 'NurnberOfbusyWorkers'»

~,====================STP..ETINGF?,,-R..~LLEL COl"lPGTING===.-==:"'-=====o=.======.-==.,.oc-.=......
%Create ~ask- only cne with 4 OU~DJt arg~~ents

i: takes to subsit ~~e

OD to the clu5Ler
task=createTask(pjob~,@subprob2 batch,4,{})
get (pjobl, 'task')

%==========Ecw long ,~ takes t,~ crea~e ~ ~aSK===========================

times.taskCreateTime = toe (start)
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description.taskCreateTime = 'Task crea~ion time'
%=======================================================================
submit (p j obl.)
%===========How long it takes to submit a job===========================
times.subrnitTime = toe (start)
description. submitTirne = 'Job sucr.i s s i.on time'
%=======================================================================

~~.Once the job has been submitted, VIe hope a Ll its tasks execute .i n
%parallel. Measure how long ~~ -caKes for a~l the tasks to start and ~o

run
%to completion.
waitForState(pjob~,'finished')
times.jobWaitTime = toe (start)
deseription.pjobWaitTime = 'Job wait time'
get(jm)
'sI'a s k s neve nOH completed, so love are aqalrl execut i.r.c a COGe t.rie
matlab
%client. Measure how it takes to retrieve all the Job results
resu~ts=getAIIOutputArguments(pjob~)

times.resultsTirne = toe (start)
description.resultsTime = 'Results reLrieval Lims'
%=======================================================================
·'t,==:,=========,"',;.Verify t cat; the ~job ran 'dl't.hout errors===='o.-::"''''"""=========,,,,;,':::''·''O'..-::::c.-

errmsgs = get(pjob~.task, {'ErrorMessage'})
nonernpty = -cellfUL~(@isempty, errmsgs)
celldisp(errmsgs(nonempty»
%======================================================================

~Mea5urE the total time elapsed from ~rEatirrg the job ~p to ~he results
times.totalTime = toc(start)
operationtime etime (clock, to)

destroy(pjob~)

matlapool close% close of

%Calculaticn of Lhe improved values of the coordinating variables
%Calcu.lation of the 8!:TOr-S e lambda ""j {k )

for (k=~:K)
elx(k) dx(k) - x(k+~);

els(k) ds(k) - s(k+~);

elp(k) dp(k) - p(k+~) ;

end
el=[elx;els;elp ];

%===============Calculation of the norm of the er-rors===================
nn~~norm(elx)+ norm (els)+ norm(elp);
%=======================================================================

%ca.lculations
if nnl<=:eps2

break
else
for (k =~:K)
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lx(k)
ls(kl
Lp (k)

edx (k)
eds (kl
edp (k)

lx(k) - alx*elx(k);
ls(kl - als*els(k);
lp(k) - alp*elp(k);

= -lx(kl-rnx*elx(kl;
-ls(kl-ms*els(kl;
-lp(kl-mp*elp(kl;

dx(k) + adx*edx(k) ;
ds(k) + ads*eds(k);
dp(k) + adp*edp(k) ;

dx(kl
ds(kl
dp (k )
end
end
l=[lx;ls;lpJ;
j=j+l
end
%=================================Plot Resul~s==========================

figure (2)
t=l:K+l;
plot(t,x, '-k')
title{'Optimised Results for Lhe bios3.sS state')
ylabel( 'C;il')
xlabel('tim2 in sasples l

)

legend ( 'biomass I I t Location 1 I "Nc r t h'Ea e t Ou t s Lde " )
figure (3)
plot(t,p,' r k ")
title( "Oo t Lrn i s ed Results for the croduet state'}
ylabel (' gil')
xlabel('time in samples')
legend(fpr0duc~TI 'Lccatio~' J 'NorthEastOutside')
figure (4)
title{'Optimised Eesults for the substrate'}
ylabel (' 'C;il')
xlabel('time in samples'}
p Lot I s , '-k')
legend ( I substrate' I I Lccat i.cr; I I "Hc r t.cEas t.Ou t s Lce J)

tl=l:K;
figure(S)
plot(tl,T, '-k'l
title('Optimised Results for the Tem?erature T '}
ylabel (' g/l') ;
xlabel (I time in .samp Ies I ) ;

legend('Tempera~ure T', 'Lccatic~T, 'NorthE~stOutside')

figure (6)
plot{tl,lx, '_k T ,tl,ls,' c k ' ,tl,lp, '-.k')
title{'Optimised Results for ~he conjugat~ variables la2bda')
ylabel{ '<;/1');
xlabel{'time in samples')j
legend ( "Lambda z', 'La:rj.::da s ", r Larrbda r>' , t Lcca t Lon ' I I tJor"thE,3.stOut s i de ! )

'~- --- -===0:-=====--======="::::::==========:::"_= -==========-- :::._==- = - __ =-==-=--._ ..... = ...."=============D-~--

0.2: MATLAB script file - subprob2_batch.m

~1-File: s ubprcc?_ b2tch.m
~.. =========================I:"1- FILE DESCP,I PI IOI'] ===========================
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%The function is used to calculate the optimal trajecto!:.'ies of state
and control by different nUK~e~ or workers in parallel

global par T kd m pI n si K M1 M2 eps1 mu 1 x s p el conmin conmax
statemin statemax astate aeon dt yO xl sl pI Tl

~.======Calculaticnof the initial anc final. point of the s ub int e rva.l s e«>

dd=K/numlabs
a=(labindex-l)*dd+l
b=labindex*dd
t=======================================================================
for (k=a:b) sDeccmpos t t i.cn in time dcme i.n

i=l
while i <= Ml %First level iterations

%=========PreAllocation of variables for faster execurion===============
dmmaxdT = zeros (l/K) i

cLT(sdT = zeros(l,K)i
dYxsdT zeros(l,K);
dYpxdT zeros{l,K)i

mmax = zeros{l,K)i
Ks zeros{l/K)i
Yxs zeros(l,K);
Ypx zeros{l,K)i
ff zeros{l,K)i
fx = zeros{l,K)i
fs zeros{l,K);
fp = zeros (.i , K) ;
fl = zeros{l/K) i

fZ = zeros{l,K)i
eex zeros{l,K)i
ees zeros{l,K)i
eep zeros(l,K);
ex zeros (l,K) ;
es = zeros(l/K)j
ep zeros{l,K}i
eT zeros(l/K)i

*=======================================================================

%=Calculation of the parameters de r i.v a t Lve s -toz-var ds the -cemperac:ure====
dmmaxdT(k) = par(Z)+Z*par(3)*T(k);
dKsdT(k)=par(5)+Z*par(6)*T(k);
dYxsdT(k)=par(8)+Z*par(9)*T(k);
dYpxdT(k)=par(ll)+Z*par(lZ)*T(k);

%Equ3ticns t= ~ , .
...' • ..LU

%=======================================================================
%=============Calculation of the }C:in.etic ccefficiEnt_2========='=====''''''===~';;''''

mmax(k}=par(1)+par(2)*T(k)+par(3)*{T(k)A 2) i % Equation 2.72
Ks(k)=par(4)+par(5)*T(k)+par(6)*(T(k)AZ); , Equ3cion 2.'3
Yxs(k)=par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)AZ);' L. "

Ypx(k)=par(lO)+par(ll)*T(k)+par(lZ)*(T(k)AZ) ,%Equ3cion2. 73
~=======================================================================

LamdaL (kJ I Lamda Z [k)
ff(k)=dt*mmax(k) *«l-p(k)/pl)An),
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fx(k)=ff(k)*s{k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equation 4.20
fs(k)=ff(k)*Ks(k)*x(k)/({Ks(k) + S(k»A2); %Equation 4.22
fp (k) =dt*mrnax (k) * ( n-p (k) /pl) A(n-l) ) *x(k) *s (k) / (pl* (Ks (kl+s (k) ) ) ,%
Equation 4.21
ffl (k) =ff (k) *x{k) *s (k) / (Ks (k) + s (k»; ',Equacion 4. 23
f2 (k) =ffl (k) / ({Ks (k) + s (k) ); % Equation 4.24
fl(k) = ffl(k)/mmax(k)

=======================================================================

%Calculaticn of the expressions ee_v_\k)=larrbda(ki-m_v*E lambda v (K)
eex(k)=l(l,k)-mu(l)*el(l,k) ;
ees{k)=1{2,k) -mu(2)*el{2,k);
eep(k)=1{3,k)-mu(3)*el{3,k) ;
5< ================.=========""~.=================,~::,=-..:=,'=======.~"':-':.'''':'--'---''----'-'''-=-''''''''-'-----

%=======Calculation of the gradients for state variables================
ex(k)=(l+fx(k)-dt*kd)*eex{k)+«fx{k)/Yxs(k»-
dt*m) *ees (k) +dt*fx (k) *Ypx{k) * eep (k) ; 'i EquaLicn 4.25
es{k)~fs(k)*eex(k)+(l-fs(k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+Ypx(k)*

fl(k)*eep(k);%Equation 4.26
ep(k)=-fp{k)*eex(k)+(fp{k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+(l-fp(k»*eep(k);
4.27
%=======================================================================

%==========Calcula~icn of ~he gradients for control variables===========
eT(k) = (fl(k)*dmmaxdT(k)+f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eex(k) + «
fl (k) / (Yxs (k) ) A2) * (dmmaxdT (k) *Yxs (k) -mmax (k) *dYxsdT (k) ) +
(f2 (k) /Yxs (k) *dKsdT (k) *ees (k) +
(fl(k)*(dYpxdT(k) *mmax(k)+Ypx(k) *dmmaxdT(k»
Ypx(k)*f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep{k);
%EquatioD. 4.28
nl= [ex (k) es (k) ep (k) eT (k) 1 ' ,
~==================================================================~===~

nn = norm (rn ) %Cal'.::ulatian. nc rm of gr2dients
if nn c e epeLs.Cbeck the conc i t i.cn for end of the

break

e Ls e.i.f k """" l
xl(l,k,labindex)=yO(l);
Sl(1,k,labindex)=yO(2);
pl(1,k,labindex)=yO(3);
Tl(l,k,labindex) T(k) + aoon(l)*eT(k);
else
xl{l,k,labindex) x(k) + astate(l)*ex(k);
sl(l,k,labindex) = s(k) + astate(2)*es(k),
pI (l,k,labindex) p(k) + astate(3)*ep(k);
Tl{l,k,labindex) T{k) + acon(l)*eT(k)
end
i""i+l
end

%=======================Check against cQ~straints=======================

if xl{l,k,labindex) < statemin(l)
xl (l,k,labindex) = statemin(l);
elsei£ xl(l/k,labindex) > staternax(l)
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xl(l,k,labindex} = statemax(l};
end
if sl(l,k,labindex} <statemin(2}
sl(l,k,labindex} = statemin(2};
elseif si(i,k,labindex) > statemax(2)
si(i,k,labindex) = statemax(2);
end
if pi(i,k,labindex) < statemin(3)
pi(i,k,labindex) = statemin(3);
elseif pl(l,k,labindex) > statemax(3)
pl(i,k,labindex) = statemax(3);
end
if Ti(i,k,labindex) < conmin(i)
Tl(l,k,labindex) = conrnin(l);
elseif Ti(i,k,labindex) > conmax(i)
Ti(i,k,labindex) = conmax(i);
end
end ~end of the ~teratiQns in the s~bproblem time interval (a,b}
~,=======================================================================

labBarrier
if labindex==l
x2=reshape(xi,l,numel(size(xi»),
s2=reshape(sl,l,numel(size(sl») ;
p2=reshape(pi,l,numel(size(pi»),
T2=reshape(Ti,l,numel(size(Ti»)
x=x2 ( [a:b,labindex] )
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2 ( [a: b ,labindex] )
T=T2 ( [a:b,labindex])

x-~l=X(K)+fi(K)-dt*kd*x(K),

sKl=s(K)-fi(K)/Yxs(K)-dt*m*x(K);
pKi=p(K)+fi(K)*Ypx(K) ;
if xKl <= statemin(l)
xKi = statemin(i) ,
elseif xKl >=statemax(l}
xKi = statemax(i);
eCld
x(49) =xKi
if sKi <= statemin(2)

sKi = statemin(2);
elseif sKI >= statemax(2)

sKi = statemax(2);
end
s(49)=sKi
if pKi <= statemin(3)

pKi = statemin(3);
elseif pKi >= statemax(3)

pKi=statemax(3)
end

p(49)=pKi
end
~ =======-=========~.=====================.:;;""~.=====.======.=.====.=.=.=====---;;:....,""

0.3: MATLAB script file - modelbatch_func2.m

M-Fils; 2od21~atch func2.m
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%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
%Ths function is used to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives
of the s~ate space vector

function ydot= modelbatch_funC2 (t, y, par, T, kd, m, pI, n, si)

%==========================Model v~riables==============================

ydot(l)=(par(l)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«l
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(l)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(S)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(l»);
%Equation 2.78
ydot(2)=(par(l)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«l
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(S)*T+par(6)*(T*T) +y (2 » / 
(par(7)+par(8)*T+par(9)*(T*T»-m*y(1»;%Equacion 2.79
ydot(3)=(par(l)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(l)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(S)*T+par(6)*(T*T))+y(2»*(par(lO)+p
ar(ll)*T+par(l2)*(T*T» ;%Equation 2.80
ydot= [ydot (l)ydot (2) ydot (3)] ';
£=======================================================================
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APPENDIX E: MATLAB PARALLEL PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR FED-BATCH FERMENTATION PROCESS

E.1: MATLAB script file -fedbatch_ parallel.rn

M-File: fedbatch_parallel.m
%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
eCe Lcu l e t Lcn of state and control trajectories fer fedbatchfermsntat:L·.:·n
% process

clear a11% clear worksc2ce
tic; % start the clock
global par kd m pi n si xl sl pl vl Tl Fl K Ml M2 epsl mu 1 x s P v T F
el astate aeon dt yO el elx els elp conmin conmax statemin statemax
%======================Set Initial values===============================
Ml = 5; M2 = 5; %Maz nurrber of i~erations of the first and second levels
K = 48; %NlliTber cf s~eps in cotimizatlon hori=on
ax = 0.001; as = 0.001; ap O.OOli av = o. 001; :~Steps of the tj-ra.dient
procedures for calculation of the State variables
aT = 0.05; aF = 0.05; 't-.S-:.eps of the g,:-adienc procedures for ce Lcu La t Lcn

gradient procedures for calculation of the

of the Control variables
alx = 0.001; als 0.001; alp 0.001; alv = 0.001; ~i;St:ep of t he

uqa t.e ve r Laol e s
adx = 0.001; ads = 0.001; adp = 0.001; adv = 0.001; $.:Steps of the
(rr-adient procedures for calculation ()f the Interconnections .in t i rae
epsl=O.OOl; %tolerances for stop of the calculation of the first levels
eps2=0.OOl; %tolerances for stop of t:he calculation of the second levels
~3========·===·'====="·='========="';;.==·===·======·=~'.""=,,,"~,,"~===='=.''''~:=::-':;=='"~",,".':::~======.=''==='='===~=

~1.===========InitialvaLue s of the peneLt.v coe:t.:tlClents=·=,=·=="'='=='=="'"~=·=:",",,=,===

mx=O.OOlO;
ms=O.OOlO;
mp=O.OOlO;
mv=O.OOlO;
%=======================================================================

%========Initial trajectories for the
for k = 1: K

Ix (k) =0.001;
Is (k) =0.005;
Ip (k) =0.002;
Iv (k) =0.003;

end

ugate variables===============

~=======================================================================

%=============Initia: trajec~ori~s

T=16.0;
F=O;
s=======================================================================

s=======================Modsl cc-efficient:s=============================
al 0.0004; a2 = 0.0001; a3 = 0.0002;
bl 0.2; b2 = 0.03; b3 = 0.01;
cl 2; c2 = 0.3; c3 = 0.021;
dl 0.0040; d2 = 0.006; d3 = 0.001;
par = [al a2 a3 bl b2 b3 cl c2 c3 dl d2 d3];
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kd = 0.00008; % death constant
pI = 50i % inhibition factor
m = 0.11; % Maintenance co-efficient
n = 0.52; % Power co-effi6ient
si= 266.6; % Input substra~e

dt = 2.5; % delta t

%=======================================================================

~=================Initialvalues of state variables=====================
xO=1.83;
sO=150.0,
pO=2.1,
vO=2.1;
yO= [xO sO pO vo l • ;
%=======================================================================

%===================Corrstr2in~s
- • - < - -.

0= con~ro~ varlab~es====================

Tmin 10;
Fmin 0;
Truax 20,
Fmax = 5.0;
%=======================================================================

%====================Constraints of Sto'ts variables=====================
vrnin 2,
vmax 4;
prnin 2.0;
pmax = 50;
smin 20;
smax = 300,
xmin = 0.83,
xmax =55;
~==========================================================~==~=~====

%======Calculatiorr of ~he ini~i21 trajec~Qries of state variables=======
t=l: K+1,
[t, y] =ode15s(@(t,y) mode1fedbatch~func2(t,y, par, T,F, kd, m, p1, n,
si) ,t,yO),
x= (y (:, 1»';
s= (y ( : ,2) ) , ;
p=(y(: ,3»';
v=(y(:,4»';
figure (1)
plot(t,x, T_k' ,t,s, I r k ' ,t,p,I-.k1,t,v, ' __ k'),
title(tlnitial trajectories of s~a~e variables');
ylabel('g/l') ;
xlabel('time in s22ples');
legend ( 'biomass' , I suo s t r-a r e f , f p roduct. I, "IoluIT;E r , I Location I, "No r t.h.Ea s tOut.

side' )
~=======================================================================

%Calculation of the ini~ial trajec~o~ies of ~he interconnectioDs iD tise
de-main==================================================================

for k = l:K
dx(k)

ds (k)

dp (k)

10.0;
138;
25.0;
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dv(k) ; 2.0;
end
i=============Initial
T;~6.0*ones (~, K);
F=5.0*ones (I, K);

trajectories the control variables=============

dx(k) -x(k+~);

ds(k)-s(k+~};

dp (k) -p (k+~) ;
dv(k)-v(k+~) ;

a===================================================================

0===================================================================--
%=======Calculaticn of the initial trajectories of Error Larrbda v (k;

for k=l:K
elx(k) ;
els (k)
elp(k) ;
e~v(k)

end
b==================================================~====================

=================ST;:"P: 'J? ':':'~~ C8:;82="~1-~'='':::1'-.,"; PHOCEDUSE====""=============
j=l;
while j <= M2i%Second level iterations
if matlabpool (t size 1):> a %Checking if r he re l5 a pooL 0:: .....o r xe r s ope::

rnatlabpool('close ' } % Sending a close signal to workers if there is a
peo.l open
end
matlabpool open jebmanagerconfig-S%Opening 32 -na t Leb wc r ke r s from t hs
clus-.:.sr
to = clock; % start of the clock on second level calcula~icn

j;~

wh.i.Le j <= M2;'"iiSeccDd level iterations
diary parallelfedbatch %opening blank pa;e for printing results

of
the jc-bmanage:c

timingStart = tic;
start = tic;
pjob2=createParallelJob (jrn, "Con f iqu r a r i cn t r I j ocmanaqe r cont i oS t ); Sczea r e
parallel job frOD the jobmanager
get (pjob2) % Monitor one starGS of pjobl

%==========Eo't" len.; it takes to c r ee t e a '0'0============================
times.jobCreateTime = toc{start)
description.jobCreateTime = tJob creation ~ice'

~======================================================================

Tasks; findTask(pjob2)
[pending running finished] ; findTask(pjob~)

set (pjobl, 'C-~nfiguraticn','jobmanagerccnfig5')
set {pjob, 'MinimurnNumberOfWorkers',32);
set{pjob, 'MaxirnumNumberOfWorkers',32};
set (pjobl, 'FileDependencies',{'subpr0b2~fedbatch.m'})
get(jm)%%%%%%%%%%'%%%'%%%"%%%%%%"%%'%% o%%'c%%%Neoice hew
is cnanq i no
disp(get(pjob2»
disp (' busy wor ke r s ")
disp(get{jm, 'NumberOfbusyWorkers'})
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%====================STlLqTING PARF~LEL COMPUTING========================

;~:Create task- only one with 4 our.put. arqumerrt s and not input a r-qumen t s ,
%measure how long that takes and measure how long ~~ takes to submit the
%job to the cluster
task=ereateTask(pjob2, @subprob2_fedbateh,6,{})
get (pjob2, 'task')

%==========How long ~~ takes to crea~e a task===========================
times.taskCreateTime = toe (start)
description.taskCreateTime = 'Task creation time'
%==========================================~============================

submit (pjob2)

%===========Bow ~ong " takes to subrrtit a joo===========================
times.submitTime = toe (start)
description.submitTime = 'Job submission time'
s:=============.::;.,:;."=.===================_==","",::,,,,~.=.,,,, ".~. ::-,;== ::c- "", - ._ ,,::_ -:, -::.-::: -"'- -_ =--======" ==_",= _

iGnee the job has been submitted, we hope all its tasks execute in
%parallel. Measure how long it takes for a~~ the tasks ~o starT. and to
run
%to ccmpLet i cn .
waitForState (pjob2 1 , 1 finished' )
times.jobWaitTime = toe (start)
description.pjobwaitTime IJob walt ti~e'

get (jm)

%Tasks
ma::lab

have so aga_lD the

results=getAllOutputArguments(pjob2)
times.resultsTime = toe (start)
deseription.resultsTime = 'Results retrieval ~ime'

%=======================================================================

%============Verify that the job ran without errors=====================
errmsgs = get (pjob2. task, {' Error,lessage'})
nonempty = -eellfun(@isempty, errmsgs)
eelldisp(errmsgs(nonempty»
%=======================================================================

%Measure the total time elapsed from creating the job cp -cbs-
times.totalTime = toe (start)
operationtime = etime(eloek,tO)
parallel ccmputing

(Cpera~lon ti~e for

destroy (pjob2)
matlapool close% close 8a't~apool of workers

%Calculaticn. of t he Lcp.rovec values of :h_e coordinating ve r i ac Le s
%CalculatiGIl of the errors s Lambda U f k

for (k=l:K)
elx(k) = dx(k) - x(k+l) ;
els (k) = ds (k) - s (k-iL) ;
elp(k) dp(k) - p(k+l) ;
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elv(k) = dv(k) - v(k+l);
end
el=[elx;els;elp;elv] ;
nnl=norm(elx) + norm (el.s ) + norm (elp) + normfeLv) r eCe Lcu La t i on c,f the rio rm
of the error
%Check of t.he convexqence of the coordinating procedure fer the end of
the-
s.ceLcu.Lat Lcns
if nnl<=eps2

break
else
'sCe LcuLa t Lcn of the improved va.i.ue s of the cco r d.inet.Lnq variables and
i.interconnection in time domain
for (k =l:K)
lx(k) = lx(k) - alx*elx(k);
ls(k) = ls(k) - als*els(k);
lp (k) lp (k) - alp*elp (k) ;
lv(k) lv(k) - alv*elv(k);

dx(k)
ds (k)
dp(k)
dv(k)

= dx (k)

= ds (k)

dp(k)
dv(k)

+ adx*(-lx-mx*elx(k»;
+ ads*(-ls-ms*els(k»;
+ adp*(-lp-mp*elp(k»;
+ adv*(-lp-mp*elp(k»;

end
end
l=[lx;ls;lp;lv] ;
j=j+l
end
%===============================Plc·t Eesults============================
figure (2)
t=l:K+li
plot(t,x, f-k')

title{'Optimised Results for the biomass state')
ylabel('g/l'} ;
xlabel{'time in samples');
Leqend Lvb.i.craa s s ' ,'Location' / 'NorthEas'c.Oiltside')
figure (3)

plot(t,p,' r k ")
title{'tJDtimised 'Results for the product state')
ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel('time in samples'};
legend('product 1

, 'Loc2ticn', 'NorthEastOutside'}
figure (4)
title('Optimised Results fer the substrate'}
ylabel (' gil') ;
xlabel('time in samples');
plot(s, '-k')
legend ( I suos t rat.e ' , 'Location' , "Ncr t.h Ee s t.Ou't.s i de ")
figure (5)
plot(t,v, '-.k'}
title(IOptimis~d Results for ~he volume state')
ylabel ( 'g j l' ) ;
xlabel ( I time in samples');
legend('vclume', 'Location', 'North£astOutside')
tl=l:K;
figure (6)
plot(tl, T, '-k')
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title(IOpLimised Results for the Temperature TT)
ylabel('g/l') ;
xlabel('time in s2~ples')i

legend('Temperature T', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside ')
figure (7)
pIot(tl,F,'--k')
titIe(IOptimised Results for the input flow rate F')
ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel('time in samples') i

legend('Input flow rate F', 'Location', 'NorthEas~Outside')
figure (8)
plot(tl,lx, "r-k ' ,tl,ls,' r k ' ,tl,lp, '_.k' ,tl,lv, '--k')
title ('Optimised Res u l.t.s for the conjugate va r.i ao l e s lambda')
ylabel('q/l') i

xlabel('time in samples');
legend ( 'Laml.1da x', I Lamoda s', I Larr-,eda p',' Lambda
v', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside T

)

:>;-,------------_._-----,-.-------,----_._--_._-----------------.---------------'-----,,----------------,.._- --- --------- ------------ - ---- ._.- --- - _.- - -- -_. _.--------------

E,2: MATLAB script file - subprob2_fedbatch.m

M-File: subprob2 fedbatch.m
%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION -==========================
%The function is used to calculate the optimal trajectories of the sta~e

and control by different numbe r of wc r ker s L--.. parallel

function [x,s,p,v,T,F]=subprob2_fedbatch

global par T F kd m pI n si K Ml M2 epsl mu 1 x s P v el conmin conmax
statemin statemax astate aeon dt yO xl sl p1 v1 T1 F1

~.======Calculation of the initial and final point; of t he subinte:-"J3.1s=:==
dd=K/numlabs
a=(labindex-1)*dd+1
b=labindex*dd
%=======================================================================

for (k=a:b) %DeccmpositioD ,- time Com2lD
i=l
whi.Le i <= Ml s.Fd r s t; level Lte r a t ic.ns

;;~.=========?.r-eI:;'ll':·catio!1 -..;: variables for f.S.S'CEr:- e:,:ecut.lon-=::·==========·==·',,,,,,,,
dmmaxdT = zeros(l,K);
dKsdT = zeros(l,K);
dYxsdT = zeros(l,K);
dYpxdT = zeros(l,K);
mmax zeros (1, K) i

Ks zeros(l,K)i
Yxs zeros (1, K) ;
Ypx zeros(l,K);
ff = zeros(l,K);
fx = zeros(l,K);
fs = zeros(l,K);
fp = zeros(l,K);
f1 zeros(l,K);
f2 zeros(l,K);
eex = zeros(l,K)i
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ees
eep
ex
es
ep
eT
eF =

zeros{l,K)j
zeros (I, K) ;

= zeros(l,K)i
zeros(l,K);
zeros(l,K)i

zeros(l,K);
zeros (1, K) j

%=======================================================================

%=====================Fcr the temperature===============================
dmmaxdT(k) = par(2)+2*par(3)*T(k); ,Equations 5.10
dKsdT(k)=par(5)+2*par(6)*T(k);
dYxsdT(k)=par(8)+2*par(9)*T(k);
dYpxdT(k)~par(11)+2*par(12)*T(k);

~=======================================================================

%=============Calculation of the kinetic coefficients===================
rnmax(k)=par(1)+par(2)*T(k)+par(3)*(T(k)A 2); ~ Equation 1.72
Ks(k)=par(4)+par(S)*T(k)+par(6)*(T(k)A 2); " Eq ua t Lori 1.73
Yxs(k)=par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)A2); c Equation 1.74
Ypx(k)=par(lO)+par(ll)*T(k)+par(l2)!(T(k)A2); , Equation 2.75
%=======================================================================

s.Ca.Lcu.La t i.cr- or the expressions lambda v (k),
lamdal(k), lamda2(k)

;.,;:=-""0, K-l, u = r., s i p, v

ff(k)=dt*rnmax(k)*«l-p(k)!pl)An) ;
fx(k)=ff(k)*s(k)!(Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equat:ion 5.25
fs (k) =ff (k) *Ks (k) *x (k) ! ( (Ks (k) + s (k) ) A2); Equation o . L

fp(k)~dt*~ax(k)*«l-p(k)!pl)A(n-l»*x(k)*s(k)!(pl*(Ks(k)+s(k»);"

Equation. 5.26
fv(k)=dt*F(k)!(v(k)A 2); %EquCition 5.29
ffl (k) =ff (k) *x (k) *s (k) ! (Ks (k) + s (k) ) ;"'E(r~Cition 5.28
f2 (k) =ffl (k)! (Ks (k) + s (k»; t Eq'ldti",' 5.30
fl(k) = ffl(k)!mmax(k)
%=======================================================================

eex(k)=l(l,k)-mu(l)*el(l,k);
ees(k)~1(2,k)-mu(2)*el(2,k);

eep(k)=1(3,k)-mu(3)*el(3,k);
eev(k)=1(4,k)-mu(4)*el(4,k);
%=======================================================================

ex(k)=(l+fx(k)-dt*kd+dt*F(k)!v(k»*eex(k)+«fx(k)!Yxs(k)-
dt*m) *ees(k) +fx(k) *Ypx(k) * eep(k); 5.31
es(k)=fs(k)*eex(k)+(l-fs(k)!Yxs(k)-dt*F(k)!v(k»*ees(k)+Ypx(k)*
fs(k)*eep{k) ;iEquaticn 5.32
ep(k)=-fp(k)*eex(k)+(fp(k)!Yxs(k»*ees(k)+(l-fp(k)
dt*F(k)!v(k»*eep(k);,Equaticn 5.33
ev(k)=fv(k)*x(k)*eex(k)-(fv{k)*(si-s{k»*ees(k»+(fv(k)*p(k)*eep(k»+
eev(k);
>-=,========================================'==============.==~""=-====---;==-=-;:-~-~

%==========C2lcula~icnof the gradiE~ts f~r c0n~rol v~ria~lEs===========

eF(k)=dt*x(k)!v(k)*eex(k)+(dt*(si-s(k»!v{k»*ees{k)-
(dt*p (k) !v(k» *eep (k) +dt*eev(k) ; - ,-- 5.34
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eT(k) = (f1(k)*dmmaxdT(k)+fZ(k)*dKsdT(k»*eex(k) + «
f1(k)/(Yxs(k»AZ)*(dmmaxdT(k)*Yxs(k)-mmax(k)*dYxsdT(k»+
(fZ(k)/Yxs(k»*dKsdT(k» *ees(k) +
(f1(k)*(dYpxdT(k)*mmax(k)+Ypx(k)*dmmaxdT(k»
Ypx(k)*fZ(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep(k);
%Equation 5.35
n1=[ex(k) es(k) ep(k) ev(k) eF(k) eT(k)]';
t======================================================================

nn = norm(nl} %Calculaticn norm of gradients
if nn <=epsl't.Check the condition for end of the
level
break

iterations on first

%Calcula~icn of the new values of ~he state and control variables

x(k)
s (k)

P (k)
v(k)
T(k)
F (k)

elseif k == 1
sl(l,k,labindex)=yO(Z);
p1(1,k,labindex)=yO(3);
v1(1,k,labindex)=yO(4);
T1 (1, k , labindex) T (k)
F1(1,k,labindex) F(k)
else
x1(1,k,labindex) =
sl(l,k,labindex)
p1(1,k,labindex)
v1(1,k,labindex)
T1(1,k,labindex)
F1(1,k,labindex) =
end
i=i+l
end

+ acon(l)*eT(k);
+ acon(4)*eF(k);

+ astate(l)*ex(k);
+ astate(Z)*es(k);
+ astate(3)*ep(k);
+ astate(4)*ev(k);
+ acon(l) *eT(k)
+ acon(Z)*eF(k);

%=======================Check against constraints=======================
if x1(1,k,labindex) < statemin(l)

x1(1,k,labindex) = statemin(l);
elseif xl(l,k/labindex) > statemax{l)

x1(1,k,labindex) = statemax(l);
end
if sl(l,k,labindex) <statemin(2)

sl(l,k,labindex) = statemin(Z);
elsei£ sl(l,k,labindex) > statemax(2)

sl(l,k,labindex) = statemax(Z);
end
if p1(1,k,labindex) < statemin(3)

p1(1,k,labindex) = statemin(3);
elseif pl(l/k,labindex) > statemax(3}

pI (l,k,labindex) = statemax(3);
end
if v1(1,k,labindex) < statemin(4)

vI (l,k,labindex) = statemin(4);
elseif v1(1,k,labindex) > statemax(4)

vl(l,k,labindex) = statemax(4);
end

if Tl(l,k,labindex) < conmin(l)
Tl(l,k,labindex) = conmin(l);

elseif T1(1,k,labindex) > conmax(l)
Tl(l,k,labindex) = conmax(l) ;

end
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if FI(I,k,labindex) < conmin(2)
FI(I,k,labindex) = conmin(2);

elseif FI(I,k,labindex) > conmax(2)
FI(I,k,labindex) = conmax(2);

end
end %end of the iterations in the subproblem tir~e interval (a,b)
%======================================================================

labBarrier
if labindex==l
x2=reshape(xI,I,numel(size(xl»);
s2=reshape(sl,l,numel(size(sl»);
p2=reshape(pl,l,numel(size(pl»);
T2=reshape(TI,I,numel(size(TI»)
F2=reshape(FI,I,numel(size(FI»);

x=x2([a:b,labindex])
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2([a:b,labindex])
T=T2([a:b,labindex])
F=F2([a:b,labindex])

%======Calculation of the final value of x(k)=x{K+l)=xKl;sKlJpKl========
sKI=s(K)-fl(K)/Yxs(K)-dt*m*x(K)+dt*F(K)*(si-s(K»/v(K) ;
pKI=p(K)+fl(K)*Ypx(K)-dt*F(K)*p(K)/V(K);
vKI=v(K)+dt*F(K) ;
if xKI <= statemin(l)
xKI = statemin(I);
elseif xKl >=statemax(l)
Y_~I = statemax(I);
end
x(49)=xKI
if sKI <= statemin(2)

sKI = statemin(2);
elseif sKI >= statemax(2}

sKI = statemax(2);
end
s(49)=sKI
if pKI <= statemin(3)

pKI = statemin(3);
elseif pKl >= statemax{3}

pKI=statemax(3)
end
p(49)=pKI

if vKI <= statemin(4)
vKI = statemin(4);

elseif vKl >= statemax(4}
vKI = statemax(4);

end
v(49)=vKI
end
~==========================~============================================
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E.3: MATLAB script file - modelfedbatch_func2.m

[1-File; rnode.l.fedbe t ch func Z im
%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
%The function is used to calculate the trajectories of t ne de rLve t Lves
of the state space vector

function ydot=modelfedbatch_func2(t,y,par, T, F, kd, m, pI, n, si)

%===========================Model variables=============================
ydot(1)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/p1»~n)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(1»

F*y(1)/y(4»; ~Equacion 2.84
ydot(2)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»~n)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y ( 2 » / -

(par(7) +par(8) *T+par (9) * (T*T) ) -m*y (1) -F* (si-y (2) ) /y (4) ) ; ,Equation 2.85
ydot(3)=(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»~n)*y(i)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T))+y(2»*(par(lO)+p

ar(11)*T+par(12)*(T*T»-F*y(3)/y(4);%Equation L.be

ydot(4)=F; %Equaticn 2.87
ydot=[ydot(l) ydot(2) ydot(3) ydot(4)] ';
%=======================================================================
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APPENDIX F: MATLAS PARALLEL PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF

CONTROL AND STATE FOR CONTINUOS FERMENTATION PROCESS

F.l: MATLAB script file - continuousyarallel.m
% M-File: continuous~parallel.m

% ===========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ========================
'I, Calculation of state and control trajectories for continuous
t e rmcnt at i.on
:~ process

clear 811% clear workspace
global par T D kd m pI n si K Ml M2 epsl mu 1 x s p el conmin conmax
statemin statemax astate aeon dt yO xl sl pl Tl Dl
%==========================Set Initial values===========================
Ml = 100; M2 = 50; %Hax rrumoe r of iterations of the first and SeCOT'lC
levels
K = 256; %Nurrber'of steps ~~ ~he optimization horizon
ax. = 0.001; as = 0.001; ap = 0.001; ~;Steps of the gradient pzocecur e s
for calculation of the State variables
aT = 0.05 i aD = 0.05 i %-Steps of the gradient procedures fer calculation
of the Control variables
alx ; 0.001; als ; 0.001; alp; 0.001; %SteD of the gradient prcceaures
for calculation of Lhe Conjugate variables
adx = O. 001i ads = O. 001i adp = O. 001i %.8::.e5>3 of the q r a d i e nt. p r cceou r-es
Ior calculation of the Interconnections lI1 ~lme

epsl=O.OOli %toleraDces for step of the calculation of the firs~ levels
eps2=O.OOli %tclerances fer stop of the calculaLicn cf the secend levels
%=======================================================================

%=================Initial values of the penalty coefficients============
mx=O.OOlO;
rns=O.OOlOj
mpe o . OOlO;
%=======================================================================
dt = 0.01967; %Initial value of the - . "a amp Lc.rrq p e r i.co

~==============:nitialtrajectories fer the conjugate ~2riables=========

for k = l: K+l
Lx (k) =O.OOl;
Is (k) =0.005;
Lp (k) =0.002;
end
*=======================================================================

%============Initial trajectories cf L2e CGn~rc~ vari2bles==============
T = 16i
D = 0;
~======================================================================

%====~======================Modelco-gfficienLs=========================
al 0.0004; a2 = O.OOOl; a3 = 0.0002;
bl 0.2; b2 = 0.03; b3 = O.Ol;
cl 2; e2 = 0.3; e3 = 0.02l;
dl 0.0040; d2 = 0.006; d3 = O.OOl;
par = Cal a2 a3 bl b2 b3 cl e2 c3 dl d2 d3];
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kd = 0.00008; ~- death cons t ant.
pI = 50; % inhibition factor
m = 0.11; % Maintenance co-efficien~

n = 0.52; % Pewer co-efficient
si= 266.6; % Input substrate
Ks = 0.5; -:~Ini t i a I value of Moriori COD s t ant; for calculation of dt.mi.n and
dtmax

dt.rru.n and drmex
mrnax = 0.5; %lid t.La L value of r at.e for calculation

Yxs = 0.175; Initial vaLue of stochiometry coefficient for biomass
growth for calculation of dtmin and dtmax
Ypx = 0.421; En.i t i.a ..... va i uc 0:: a t o cnacrrer r y c o e f f i c Le nf £r:>r DlCfCL2.SS

f o r calculation of dt.rni n and dtmax
%=======================================================================

%=====================Initial values of state var"iables============-::=====
xO=1.83;
sO=150. 0;
pO= 0;
yO=[xO sO pO]';
%============================::===========================================

%===================steady state values of state variables==============
xbar 100*ones (1, x-i i •
sbar = 30*ones (1, K+l);
pbar = 100*ones (1, K+l);
~=======================================================================

Tmin 10;
Dmin = 0;
Tmax = 25;
Dmax 5;
~====================================================~=====~===========~

%========================Constraints of State varla~~es=================

xmi.n a. 83;
xmax 100;
smin 5;
smax 300;
pmin 0;
pmax 100;
t=======================================================================

~=====================Calculatic~of delta min and max==================
dtmax = O.Ol*(Ks + smax)/ «mmax-kd-Dmax)*smax - Ks*(kd + Dmax»;
dtmin = O.Ol*(Ks + smin)/ «mmax-kd-Dmin)*smin - Ks*(kd + Dmin»;
~==================================================~==========~===~=~=~=

%=====Calculation of the ~~iti2l trajectories of state varlaD~es===::=::====

t=l: K+l;
[t, y] =ode15s (@ (t, y) modelcontinuos func2 (t, y, par, T, D, kd, m,
pl, n, si) I t, yO);
x=(y (:, 1» ';
s= (y ( : ,2) ) , ;
p= {y ( : ,3) ) , ;
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figure (l)
t = l:K+l;
plot{t,x,'-k',t,s,' :1.' It,PI '-.k'}
title('Initial ,-rajec~ories of state variables');
ylabel (' gil') ;
xlabel('time in samples');
legend('biomass' , 'substrate', 'product', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside')

~=============================================~==================~===~--

%Calculation of the initial rrajectories of the interconnections in ~ime

domai~==================================================================

for k
dx fk)
ds (k)
dp(k)
end

l:K
10.0;
l3S;

25.0;

~================================================================~

%============Initial trajec-tories 0= the control varlaD~2S==============

T = l6*ones (l, K);
D = l.25*ones (l, K);
%=======================================================================

s=======Calculation of 'the nltlal ~rajeccories ~~ e_ v Ck,v=s/z,p======
for ke-Le K
elx(k) = dx(k)-x(k+l);
els(k) ds(k)-s(k+l);
elp(k) dp(k)-p(k+l);
end

%=======================================================================

%=============Calculation of Elx Xi Be the lase pOlnt==================
elx(K)
els (k)
elp (k)

x(K+l)- xbar(K+l);
s(K+l)- sbar(K+l);

= p(K+l)- pbar(K+l);
~==================================================================

% ====================START OF THE COORDINATlt~S ?ROC2DJRE===============
j=li
while j <= M2;%SecoDd
if matlabpool{lsize')>

matlabpool('close')
pool epen

, ,
l': e r 2 -c 1. C':13

o %Checking if there ~s 5

Sending a close signa~ ~~ workers if ther~ ~s a

end
matlabpool c>pen j cbmanacercc r.fLcS '5'_"'c,5',l"'~

to = clock; ~ sear-c ~_ -che
j=l
while j <= tJI'..2; 'i;$,:::ccrd LeveL
diary p2rallelfedba~ch

jrn = findResource ( "s cheduLe r ' , "ccnz Lcuz-e t i cn 11 1 j O;Jr:-3n3qe:L"=c.:c~=i.;S' )
disp(get(jm» 5;;;'%':',,,,,,,,"';'''''''''': ,C':,"' ,';"""",,; cne ck t.ne 3:;"':"3
the- jcbmana.qer

timingStart = tic;
start = tic;
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pjob3=createParallelJob (jm, "Con f i.qu r a t. i.c n I, I j obmane.cerconf i c S I ); scz-ee te
parallel job from the jebmanager
get (pj cb.s ) % Moniter the status of PJOD.!..

%=============How it:. takes t:.o create a JOb=========================
times.jobCreateTirne = toe (start)
deseription.jobCreateTime = 'Job crea~ion time'
t=======================================================================

Tasks = findTask(pjob2)
[pending running finished] = findTask(pjobl)
set (pjob3, 'Configuration', 'jobmanagerconfig5')
set (pjob3, 'MinimumNurnberOfWorkers',32);
set (pjob3, 'MaximumNumberOfWorkers',32);
set(PJ' ob 3 '1:'~1""",~"Y">"",...,r;,~~,....,~~_1 {'c,,1.-,y"'-""~h'-' ';:-"",--<;"".-+-.---,h .,.-,.,}), '"- ....... -'-_~v'=l~~~~V..;;:;l~·_-'---c:.:J, ~'-'-'-.l:-"'"'-'j~"- "'-'---~<.>Jc. __·_~~".~.l

get(jm)c%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%'%%%c,%%,%%%%%%%%%%%%%Notice h0~

is changinq
disp(get(pjob3»'
disp (' busy wo r ke r s I )

disp(get(jm, 'NumberOfbusyWorkers'»

%=======================STARTING P~~~~~LEL CCMPUTING=====================

',erea t e t as k-. on I y one hoit.h 5 cut.put. ar-qun-e n t s a rrd Lct::::.rqu,ne::-"c:::,
%2easur~ how long that takes and seasure how long ~~ ~aj:es to sUD2it ~hs

ob to the cluster
task=createTask(pjob3, @subprob2 batch,S,{})
get {pjob2, 'task')

%============Hcw ~cng ~~ Lakes ~o creatE a Lask=========================
tirnes.taskCreateTirne = toe (start)
description.taskCreateTime = 'Task cr~2tioD time'
~================================================================

submit (pjob3)

times.submitTime = toe (start)
description. submitTime = '·Job submi s sicn ti,rE-3'
~,=-,-~,o;;.====.=,.o;;;=.====",~::""",==.==-~.o;;"=.,o;;.=.,.".",",,,,- -" .'O'===========C= '-

%Once the job has been submitted, we all its t~sk2 execute ifl

%parallel. Measure how
run

it takes for a~L ~~e t&sks 'to sta~t 3~a

waitForState{pjob3, 'finished')
times.jobwaitTime = toc(start)
deseription.pjobWaitTime 'Jot walt time'
get (jm)

%clisnt.
results=getA110utputArguments(pjob3)
times.resultsTime = toe (start)
description.resultsTime = 'Resul~s ret~ieV3l ~i~e'

f=======================================================================
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%===============Verify that the jeb ran without errors==================
errmsgs = get(pjob2.task, {fErrorMcssage'})
nonernpty = -ee11fun(@isernpty, errrnsgs)
ce11disp(errrnsgs(nonernpty»
~=======================================================================

%Measure -che total time elapsed from creaLing the ~ob ~D to the results
tirnes.tota1Tirne = toe (start)
operationtime=etime (clock, to) %cperat.ioD. t i me rcr completion. cr p a r aLl e L
computing
destroy (pjob3)
rnatlapool close% close matlapool of workers

%Calculation on the coord.i na t i nq LeveL
% Cal~ulation of the new values of the gradients of ~he coordina~ing

% variables u si.nq t.r.e v a Lue s o f the ca.LcuLecec state and control
variables

x(K+l)-xbar(K+l);
s(K+l)-sbar(K+l);
p(K+l)-pbar(K+l);

for k=l:K
elx (K+l)
e1s (K+l)
e1p (K+l)
end
nnl=norrn(e1x)+ norrn(e1s)+ norrn(e1p);

% Calculation of

if nnl<=eps2
break
else

for k
1x(k)
ls (k)

1p (k)

end

=l:K+l
1x(k) +
ls (k) +
1p(k) +

.. .
t:.t:'.e .irnproveo ve iue s

a1x'elx(k) ;
a1s'e1s(k) ;
a.LpveLp (k) ;

of ::-7, v x , 5 J P

%Calculatian of the
mmax(K)=par(1)+par(Z)'T(K)+par(3)'(T(K)A Z); % Equation 2.72
Ks(K)=par(4)+par(5)'T(K)+par(6)'(T(K)AZ); ·t Equation 2.73
Yxs(K)=par(7)+par(8)'T(K)+par(9)'(T(K)AZ); % Equation 2.7c
Ypx(K)=par{lO)+par(11)*T(K)+par(12)*(T{K)A2) i % Equation 2.75
eex(K)=lx(K)+ rnx'(x(K)-xbar(K»;
ees(K)=ls(K)+ rns'(s(K)-sbar(K»;
eep(K)=lp(K)+ rnp'(p(K)-pbar(K»;
ffl(K) = rnrnax(K) '«l-pk/pl) An) ;
f3 (K) = ffl (K) 'x(K)'s (K) / (Ks (K) + s (K» ; 6. 2c
dt = (-K -(f3(K)-(kd'x(K)-D(K)'x(K»'eex(K)+(f3(K)/Yxs(K)+ rn'x(K)
D(K)'(si-s(K»'ees(K)-(Ypx(K)'f3(K)-D(K)'p(K»'eep(K»/(rnx'(f3(K)
kd'x(K)-D(K)*x(K»A Z + rns'(f3(K)/Yxs(K)+ rn'x(K)-D(K)'(si-s(K»A Z+
mp'(Ypx(K)'f3(K»-D(K)'p(K»AZ); % EquaLion 6.66

if dt <= dtmin
dt = dtmin;
elseif dt >=dtmax
dt = dt.max,

for k
dx Ik)
ds (k)
dp(k)

l:K
dx(k) - adx'(-rnx'elx(k)-lx(k»;
ds(k) - ads'(-rns'els(k)-ls(k»;
dp(k) - adp'(-rnp'elp(k)-lp(k»;
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en
end
j = j+l;
end * End ~~ the second level iteration
toe;
figure (2)
t=l:K+l;
plot (t,x, '-k I)

title('Optimised Results for the biomass state')
ylabel( 'gil');
xlabel('time in samples');
legend('biomass', 'Location'J 'NorthEas~Outside')

figure (3)
plot (t; , p, ' ; k ' )
title('Optimised Eesults for -:he product sta.te ')
ylabel ( 'g /l ' ) ;
xlabel('time in samples');
legend ('product '. "Lcce t.Lon ' r I uor-t r.Fa e t outs Lde ' )
figure (4)
plot(t,s,'-k')
title ( "opt.Irru s ed Results for t.he s ubst r a t e ' )
ylabel('g/IJ) ;
xlabel ( r time Ln saEtples');
legend ( •substrate' , I Location' I • Nc-rthEas'LOutside' )
tl=l:K;
figure(S)
plot(tl,T, '-k')
title ('Optimised Re s u Lt.s for t ne 'I'empe r a t.u r e T')
y LabeLf tq z L" l ;
xlabel(ltime in samples');
legend ( 'Temperat.ure T', 'Location' I "No.r t h Ea s t Ou t s i de ")
tl=l:K;
figure (6)
plot(tl,D, '--k')
title( 'Op-cimised Results for t.he Dilu-cicn rate D')
ylabel ( 'g i 1 ' ) ;
xlabel{Jtime in samples ');
legend(fDilution rate D I

, 'Lo~ati0n', l~orthEastO'.1tsid~')

f i.q-ar-e (7)

tl=l:K+l;
plot(tl/lx,'-k',tl,ls/l :k'/tl,lp,l-.k')
title('Optimlsed Results for ~he c0njug~t~ variables 12~b~2')

ylabel('g/l');
xlabel('time in 3a~mple3');

legend ( "Lembc.a x ", I Larrbda 5', T La:rrbda p', "Lcca t Lcn T I I Nc.r t.r.Ea.s t.Our s.i ce ' )
figure (8)
t = l:K+l;
p l.ot.It.i x , '-k' ,t,s,' :k',t/P, '-.k')
title( 'Optimal t.r a j ec t c r i.e s of ST.2::e '!ariables');
ylabel('g/l') ;
xlabel ( 'time .i n samples');
legend (I b i.oz.a s s T , I .sucat r-ec e ' , 'product' , "Loca t i.or; ' , 'l'brthEas-cCut.sid'2' )
~=======================================================================

F.2: MATLAB script file - subprob2_continuous.m
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%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================
%The function is used to calculate the optinal ~rajectories of the staLe
and control by different numbe r of wor ke r s .i.n parallel

function [x, s,p,v,T,D] =subprob2_continuous

global par T D kd m pI n si K MI M2 eps1 mu 1 x 5 p e1 eonmin eonmax
statemin statemax astate aeon dt yO xl 51 pI T1 D1

%,======Calculation of '[he initial ana f i.naL point
dd=K/numlabs
a=(labindex-l)*dd+l
b=labindex*dd

of the
, , _. . cSUOln::.er"f3..2..S===

%=======================================================================

for (k=a:b) ~DecomDosition in time domain
i=l
whd Le i <= MI ss'Lr s t. level .1 t c re t icns

%=========PreAllocation
dmmaxdT = zeros (I, K) i

dKsdT = zeros(l,K);
dYxsdT = zeros(I,K)i
dYpxdT = zeros(l,K);
mmax zeros{l,K) i

Ks zeros(l,K) ;
Yxs zeros(l,K);
Ypx zeros (1, K) i

ff zeros (1, K) i

fx = zeros(l,K)i
fs zeros(I,K)i
fp = zeros(l,K);
f1 zeros{l,K)i
fZ = zeros(l,K);
eex zeros{l,K) i

ees zeros{l,K) i

eep zeros(l,K);
ex zeros{l,K)i
es zeros (I, K) i

ep zeros (l,K) ;
eT = zeros(l,K)i
eD zeros(l,K);

variables for .!aster execution===============

%===================================================~==============~

Q======================2~~~e ~e~~e~3:~~~=========================-~--~~-

dmmaxdT(k) = par(Z)+Z*par(3)*T(k);
dKsdT(k)=par(S)+z*par(6)*T(k);
dYxsdT(k)~par(8)+Z*par(9)*T(k);

dYpxdT(k)=par(ll)+Z*par(lZ)*T(k);
============================.==-========.=======-====~..o;=--".'========-..:;_=====,--co-;o.",··-

~=============Cal~u12tic~ or ths kiDe~ic co~fficieIlts===================

mrnax (k) =par (1) +par (Z) *T (k) +par (3) * (T (k) AZ) ; Eq'.l2itLn 2.72
Ks(k)=par(4)+par(S)*T(k)+par(6)*(T(k)AZ); E~"2i7i~~ 2.'3
Yxs(k)=par(7)+par(8)*T(k)+par(9)*(T(k)AZ);\ .i cn c •• ;~

Ypx(k)=par(lO)+par(ll)*T(k)+par(lZ)*(T(k)AZ) ;'EQ'.l2i7i~~=.-c

%=======================================================================
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%=======Calculation of the expresslons from equation (6.38)-(6.42=======
pk=p (k) ;
ff(k)=dt*mmax(k) *((l-pk/pI)An);
ff2(k)= dt*«(l-pk/pl)An);
fx(k)=ff(k)*s(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equation 6.38
fs (k) =ff (k) *Ks (k) * x(k) / (Ks (k) + s (k) ) A2); e Ecuat i.cr, 6.40
fp (k) =-dt*mmax(k) * «l-p (k) /pl) A{n e L} *n*x(k) *s (k) / (pl* (Ks (k) + s (k»); ,

Equ a r i or. 6.39
f1 (k) =ff2 (k) *x (k) *s (k) / (Ks (k ) + s (k) ); Equation 6.41
f2(k)=-f1(k)*mmax(k)/(Ks(k) + s(k»; % Equation 6.42
~=======================================================================

eex(k)=I(l,k)-mu(l)*el(l,k);
ees(k)=1(2,k)-mu(2)*el(2,k);
eep(k)=1(3,k)-mu(3)*el(3,k);
~===============F====================================~==================

%=======Calculation of the gradients for sLate variables================
ex(k)=(l+fx(k)-dt*kd-dt*D(k»*eex(k)+«fx(k)/Yxs(k»-dt*m)*ees(k)+
fx(k)*Ypx(k)*eep(k);%Equat:ion 6.43
es(k)=fs(k)*eex(k)+(l-fs(k)/Yxs(k)-dt*D(k»*ees(k)+Ypx (k ) *
fs(k)*eep(k); 6.44
ep(k)=fp(k)*eex(k)-(fp(k)/Yxs(k»*ees(k)+(l+fp(k)
dt*D(k»*eep(k);%Eq"2tiou 6.·15
%=======================================================================

"s==========Calculation. of the gradients fer cont r o L ve r i abLe sv-v-.--
eD(k)=-dt*x(k)*eex(k)+(dt*(si-s(k»*ees(k»- (dt*p(k)*eep(k»;
6.47
eT(k) = (fl(k)*dmmaxdT(k)+f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eex(k) + (
fl(k)/(Yxs(k»A 2)*(dmmaxdT(k)*Yxs(k)-mmax(k)*dYxsdT(k»+
(f2(k)/Yxs(k»*dKsdT(k» *ees(k) +
(fI(k)*(dYpxdT(k)*mmax(k)+Ypx(k)*d~~axdT(k»

Ypx(k)*f2(k)*dKsdT(k»*eep(k) ;
%Equat ion 6 . .::1 6
nl=[ex(k) es(k) ep(k) eD(k) eT(k)]';
*=====================================================================-=-

nn. = norm In.L) '':,Calculati::m. norm of gradients
if nn <:=epsl%Check the condition for end of t he .i t eza t Lon s "'''r-! the first
level
break

elseif k == 1
Sl(l,k,labindex)=yO(2) ;
pl(l,k,labindex)=yO(3) ;
xI(l,k,labindex)=yO(l);
TI(l,k,labindex) = T(k) + acon(l)*eT(k);
DI(l,k,labindex) = D(k) + acon(2)*eD(k);
else
xl (I,k,labindex)
sl(l,k,labindex)
pl(l,k,labindex)
Tl(l,k,labindex)
Dl(l,k,labindex)

x(k) + astate(l)*ex(k);
s (k) + astate (2) *es (k) ;
p(k) + astate(3)*ep(k);
T(k) + acon(l)*eT(k)
D(k) + acon(2)*eD(k);
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end
i=i+l
end
t=======================~neCKagainst constraints=======================

if x~(~,k,labindex) < statemin(~)

x~(l,k,labindex) = statemin(~);

elseif x~(~,k,labindex) > statemax(~)

xl(l,k,labindex) = statemax(l)i
end
if s~(~,k,labindex) <statemin(2)

s~(~,k,labindex) = statemin(2);
elseif s~(~,k,labindex) > statemax(2)

s~(~,k,labindex) = statemax(2);
end
if p~(l,k,labindex) < statemin(3)

pI(~,k,labindex) = statemin(3);
elseif p~(~,k,labindex) > statemax(3)

p~(l,k,labindex) = statemax(3);
end
if T~(~,k,labindex) < conmin(~)

T~(l,k,labindex) = conmin(l);
elseif Tl(l,k,labindex) > cOD~ax(l)

T~(~,k,labindex) conmax(~);

end
if Dl(l,k,labindex) < conmin(2)

DI(~,k,labindex) = conmin(2);
elseif Dl(l,k,labindex) > conmax(2)

D~(~,k,labind~x) = conmax(2);
end
end %end of the iterations in the time interval (a,b)
%=======================================================================
labBarrier
if labindex==l
x2=reshape(xl,~,numel(size(x~»);

s2=reshape(s~,~,numel(size(s~»);
p2=reshape(p~,~,numel(size(pl»);

T2=reshape(T~,~,numel(size(T~»)

D2~reshape(D~,~,numel(size(D~»);

x=x2([a:b,labindex])
s=s2([a:b,labindex])
p=p2([a:b,labindex])
T=T2([a:b,labindex])
D=D2([a:b,labindex])

%======Calculaticn of ~ne fi::.al

Kl = K+li
ex(KI)= lx(K~)+ mx*(x(K~)-xbar(K~»;

es(K~)= ls(K~)+ ms*(s(KI)-sbar(KI»;
ep(K~)= Ip(K~)+ mp*(p(Kl)-pbar(Kl»;

%Calculation of the final value 0f 3t~~e

xK~ x(KI) - alx*ex(K~);

sKI = s(K~) - als*es(K~);

pK~ = p(K~) - alp*ep(K~);
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i£ xKl <= xmin
xKl = xmin;

e15ei£ xKl >=xmax
xKl = xmax;

end
if sKI <= smin

sKl = smin;
elseif sKI >= smax

sKI = sma.x;
end
if pKl <= pmin

pKl = pmin;
e1seif pKl >= pmax

pK1~pmax;

end
%=======================================================================

F.3: MATLAB script file - modelcontinuous_func2.m

{JI-File: r"odelccntinuous f uncz . ill

%=========================M-FILE DESCRIPTION ===========================

%The function is used to calculate the trajectories of the derivatives
of the state sp~ce vector

function ydot= modelcontinuos_funC2(t,y, par, T, D, kd, m, pI, il, si)

%===============================Model variables=========================

ydot(1):(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»-(kd*y(1»
D*y(l»; ~Equacicn 2.93

ydot(2):(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*«1
(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T)+y(2»/-
(par (7) +par (8) *T+par (9) * (T*T) ) -m*y (1) + D* (si-y (2) ) ) ; <:quacic,-. =.94

ydot(3)~(par(1)+par(2)*T+par(3)*(T*T»*(par(lO)+par(ll)*T+par(12)*(T*T»

*«1-(y(3)/pl»An)*y(1)*y(2)/«par(4)+par(5)*T+par(6)*(T*T»+y(2»
(D*y(3)} ;%Equaticn 2.95

ydot:[ydot(l) ydot(2) ydot(3)] ';

%=======================================================================
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